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Abstract
Let F be a ﬁnitely generated non-abelian free group and Q a ﬁnite quotient. Denote by LQ
the language obtained by adding unary predicates tPquqPQ to the language of groups.
By generalizing some of the techniques involved in Zlil Sela’s solution to Tarski’s question
on the elementary theory of non-abelian free groups, we provide a few basic results on the
validity of ﬁrst order sentences in the LQ-expansion of F in which every Pq is interpreted as
the preimage of q in F.
In particular, we prove an analogous result to Sela’s generalization of Merzlyakov’s theorem
for @D-sentence and show that the positive theory of such a structure depends only on Q and
not on the rank of F nor the particular quotient map.
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Introduction
Some history Model theory concerns itself with the interaction between syntactic objects,
ﬁrst order formulas and consistent collections thereof, and the mathematical structures which
interpret them. A fundamental notion is that of the (ﬁrst order) theory ThpSq of a given
structure S.
Free groups are a very natural and simple to describe mathematical object that plays a
role in several areas outside of algebra, such as topological group theory. Interest in the model
theory of free groups can be traced back to the forties by one of the fathers of modern logic,
Alfred Tarski, who proposed the following question:
Question. Do Fm and Fn have the same order theory for 2 ď m ă n?
The free group of rank m, Fm can be conceived as the collection of all ﬁnite words in
m-letters and their iverses, up to the cancellation of consecutive pairs of dual letters, so that
each element can be represented by a unique reduced such word. This point of view, within
the larger context of what is known as ”combinatorial group theory”, is the one privileged by
classical reference works like [MKS07] and [SL77] dominated mathematicians initial under-
standing of free groups [SL77].
Some early successes Tarski’s problem was achieved using such methods by Merzlyakov
[Mer66], who proved that if a generates a free group F, then the validity of any sentence of the
form @xDy φpx, y, aq true in F, where φpx, y, aq is a system of equations over a, is witnessed
by what is known as a formal solution: some algebraic expression of the y’s in terms of x and
a, rendering the equations in the system trivial. Generalizing this result, he was able to prove
that all non-abelian free groups satisfy the same positive sentences.
Another early milestone was the work of Makanin (see [Mak83]), who provided an algo-
rithm for deciding whether system of equations with parameters in the free group admits a
solution. Later on by reﬁning Makanin’s technique Razborov (see [Raz85]) managed provide
a description of the set of solutions to such systems.
Meanwhile P. Serre [SB77], established a duality between algebraic decompositions of a
group as a graph of groups and particular actions on such groups on simplicial trees, providing
a new approach to free groups and other notions in combinatorial group theory. Later on there
was an increased interest in the possibility of generalizing Serre’s work to so called R-trees,
metric trees where the set of branching points is allows to be non-discrete. An important
problem in its day was that of characterizing those ﬁnitely generated groups admitting a
free action on an R-tree (for simplicial trees the answer is precisely free groups). It was E.
Rips’ outstanding contribution to the subject was to realized that the combinatorial iterative
procedure behind Makanin and Razborov’s work could be understood in in a geometrical sense
and hence generalized to such actions, providing a solution of the problem above. More general
developments of the idea appeared later in works as [BF95] or [Gui08] and its predecessors,
which show how certain classes of actions always decompose into simpler pieces of a certain
type.
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Another important idea, going back to the work Gromov, is that there is endow a class
of metric spaces with a topology, that some form of compactness holds under certain circum-
stances and that one certain large scale properties of a metric space can be distilled from the
limit of a sequence of rescalings of the space by smaller and smaller positive constants. Later
Paulin [Pau88] and Bestvina generalized this idea to isometric actions of a group G on certain
metric spaces.
These are some of the main ingredients in Z. Sela remarkable positive answer to Tarski’s
question, which came at the turn of the century in the shape of a series of six papers (culminat-
ing in [Sel06]). Tarski’s problem is a consequence of the stronger result that the embedding
of free group as a free factor of another one is an elementary embedding. A solution to
Tarski’s problem was reached independently by Kharlampovich and Myasnikov [KM06] using
combinatorial techniques.
This thesis This work provides a small illustration of the versatility of Sela’s geometric
approach. Fix a ﬁnite group Q and consider the language LQ obtained by adding unary
predicates tPquqPQ to the language of groups. Given a group G, together with an epimorphism
π : G Ñ Q. This is what we call a π-group. By interpreting Pq as the preimage of q in G by
π we can promote G to an LQ structure.
This sort of expansion is fairly common move in model theory. Sometimes a mathematical
object can be seen both as an L1-structure and as an L2-structure, where the theory is ’well-
behaved’ in both cases in a certain sense, while the L1 Y L2 structure exhibits an extremely
wild behaviour. In our case, the evidence collected so far points in the opposite direction.
We are interested in the case in which F is a ﬁnitely generated free group and π an
epimorphism. What is the general picture? We conjecture the following generalizations of
Sela’s result:
Conjecture. Given a ﬁnite group Q, non-abelian free groups F1, F2 and epimorphisms πi
from Fi to Q for i “ 1, 2 the pairs pF1, π1q and pF2, π2q are elementary equivalent as LQ-
structures.
Unfortunately due to the complexity of the techniques involved, are not able to oﬀer an
aswer to the question in this work. We dapt several of his tools to the study of the language
LQ.
A solution of a system of equations (for simplicity without constants) Σpxq “ 1 in a given
free group F can be corresponds to a homomorphism from the group GΣ with presentation
xx|Σpxq “ 1y. Makanin showed the existence of ﬁnitely many ﬁnite chains of proper epimor-
phisms, terminating in a free group:
GΣ
η0ÝÑ L1 η1ÝÑ L2 η2ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨Lm “ Fk
Such that any f P HompGΣ,Fq can be written as η0˝τ1˝η1˝τ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ηm´1˝h for automorphisms
τj of Lj and a homomorphism h from Fk to F. The groups Li happen to be so called limit
groups: ﬁnitely generated models of the universal theory of a non-abelian free group. This is
also one of the initial steps in Sela’s work (see [Sel01]), whose proof is based on the Bestvina-
Paulin limiting method and Rips’ analysis of axions of groups on real trees, which makes it
easily generalizable to hyperbolic groups (see [RW]).
In the language LQ the basic quantiﬁer free formula that needs to be considered is the
conjunction of a system of equations together with conditions of the form Pqpxjq (this is a
special case of the notion of an equation with rational constraints, explored in works such
as [DGH05] under a diﬀerent angle, more akin to computer science).
We work in the category ﬁnitely generated π-groups as a category, a morphism from pG, πq
to pG1, π1q being any homorphism f : G Ñ G1 for which π1 ˝f “ π. Solutions to any condition
as above can be identiﬁed with morphisms from a ﬁnitely generated π-group pG, πGq to pF, πq.
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In chapter 4 we provide a description of the family of such morphisms by generalizing
Sela’s version of the Makanin-Razborov procedure and one of its reﬁnements (namely that of
a taut-Makanin Razborov diagram) to our new category.
The above mentioned morphism-classifying sequences of epimorphisms are what one usu-
ally refers to as a resolution. Our approach to resolutions is formally slightly diﬀerent from
the one found in Sela in the sense that we use a rooted tree to index what would be the free
factors of a resolution in a classical sense. For the scope of this work this probably makes
little diﬀerence, but we think it might be useful in later stages of the analysis of LQ-sentences.
The concept analogous to limit groups is that of what we call π-limit groups: ﬁnite models
of the universal theory of our reference structure pF, πq or, equivalently, those ﬁnitely generated
π-groups which are discriminated by morphisms to pF, πq. As in the standard case, this notion
can be eventually be shown to be independent from the particular reference structure. Not
every homomorphism π : L Ñ Q from a limit group to Q makes it into a π-limit group, but
we will formulate a suﬃcient (and necessary) condition for this to be the case, akin to that of
a constructible limit group (see [BF09]).
In chapter 5 we present Sela’s notions of a tower (a group together with a certain algebraic
structure) and a test sequence (a sequence of homomorphisms from the tower to the free
group), suitably adapted to our setting. Test sequences are a generalization of small cancella-
tion sequences. They play a crucial role in Sela’s generalization of Merzlyakov’s theorem for
@D-sentence, where universal variables to be constrained by certain algebraic relations.
Our exposition diﬀers from Sela’s in that we isolate those properties of an individual
sequence must satisfy from those that a collection of sequences has to satisfy in order for the
theorem to hold. In the ﬁnal section of the chapter we give a proof of the existence of such
families.
In chapter 6 we adapt the aforementioned theorem to our setting, together with the fol-
lowing generalization of the other result by Merzlyakov mentioned before:
Theorem 6.2.6. Let A be a free factor of non-abelian free groups F1 and F2 and for i “ 1, 2
let πi be a surjective homomorphism from Fi to the ﬁnite group Q.
Then Th`ApF1, π1q “ Th`ApF2, π2q.
Here Th`ApMq stands for the positive A-theory of M , that is, the collection of all sentences
built without use of the negation symbol with constants in A Ă M .
The results above seem to suggest there is little interaction between the newly introduced
predicates and the old family of deﬁnable sets. We hope to be able to explore this line of
thought in future work.
4 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 Reminder: the free group
We start with a quick reminder of what free groups and free products are; see [LS15] for a
thorough introduction. Given a set of elements X a group F containing X is free over X if
any map from X to a group G extends uniquely to some homomorphism from F to G. This
object is unique up to isomorphism relative to X and we denote it by FpXq. In this situation
any element of G can be uniquely written as a word in tx, x¯uxPX , where x¯ is a new letter
(formal inverse) dual to x. The group FpXq can be constructed by taking the quotient of
the set of such terms (where inverses are a priori formal) by the relationship generated by
equivalences of the form uxx´1v „ uv, where x P X´1. Any element can be represented by
a reduced word, i.e., one in which a consecutive pair xx´1 does not appear. Such a word is
cyclically reduced if in addition the ﬁrst and last elements are not mutually inverse. A group
F which is free over a certain set X is called free and any such X is called a base of F . All
bases of a given free group have the same cardinality which, if ﬁnite, is denoted as the rank
of the free group in question. The free group of rank k is often denoted as Fk.
Given a collection tGiuiPI of groups, its free product, denoted by an expression such as
˚iPIGi or G1 ˚ G2 ¨ ¨ ¨Gk is a group containing each Gi and satisfying a similar universal
property. Namely, given any group H any collection of homomorphisms tfi : Gi Ñ HuiPI
extends to a unique f , which we will denote as >iPIfi. Any non-trivial element of G can be
written in a unique way as a product a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ am, where al and al`1 belong to Ail and Ail`1
for any 1 ď l ď m.
A free decomposition is an isomorphism (often thought as an identity) between a group
and some non-trivial free product.
1.2 A few words about ﬁrst order logic
Let us introduce here some basic notions of ﬁrst order logic with which to formulate some of
the results in this work. We will gloss over many formalities. A complete yet swift introduction
to the matter can be found in [TZ12]; for a more ﬂeshed-out the reader can take for example
[Sho67].
A language L is a collection of symbols including constants, functions and relation symbols.
Additionally, each function symbol and relation symbols are associated with a natural number
n ě 1, referred to as the arity of the symbol. When naming the constituents of L we will often
include the n-arity of the symbols in a subscript between parenthesis. For most purposes,
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constants can be regarded as functions of arity 0. In order to do anything meaningful with L
one needs some additional logical symbols, namely:
• A set of inﬁnitely many variables: txnunPN
• The equality symbol “,
• Negation , conjunction ^ and disjunction _ symbols
• An existential quantiﬁer D and a universal quantiﬁer @
In addition to this we will also use commas and parenthesis as auxiliary symbols (in a some-
what loose way in the case of parenthesis), although they are not strictly necessary. Likely,
one loses no expressive power by foregoing one of the two quantiﬁer symbols, or one among
t^,_u. Expressions involving them can be safely regarded as abbreviations of expressions
without them. In our case we will restrict that treatment to the logical connectors Ð,Ñ and
Ø. L-terms and L-formulas are sets of ﬁnite strings of symbols of L and logical symbols
L-structure which are ’meaningful’ or ’sound’ in an intuitive way. An L-terms is any such
string that can be generated in ﬁnitely many steps using the following rules:
• The string containing a single variable or constant is an L-term
• Given a function symbol f pmq P L, and terms t1, t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ tm, the string fpt1, t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ tmq is
an L-term.
for L-formulas, the generating rules are:
• If t1 and t2 are terms, then t1 “ t2 is a formula.
• If Rpmq P L is a relation symbol, and t1, t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ tm are terms, then Rpt1, t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ tmq is a
formula.
• If ψ is an L-formula, then ψ is one as well.
• If ψ1 and ψ2 are L-formulas, then pψ1 _ ψ2q and pψ1 ^ ψ2q are one as well.
• If ψ is a formula then Dx ψ and @x ψ are one as well.
Those formulas as in the ﬁrst two points are called atomic. For any occurrence in a formula of
a quantiﬁer Qx arising from an application of the third role, ones refers to the corresponding
formula ψ as the scope of the quantiﬁer and to any occurrence of x in it as a bounded
occurrence of x. A variable with at least one non-bounded occurrence in a certain formula is
called a free variable. A formula without free variables is called a sentence.
A formula with no occurrence of the negation symbol  is called a positive formula and
one with no instances of quantiﬁers is called a quantiﬁer free. Typically when introducing
a term t one writes tpx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨xkq, where x1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨xk are (distinct) variables containing all
those appearing in t. Likewise φpx1, x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xkq will stand for a formula with free variables
among x1, x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xk. The notation πpx1, x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xkq might also indicate a set of formulas whose
free variables are among x1, x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xk.
For L as above, a L-structure U is given by a set U , referred to as the universe of the
structure, together with a tuple an interpretation ZU for each of the symbols Z P L, which is:
• an element of U in case Z is a constant
• a function from Am to A, if Z is a function symbol of arity m
• some subset of Am if Z is a function symbol of arity m
In the future we might incur in a certain lack of precision and refer to U simply as U . Given
an L-structure U, one can interpret any term tpx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨xkq as a function tU : Uk Ñ U .
Likewise, a formula φpx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨xkq for k ě 1 can be interpreted as a predicate in φpUq Ă Uk.
The formal deﬁnition merely reﬂects the intuitive way such expressions are used in common
mathematical practice; the interested reader can take a look at the references mentioned
above.
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In the case of a L-sentence φ one can ask whether φ holds (is true) in M, denoted by
the notation M |ù φ. Again, the concept the formal deﬁnition merely reﬂects the informal
commonsense notion of satisfaction.
Given a term tpx1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨xkq and any tuple s1, s2, ¨ ¨ ¨ sk of terms (possibly other variables)
the expression tps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ skq denotes the term obtained by replacing each variable xi by si. One
can also ’substitute’ t1, t2, ¨ ¨ ¨ tk in place of free variables of a formula, but this is slightly more
subtle.
As it is common practice in model theory, we might use a single letter, such as x to denote
a whole tuple of k “ |x| many variables. In this case, given Q P t@, Du, an expression like
Q P t@, Du then Qx will abbreviate the string Qx1Qx2 ¨ ¨ ¨Qxk. A formula of the form @xφpxq,
where φ is quantiﬁer free is called a universal formula. One of the form @x Dy φpx, yq with
φpx, yq quantiﬁer free is called an @D-formula.
Given an L-structure U and a subset A Ă U , it is formally useful to consider the language
LA obtained by adding a constant ca to the language for any element A; in practice we will
use the same letter a, b ¨ ¨ ¨ denote both the element in A and the associated constant. There
is an obvious way one can extend U to an LA-structure UA.
The (positive) elementary theory of an L-structure U, denoted by ThpUq (Th`pUq), is the
collection of all (positive) L-sentences valid in U. We say that two L-structures U and U1
are (positively) elementarily equivalent, denoted by U ” U1 (U ”` U1) if ThpUq “ ThpU1q
(Th`pUq “ Th`pU1q).
Given L-structures U and U1 such that their respective universes contain some common
subset A, we say that they are elementarily equivalent over A, denoted by U1 ”A U, if U1A ” UA.
The positive theory of U, denoted by Th`pUq is the collection of all positive sentences valid
in U. We denote the corresponding weak elementarily equivalent relationships by ”` and
”`A. Considering only universal sentences instead of positive ones we obtain the notion of the
positive theory and positive elementary equivalence respectively.
An L-theory T implies an L-sentence φ, something we denote as T $ φ, if M |ù φ
for any model M of T . We say that two L-formulas φpxq and ψpxq are T -equivalent if
T |ù @x pφpxq ô ψpxqq. Any formula φpxq is H-equivalent to one of the form:
@y1 Dy2 ¨ ¨ ¨ @y2m´1Dy2mp
mł
j“1
p
riľ
i“1
ψji qq
where each ψji is either an atomic formula or the negation of one; we will refer to this as a
normal form (for φpxq). If the formula we started with is positive, then the ψji can be all
taken to be atomic.
1.3 Introducing our setting and some basic deﬁnitions
Groups can be seen as Lgp structures, where Lgp “ t1, ¨, p´q´1u, containing symbols for the
identity, multiplication and inverse respectively.
Fix a ﬁnite group Q and let LQ be the language resulting from adding an unary predicate
Pq to Lgp for any q P Q.
By a π-group we intend a pair pG, πq, where π : G Ñ Q is a homomorphism. Such an
object can be seen as an LQ-structure in a natural way by interpreting Pq as the preimage of
q by π. The epression as Tπ “ ThpG, πq denotes the corresponding LQ-theory.
We are interested in the particular case of a π-group pF, πq, ﬁxed for most of this work,
where F is a non-abelian free group and π a surjection. This structure will be usually abbre-
viated as F.
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A morphism between π-groups pG, πq and pG1, π1q is a homomorphism φ : G Ñ G1 satisfy-
ing πG1 ˝φ “ πG. To help lighten the notation we will (for now) adopt the notation G to refer
to a π-group pG, πGq, H one of the form pH,πHq and so forth. Likewise, F will stand for our
ﬁxed pair pF, πq.
A fundamental notion in the study of the theory TF is that of a limit group. Many basic
questions about the theory TF can be restated in terms of limit groups and the homomorphisms
between them. This notion and all of the main related results can be easily adapted to the
theory Tπ.
A sequence pfnqn of homomorphisms from a countable group G to a group H is said
convergent if and only if for any g P H eventually either fnpgq “ 1 or fnpgq ‰ 1. By the limit
kernel of such a sequence pfnqn we intend lkern fn “ tw P G |#tn | fnpwq “ 1u “ 8u. It is
a trivial matter to check that the limit kernel is a subgroup of G. By the limit quotient of
pfnqn we intend the quotient map from G to G1 “ G{lkern fn. Often we will use the term to
refer to the quotient itself. If the fn are morphisms from some π-group G to H, then we will
be referring to the π-group G1 obtained by pushing forward the π-structure of G onto G1.
Given a countable set X, we can identify PpXq with 2X , which is a compact separable
metric space for the product topology. Convergence in the sense above is then equivalent to
the topological convergence of Kerpfnq in 2G . In particular:
Observation 1.3.1. Any sequence of homomorphisms between two groups contains a convergent
subsequence.
Deﬁnition 1.3.1.1. By a π-limit group we intend a π-group L which is the limit quotient of
a ﬁnitely generated π-group G by a converging sequence of morphisms from G to F.
Letting Q “ t1u one recovers the standard notion of a limit group. We would like to remark
that the notion of a π-limit group is strictly stronger than that of a limit group equipped with
a morphism to Q. An obvious restriction is the fact that given a π-limit group pL, πLq and
any x P L the image by π of the centralizer ZLpxq is necessarily cyclic.
A π-subgroup of a π-group G is simply a subgroup of G endowed with a π-structure making
the inclusion map a π-morphism.
By a (A-)restricted π-group we intend a pair pG,A, ιq, where G is a π-group and ι an
injective morphism from a ﬁnitely generated π-subgroup A of F to G.
Since we will never be interested in comparing restricted groups diﬀering only in the
particular isomorphism ι and not in the underlying groups, we will often call such pG, A, ιq by
the name GA and possibly even identify A with its image.
Deﬁnition 1.3.1.2. By a morphism from an A-restricted π-group pG, A, ιq to another one
pG1, A, ι1q we intend a morphism φ : G Ñ G1 such that ι1 ˝ φ “ ι.
Of course, given a restricted π-group GA and a morphism φ : G Ñ H injective on A, there
is a unique way to push the A-restricted structure of G to one on H, with respect to which φ
is a restricted π-morphism.
Deﬁnition 1.3.1.3. A restricted π-limit group is a restricted Q-group LA where L is the
quotient of a convergent sequence of morphisms φn from a ﬁnitely generated restricted π-
group GA to FA and φn ˝ ιAL “ ιAF for all m.
Deﬁnition 1.3.1.4. A graded π-group is given by a tuple pGA, pPjqiPIq, comprising:
i) A restricted π-group GA
ii) A family tPjujPI of ﬁnitely generated subgroups of G, which we call parameter sub-
groups.
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We will often refer to such a structure by an expression of the form GA,pPiqiPI . A graded π-
limit group is just a graded π-group for which the underlying restricted π-group is a restricted
limit group.
By a marking of a group G we intend a map ι : x Ñ G where x “ pxiqk“1 is a ﬁnite set
of syntactic variables . A marked group is a pair pG, ιq where G is a group and ι : x Ñ G
a marking of G for which xιpxqy “ G. One should think of ι as an interpretation of the
tuple x in G. In accordance, we will always refer to ιpxq, or its image in a quotient of G as
simply x. If instead of a group we have a π-group, restricted π-group we will talk of marked
π-groups, marked restricted π-groups and so forth. The expression xpGq will stand for ιpxq
and ιpxiq for xipGq. A marked restricted group G is a pair pG, ιq where ι is a marking such
that xA, ιpxqy “ G. A marked graded group A consists of a tuple pG, pιiqiPIzt0u, ι0q, together
with markings ιi : pi Ñ Pi and ι : x Ñ G such that πpxA, ιpxq, ιippiqyq “ G. A marked
restricted group G is a pair pG, ιq where ι an x-marking such that xA, ιpxqy “ G. A marked
graded group A consists of a tuple pG, pιiqiPIzt0u, ι0q, together with markings ιi : pi Ñ Pi and
ι : x Ñ G such that xA, ιpxq, ιippiqy. The notation might replace A by some ﬁnite tuple a of
generators. Notice that given an epimorphism of (restricted , graded ) groups, a marking of
the domain pushes forward to a marking of the target univocally.
Deﬁnition 1.3.1.5. A group G is called CSA if and only if every maximal abelian subgroup
A oef G is malnormal, i.e. g P A whenever A X Ag ‰ t1u. It is called commutative transitive
if and only if the relationship Rpx, yq – rx, ys “ 1 is transitive when restricted to Gztt1uu.
The following is well-known and easy to prove:
Observation 1.3.2. In a commutative transitive group any non-trivial element is contained in
a unique maximal abelian subgroup. Any CSA group is commutative transitive.
For the following theorem see for example [CG05]
Theorem 1.3.3. Limit groups are CSA.
Remark 1.3.4. Given π-groups G and H we denote the unique extension πK of πG and πH to
K “ G ˚ H as G ˚ H. If G can be promoted to an A-restricted π-group, the same injection
map makes K into one.
1.4 Preorders
We will sometimes prove properties of a certain class of strucutres C by induction on some
well-founded partial order of C. Given a partially ordered set (poset) pJ,ďq, we denote by ”,
as usual ď X ě. A strict poset will be one for which ď is irreﬂexive. Recall a poset pJ,ďq
is said well-founded if there are no inﬁnite chains λ1 ą λ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨λn ¨ ¨ ¨ of elements of P . For
λ P J we let Jæλ “ tμ P P |μ ě λu. Any poset determines a successor relationship, ą, where
λ ă μ if and only if λ ă μ and there is no element between λ and μ. By a rooted simplicial
tree we will intend a poset pJ,ě, rq together with a distinguished element r, the root such
that:
i) If i, j P J have a common lower bound, they are comparable.
ii) Any i, j P J have a least common upper bound.
iii) For any λ P J there is a unique sequence r “ λ0 ą λ1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨λn “ λ for some n P N.
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By a branch of it we mean a sequence λ0 ą λ1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨λn or λ0 ą λ1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨λn ą ¨ ¨ ¨ . Whenever
λ ă μ in this context we will refer to λ as a child of μ and to μ as the (unique) parent of λ, or
ppλq. Let Chpλq stand for the set of all the children of λ. Given λ ě μ, we will refer to λ as
an ancestor of μ and to μ as a descendant of λ. We call leaves those elements of J which are
minimal and denote the set of all of them by lvpJq, while Jˆ will stand for the complement of
the latter in J . The following is a consequence of Ko¨nig’s lemma.
Lemma 1.4.1. Every ﬁnitely branching well-founded rooted simplicial tree is ﬁnite.
Given preorders ď1 and ď2 on a set P , we denote by ď0“ď1 ˆ ď2 the relationship deﬁned
by p ď0 q ô p ď1 q _ pp ”1 q ^ p ď2 qq. It is well-known and easy to check this is a preorder
and and that it is well-founded whenever both the ďi are
Notation. Given a class C of structures and a function f : C Ñ N we let ďf be the preorder
given by ďf“ f´1pďNq.
We say that a rooted tree pS, rq extends some subtree pT, rq in case each v P SzT is a
descendant of some w P lvpT q. The l-th level of a rooted tree pT, rq, denoted by rT sl consists
of those nodes of T at distance l from r. Let also rT sďl “ Ť
kďl
rT sk.
Given a well founded preorder pP,ďq let TrpP,ďq be the set of pairs ppT,ď, rq, pq where
pT,ď, rq is a ﬁnite rooted tree and p a monotonous map from T to P taking root to root and
whose restriction to T ztru is strictly monotonous.
We deﬁne a partial order ďTr on TrpP,ďq as follows: we say that
ppT,ď, rq, pq ă0Tr ppT 1,ď, r1q, p1q
if and only if there is a subtree S Ă T and an isomorphism f between S and some subtree S1
of T 1 such that fprq “ r and:
i) T extends S and T 1 extends S1
ii) Either S “ T or p1pfpuqq ă ppuq for some u P S
iii) p1pfpuqq ă ppuq if u P lvpSqzlvpT q
iv) Each v P T 1zfpSq lies below fpuq for some u P lvpSq for which iiq holds (in particular,
T 1 extends fpSq).
It is easy to check that ăTr is anti-reﬂexive and transitive.
Lemma 1.4.2. The preorder ďTr is well-founded.
Proof. Suppose there is some inﬁnite descending chain pppTk,ď, rq, pkqqkPN in TrpP,ďq. For
each k P N take Sk Ă Tk and a map fk witnessing ppTk,ď, rq, pkq ą ppTk`1,ď, rq, pk`1q. For
each m ď k, let gmk “ fk ˝ fk´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ fm (its domain of deﬁnition might be smaller than that
of the fm). Let Uk “ tu P Sk | pk`1pfkpuqq ă pkpuqu, as in iiq.
Claim 1.4.3. For each L P N there is NL PP N such that for all k ě NL Sk Ą rTksL, fk
restricts to an isomorphism between rTksďL and rTksďL and Uk X rTksďL´1 “ H.
Proof. We will prove the existence of NL by induction on L. Take L “ 0 as a base case. Then
N´1 “ 0 does the job. The ﬁrst property is satisﬁed by all fk, as they take roots to roots.
The second one follows from the well-foundedness of ď.
We now deal with the induction step. Suppose NL is given such that for any k ě NL the
map fk maps rTksďL isomorphically onto rTk`1sďL and lvpUkq X rTksďL “ H. Now, for any
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λ P rTNLsL either its image vk in Tk belongs to lvpTkq for any k ě NL or eventually this image
has children.
Suppose this occurs for TM . Then property (iii) implies that Chpvkq Ă Sk and therefore
fk restricts to a bijection between Chpvkq and Chpvk`1q from that point on (it is surjective
because Tk extends Sk as opposed to merely containing it as a subtree). We conclude that
fk restricts to an isomorphism between rTksďN`1 and rTk`1sďN`1 for all k greater or equal
than some ML. The rest of the induction hypothesis for L ` 1 clearly follows from the well-
foundedness of the base partial order.
This, together with property (ii) of the deﬁnition of the order ă implies that rTksěL`1 ‰ H
for k ě NL. Now consider the direct limit T8 of the restriction of the maps gNLNL`1 to rTNLsL
with rTNL`1sL. Let p8 be the map from T8 to pP,ďq which restricts to pNL on the image of
rTNLsL. It follows from the properties of the NL, that p8 is strictly monotonous. Since the
other hand T8 is clearly ﬁnite-branching, so by Ko¨nig’s lemma it has to contain some inﬁnite
branch. This contradicts well-foundedness of pP,ďq.
Strictly speaking, this result needs only be applied to linear trees in TrpP,ďq (which is
simpler), but we believe it can be of use in proving the iterative procedure for analyzing
general @D formulas, which unfortunately goes beyond the scope of this work.
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Chapter 2
Actions on trees
2.1 R-trees
2.1.1 Basic deﬁnitions
So called R-trees are class of metric spaces which generalize the notion of a simplicial tree
which play a crucial role in the study of the ﬁrst order theory of free groups. We will give a
quick survey of the main results that will be needed later and point the reader to the main
source for the material of this chapter, [Chi01], for a more in detail and general account (see
also [Bes02]).
Given a metric space pX, dq, by an oriented segment inX we denote an isometric embedding
i from a bounded interval ra, bs Ă R, into X; we say that such i is a segment from ipaq to ipbq.
If we are only interested in i up to precomposition with an isometry of ra, bs, then we talk
about an unoriented segment. In this case we will often blur the distinction between ι and
its image, as this hardly generates any ambiguity. For example, we might say that the union
of two segments is a segment, when what we mean is that formally the union of their images
is the image of another segment. If instead of a bounded interval we take the entire real line
R (and we allow ourselves to precompose by translations of R) we obtained a geodesic line;
if we take a semi-inﬁnite interval ra,8q, a geodesic ray. A simple path in X is a continuous
embedding of an interval ra, bs into X, deﬁned up to precomposition by a homeomorphism of
ra, bs relative to a, b.
Deﬁnition 2.1.0.1. A metric space is said geodesic if for any x, y P X there is a segment
ι : ra, bs Ñ X, with ιpaq “ x and ιpbq “ y.
Deﬁnition 2.1.0.2 (Gromov). Given a metric space pX, dq, and x P X, for y, z P X let
py, zqx “ 1{2pdpx, yq ` dpx, zq ´ dpz, yqq. Given a positive constant δ, a metric space is called
δ-hyperbolic if for some (equivalently for each) x P X, and for all y, z, w P X:
py, wqx ě mintpy, zqx, pw, zqxu ´ δ
We collect some background results.
Lemma 2.1.1 ( [Chi01, p.43]). Let pX, dq be a metric space. The following are equivalent:
a) Any two distinct points of X are joined by unique simple path in X, represented by a
segment.
b) pX, dq is geodesic and contains no subspace homeomorphic to the circle.
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i) pX, dq is geodesic
ii) If a point is a common endpoint of two points and their only intersection point,
then their union is a segment.
iii) The intersection of two segments with a common endpoint is again a segment.
We refer to any space satisfying the equivalent conditions above as an R-tree. We will
often use the expression rx, ys to denote the unique oriented segment from x to y.
Lemma 2.1.2. Let pX, dq be a tree and x, y, z P X. Then either
i) Exactly one of tx, y, zu belongs to the segment between the other two.
ii) There is a unique point w in the interior of each of the segments rx, ys, rx, zs, ry, zs,
so that rx, zs X ry, zs “ rw, zs, ry, xs X rz, xs “ rw, xs, rz, ys X rx, ys “ rw, ys.
In both cases rx, ys X rx, zs X rz, ys contains a unique point, which we denoted by Y px, y, zq.
Call a subset of an R-tree convex if it contains the segment between any of its points. The
following is well-known:
Lemma 2.1.3. Given a closed convex C Ă X and a point x P XzC there is a unique point
x1 P C such that dpx,Cq “ dpx, x1q.
Proof. Given any segment rx, ys, where y P C, there is clearly a point x0 P rx, ysXC closest to
x. All we need to show is that x0 is contained in rx, zs for any z P C. So consider any z P Cztyu
and let u “ Y px, y, zq. Clearly u P ry, zs Ă C, so c R ry, us. Therefore c P rx, us Ă rx, zs.
For the following result, see the discussion in chapter 3 of [Chi01], starting on p.79.
Lemma 2.1.4. Let g be an isometry of a R-tree X. Then either:
• g ﬁxes a point.
• There is a unique line invariant under g, on which g acts by proper translations. .
In the ﬁrst case we will say that g acts elliptically on X. In the second case we say that
g acts hyperbolically on X and we refer to the aforementioned line as the axis of g, or Axpgq
and to through constant distance dpx, g ¨ xq for x P Axpgq as the translation length of g, or
tlpgq.
Lemma 2.1.5. Given an isometry g of an R-tree Y and x P Y we have lxpgq “ tlpgq `
2dpx,Axpgqq.
We denote by Fixpgq the set of points ﬁxed by g. Note that this is a convex set.
2.1.2 Group actions on R-trees by isometries
An action λ of a group G on a real tree X is called minimal if X contains no proper non-empty
G-invariant sub-trees. It is called faithful if no g P Gzt1u ﬁxes X point-wise. It is called trivial
if G ﬁxes some x P X. We say that X is minimal if it contains no proper invariant subtree.
A subgroup H ě G is called elliptic with respect to λ if the restriction of λ to H is trivial. In
the absence of ambiguity as to what the intended action is we will tend to refer to the tree
itself as minimal. Likewise, we might refer to elements of G itself as hyperbolic or elliptic. By
the kernel of λ we intend the subgroup of all those elements ﬁxing the whole space X.
An action is relative to a family A of subgroups of G if and only if every A P A is elliptic.
We denote by tlλ : G Ñ R the map which to each g P G associates the translation length
of the isometry λpgq. Likewise, given x P X we can consider the function lx : G Ñ Rě0
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deﬁned by lλxpgq “ dpλpgq ¨x, xq. In both cases λ might be replaced by X or even fall from the
notation altogether when the action is unambiguous. Recall that in general, given actions of
a group G on sets S and S1 a map S : S1 Ñ is equivariant if fpg ¨ sq “ g ¨ s for any s P S
and g P G. Given isometric actions λ and λ1 of a group G on real trees X and X 1 we will say
that X and X 1 are said equivariantly isometric if some equivariant isometry between the two
exists.
Lemma 2.1.6. Suppose we are given a ﬁnite set S of generators of a group G which acts by
isometries on a R-tree T . If x and x ¨y are elliptic for each x, y P S, then the action is trivial.
Proof. This follows from the fact that Fixpghq “ FixpgqXFixphq for any two elliptic elements
g and h together with the well-known fact that the intersection of a ﬁnite set of convex subsets
of an R-tree with pair-wise non-empty intersection is itself non-empty (Helly’s thoerem).
As a consequence, a subgroup H ď G is elliptic with respect to λ if and only if all of its
elements are. We now summarize the fundamental classiﬁcations of isometric actions λ of a
group G on a real tree X.
To begin with, an action λ as above is called abelian if the translation length map trλ :
G Ñ R is a homomorphism.
Lemma 2.1.7. The action λ is abelian if and only if one of the following possibilities occurs:
i) It is trivial.
ii) It restricts to an action by translations on some invariant axis.
iii) There is some inﬁnite ray ρ of X such that ρzFixpgq is a bounded segment for any
g P G, in which case G is not ﬁnitely generated.(1)
Corollary 2.1.8. An isometric action of a ﬁnitely generated abelian group A on a tree X is
either trivial, or restricts to an action by translations on a geodesic line of X.
The following lemma characterizes all remaining actions.
Proposition 2.1.9 ( [Chi01][Proposition 3.7]). Let G be a group acting by isometries on an
R-tree X. The following are equivalent:
i) There are hyperbolic elements g, h P G such that trpghq ą trpgq ` trphq
ii) There are hyperbolic elements g, h P G such that tlprg, hsq ‰ 0.
iii) There are hyperbolic elements g, h P G such that AxpgqXAxphq is a segment of length
strictly less than trpgq ` trphq.
iv) G contains a free subgroup of rank 2 which acts freely, without inversions and properly
discontinously on X.
One refers to any action satisfying the properties above irreducible.
Lemma 2.1.10 (see [Chi01, Theorem 4.1]). Suppose we are given an isometric action λ of
a group G on a R-tree X which is either irreducible or restricts to a non-trivial action by
translations on a line of X. Then the union of the axis of hyperbolic elements of G is a
minimal G-invariant subtree Xmin Ă X. Given any other action λ1 of G on an R-tree X 1, if
the functions tlλ and tlλ
1
coincide, then the trees Xmin and X
1
min are equivariantly isometric.
(1)One usually describes this by saying that G is not elliptic in X but ﬁxes and end of X.
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In the context of an action of a supergroup H of G on X we will usually denote the minimal
tree of G in X as XG.
The following is well-known.
Lemma 2.1.11. Suppose that a group G acts by isometries on an R-tree in such a way that
some subgroup H of G of ﬁnite index ﬁxes a point y of Y . Then the action is trivial.
sketch. Let y1 and y2 be two points in the orbit of y by G at maximum distance from each
other and m the midpoint of the segment between them. Given g P G of course g ¨ yj P G ¨ y.
From the maximality of dpy1, y2q one can easily see that ry1, y2s X rg ¨ y1, g ¨ y2s ‰ H and in
fact g ¨ m “ m.
We say that a real tree on which G acts by isometries is K-acylindrical, for K ą 0, if the
point-wise stabilizer of any segment of length greater than K is trivial.
2.2 Simplicial trees: Bass-Serre theory
Bass-Serre theory provides a correspondence between each from a very general class of actions
of a group G on a simplicial trees and certain types of presentations of G in terms of small
building blocks (ﬁnitely many in case G is ﬁnitely generated). It is the natural setting for
many essential tools in the study of the ﬁrst order theory of the free group. We will roughly
follow the approach found in [DD89, Chapter 2]. By a graph Y we intend a structure consisting
of two disjoint sets. One EY “ E of (oriented) edges and another one V Y “ V of vertices,
together with a function α : E Ñ V and an involution ¨ : E Ñ E without ﬁx points. We will
use ωpeq as an abbreviation of αpeq. If pαpeq, ωpeqq “ pu, vq we will say that e originates at u
and terminates at v, or that it is an edge from u to v and we will refer to u and v as adjacent.
A path in Y from a vertex u to a vertex v is a ﬁnite sequence u “ u0, e0, u1 ¨ ¨ ¨um “ v
(m ě 0), where αpeiq “ ui and ωpeiq “ ui`1 for 0 ď i ď m´1. The path is closed if u “ v and
simple if ui “ uj and i ă j implies i “ 0, j “ m. A graph is called connected when for any
two distinct vertices u,w there is a path between them. A simplicial tree (or simply a tree)
is a connected graph without simple closed paths. In particular, given two adjacent vertices
u, v of a simplicial tree, there is a unique edge between them, which we will often denote as
pu, vq. For edges e, f in a tree we say that e ą f if and only if αpfq P rαpeq, ωpfqs.
Given graphs X and Y , a cellular map f : X Ñ Y is a map V X Y EY Ñ V Y Y EY
preserving V X and V Y and commuting with α and ¨. In case f is an inclusion, we refer to
X as a subgraph of Y . Given a graph pV,Eq and v P V , by the star around v we intend the
subgraph consisting of v, all edges at distance 1 from v, together with all the edges between
any two of two said vertices.
By an action without inversions of a group G on a graph X “ pV,Eq we intend an action
of G on E Y V respecting the sets V and E, commuting with α and ¨ and such that g ¨ e ‰ e
for no g P G and e P E. Given such an action, α and ´ push to the origin and inverse function
of a graph structure with edge st GzE and vertex group GzV , the quotient graph, or GzY .
We will refer to a simplicial tree T endowed with an action without inversions of a group
G as a G-tree. This is called trivial if there is some vertex of T ﬁxed by the entire G. It is
called reduced if the stabilizer of a vertex is never contained in that of an adjacent edge. It is
called minimal if T does not contain a proper G-invariant subtree.
Fact 2.2.1. If G is ﬁnitely generated and T minimal, then GzT is ﬁnite for any minimal
G-tree T .
A Bass-Serre presentation compresses in a certain sense all the information contained in a
G-tree into a smaller object, ﬁnite whenever G is ﬁnitely generated.
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Deﬁnition 2.2.1.1. A Bass-Serre presentation of aG-tree T consists of a triple pY0, Y, pgeqePY q,
where Y0 Ă Y Ă T and Y0 is a subtree of T satisfying the following conditions:
• pG restricts to a bijection between EY and GzET and to a graph isomorphism between
Y and a maximal subtree of GzT
• αpeq P V Y0 for every edge e P Y
• The edge ge ¨ e belongs to Y and gf “ g´1e .
• ge “ 1 for e P Y0
The elements ge in the deﬁnition above are usually referred to as Bass-Serre elements.
Given x P GzT denote by x˜ be the unique preimage of x in Y .
Deﬁnition 2.2.1.2. A graph of groups consists of a connected graph pE, V q, together with
the following assignments:
• A group Γv for each v P V ,
• For all e P E a subgroup Γe ď Γαpvq and an isomorphism ie : Γe – Γe, such that
ie “ pieq´1.
Deﬁnition 2.2.1.3. Let Γ be a graph of groups and Z a maximal subtree of |Γ|. By the
fundamental group of Γ with respect to Z, denoted by πpΓ, Zq we intend the group deﬁned
by the following relative presentation:
πpΓ, Zq “ x
ď
vPV
Γv Y tteuePE |tte “ 1uePZ Y tiepgq “ gte , te “ t´1e uePE,gPΓey
It can be shown that if G is ﬁnitely generated, then Δv is generated by ﬁnitely many
elements together with Δe for all e with αpeq “ v. The natural homomorphism from each Gv
to πpΓ, Zq can be shown to be injective and we will think of it from now on as an inclusion. One
can prove that given two maximal trees Z, Z 1 there is an isomorphism θ : πpΓ, Zq ” πpΓ, Z 1q
compatible with the embeddings of Gv into πpΓ, Zq and πpΓ, Z 1q, up to inner automorphism
of one of the fundamental groups. Let P “ pY0, Y, pteqePEY q a Bass-Serre presentation the
action ¨ of a group G on a tree T “ pV,Eq. To this presentation we can associate a graph of
groups ΓpP q with underlying graph X “ GzT and assigments:
• Γv “ StabGpspvqq for v P V
• Γe “ StabGpe˜q for e P GzE.
• For e P S the map ie is the restriction of the inner automorphism innge to the subgroup
Ge (in particular, the identity when e P EY ).
Let Z0 “ pGpY0q. This is a maximal subtree of GzT . Consider the map from tteuePEXzZ0 Y
p Ť
vPPV X
Γxq which sends each te P πpΓ, pGpY0qq to ge P G and restricts to the inclusion on each
Γv. One can easily check that all relations in the presentation of πpΓ, pGpY0qq hold for their
images in G, so it extends to a homomorphism φP : πpΓ, Z0q Ñ G. By a graph of groups
decomposition of a group G we intend a triple pφ,Δ, Zq where φ is an isomorphism between
G and π1pΔ, Zq.
The fundamental theorem of Bass-Serre theory establishes a strong correspondence be-
tween graph of groups decompositions of a group and Bass-Serre presentations of actions of
the group on a tree.
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Theorem 2.2.2. For any pair pΓ, Zq where Γ is a graph of groups and Z a maximal subtree
of its underlying graph X we can construct an action λpΓ, Zq of πpΓ, Zq on a tree ˜pΓ, Zq and
a Bass-Serre presentations P pΓ, Zq of it so that the following properties are satisﬁed:
• The graph of groups associated to the presentation P pΓ, Zq in the way described coincides
with Γ.(2)
• Suppose one is given an action λ of a group G on a tree T and a Bass-Serre presentation
P “ pY0, Y, pteqePEY q of it and let Z “ pGpY0q. Then the map φP : πpΓpλ, P q, Zq Ñ G
is an isomorphism and there is a graph isomorphism f : T pΓpλ, P q, Zq Ñ T such that
φphq ¨ v “ fph ¨ vq and pair pf, φq sends P pΓ, Zq to P .
The two most basics examples of fundamental groups of graph of groups are so called
amalgamated products and HNN extensions. Given two groups A,B and i an embedding of
some subgroup C of A into B (usually one tends to think of C as a common subgroup of
A and B), by the amalgamated product of A and B over C, denoted by A ˚B C we intend
the quotient of A ˚ B by the normal subgroup generated by all the elements of the form
ipcqc´1 for c P C. This is merely the fundamental group of a graph of groups with a single
pair of mutually iverse edges and vertex groups A and B. The fundamental group of a graph
of groups with a single pair of mutually inverse edges and one single vertex, with associated
group A, is called an HNN extension of A. It is the quotient of A˚xty by the normal subgroup
generated by all the elements of the form ipcq´1ct for some C ď A and some embedding i of
C into A.
The deﬁning property of the free group Fpxq can be restated as saying that the CaylpF, xq
is a tree. In fact any group which acts freely on a tree is a free and the collection of Bass-Serre
elements in any presentation of this action a basis for it. More generally, any G-simplicial tree
with trivial edge stabilizers is associated to a decomposition of G as a free product
p˚mi“1Giq ˚ F
where each Gi is the stabilizer of some vertex vi and F is a group acting freely on T . We say
that a graded π-group GA,pPiqiPI is freely indecomposable if G admits no non-trivial action
without inversions on a simplicial tree with trivial edge stabilizers relative to tA,PiuiPI .
A metric realization of a connected graph X “ pV,Eq is the metric space obtained by
gluing together a segment of a certain positive length for each pair of mutually inverse edges
according to the maps α and ω. The distance between two points is given by the shortest
total length of a path between those points.
In case of a G-tree T , we require the assigned length to be the same for edges in the same
G-orbit. The resulting space |T | is easily seen to be an R-tree on which G acts by isometries.
Each of the notions used to describe the action ofG or particular elements ofG on T deﬁned
in the previous section have discrete counterparts which hold if and only if the original holds
for the geometric realization.
Let us only remark that the fact that the action of G on T is without inversions guarantees
that an element of subgroup of G is elliptic in T if and only if it ﬁxes a vertex of T . In the
standard geometric realization every edge is assigned length 1.
Normal forms The following appears within the proof of the fundamental theorem of Bass-
Serre theory. Let T be a G-tree, pZ0, Z, pteqePEZq a Bass-Serre presentation for it and v0 a
vertex in Z0. Let g be any element of G and consider the path from u0 to g ¨ u0:
u0, f0, u1 ¨ ¨ ¨um “ g ¨ u0
(2)In other words, πpΓ, Zqz ˜pΓ, Zq is identical to X and Γv coincides with the stabilizer of the lift of x in the
maximal subtree of P pΓ, Zq.
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then we can write g as
g “ g0te0g1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tem´1gm
where gi P Stabpviq for the unique translate of ui in vi and ei is a translate of fi (in the
language of graph of groups the same can be expressed as saying that gi P Γvi for some closed
path u0, f0, u1 ¨ ¨ ¨um in the underlying graph). This word is reduced in the sense that for
1 ď i ď m ´ 1 we have gi R Stabpeiq whenever ei`1 ‰ tei ¨ ei (equivalently gi R Δei whenever
ei “ ei`1 )
Expansions of groups acting on trees by elliptic elements The following lemma
should be well-known, but we have failed to ﬁnd an adequate reference.
Lemma 2.2.3. Suppose we are given groups G ď H, as well as a simplicial G-tree T and a
subtree S ď T invariant under the action of G, whose translates by elements of H span T .
Assume moreover that H is generated by G and a family E of elliptic elements of G, invariant
under conjugation by elements of G. Then the following holds:
i)
Ť
hPH h ¨ S “ T or, equivalently, the quotient q : GzS Ñ HzT induced by inclusion is
onto.
ii) For any vertex v P S denote by Kv the subgroup generated by StabGpvq and E X
StabHpvq, let E¯ “ ŤvPV S Kv and assume that for any v P V S and e, f P ES origi-
nating at v one has e P Kv ¨ f if and only if e P StabGpvq ¨ f . Then:
a) StabHpvq is generated by StabGpvq Y pE X StabHpvqq For any v P V S .
b) q is an isomorphism.
Proof. Clearly
Ť
hPH
h ¨ S is connected. Given a ﬁnite product g1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ gm, where each gj P E ,
let g¯j “ g1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ gj for 1 ď j ď m, clearly g¯j ¨ S X g¯j`1 ¨ S ‰ H for 1 ď j ď m ´ 1. We have
shown (i), since we assume T is minimal. We now assume that two edges adjacent to v P V S
are in the same StabGpvq-orbit if and only if they are in the same Kv-orbit.
Lemma 2.2.4. Suppose that h ¨ S X S ‰ H for some h P H. Then h “ kg, for some k P E¯
and g P G.
Proof. Clearly, since E is invariant under the action of G by conjugation, the subgroup N
generated by E¯ is normal in H, so one can write h “ ng for n P N and some g P G. All we
have to show is that n P E¯ . So write it as a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ar, where aj P E¯ ; we can assume that r
is minimal among all such possible representations of n. We deal with case k “ 2 ﬁrst. For
the sake of contradiction we assume that a1a2 R E¯G. Let Fj be the ﬁxed point set of aj for
j “ 1, 2. Take u1, u2 P S be such that a´11 ¨ u1 “ a2 ¨ u2 :“ v and Lpa1, a2q the minimal value
of dpu1, F1q ` dpu2, F2q for any such u1, u2. We can assume that Lpa1, a2q is minimal among
all a1, a2 such that a1a2 P h ¨G. Denote by w be the vertex of S closest to v. For each j “ 1, 2
one of the following two possibilities occurs:
• w P Fj
• w R Fj and there are two consecutive edges e, f P S in the path from uj to v such that
a´1
j
j ¨ e “ f . In particular, aj ﬁxes ωpu1q “ u2.
The ﬁrst possibility cannot be the case for both values of j, since then F1 X F2 ‰ H, which
implies that a1a2 P E¯ . By symmetry we can assume the second holds for j “ 1 (otherwise work
on a´12 a
´1
1 and then use the G-invariance of E¯). Our condition on Kv implies the existence
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of some g0 P Stabpuq sending f to e, which in turn implies the inequality dpg0a´11 ¨ u1, u1q “
dpg0 ¨ v, u1q ă dpv, u1q.
On the other hand dpag´102 ¨ pg0 ¨ u2qq “ dpg0a´12 ¨ u2, g0 ¨ u2q “ dpv, u2q. This means that
Lpa1g´10 , ag
´1
0
2 q ă Lpa1, a2q, contradicting the minimality assumption, since pa1g´10 qag
´1
2 “
a1a2g
´1.
Suppose now that k ą 2 and let a¯j “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ aj (so a¯0 “ 1), Sj :“ a¯j ¨ S and dl “ dpSl, Sq
for 0 ď j ď m. Pick any 1 ă j0 ă m maximizing dj0 and D “ dj0 . In view of the previous
case we can assume that D ą 0. We claim that Sj0´1XSj0`1 ‰ H. Indeed, both intersect Sj0
and therefore they must contain the unique (D ą 0) point of Sj0 at minimal distance from
S.
Using this the following additional claim, from which properties (i) and (iib) are easy to
prove.
Lemma 2.2.5. Let h P H and suppose we are given vertices u, v P S such that h ¨ u “ v.
Then h “ kg for some k P Kv and g P G such that g ¨ u “ v.
Proof. Given any such h consider a pair pk0, g0q P E¯ˆG such that k0g0 “ h and d “ dpg0 ¨u, vq
is minimal for this property. If d “ 0 we are done, by the previous case, so assume this is
not the case. Let v “ g0 ¨ u “ n0 ¨ u. Just as in the proof of the previous lemma, the
segment from g ¨ u to v must contain two consecutive edges e, f such that ωpeq “ αpeq :“ w
and n0 ¨ e “ f and some g1 P StabwpGq such that g1 ¨ e “ f as well. It is clear then that
dpg0g ¨ u, vq ă dpg ¨ u, vq. Since k ﬁxes w as well, kg´10 P E¯ which contradicts the minimality
of d, since of course g0g P G.
2.3 Operations on trees
2.3.1 Collapses and blow-ups
Given a graph X and F “ F Ă EX let pF : X Ñ CF pXq be the cellular map obtained by
collapsing the edges in F . More precisely, let XF “ F Y αpF q and C the collection of its
connected components. We let
V pCF pXqq “V pXq{tu „ v|u, v P V pCq, C P Cu
EpCF pXqq “EpXqz
ď
CPC
EC
where the new incidence function is obtained by post-composing the previous one with the
quotient map and the inverse operation the adequate restriction of the old one. The cellular
map pF is the obvious quotient mapping each component C to a point.
For simplicity, in this situation above let Y F “ CF pY q for F Ă EX and Y a subgraph
of X. Assume now that X is a G-tree and F a G-invariant family. Clearly XF inherits a
G-graph structure from X and there is an isomorphism pGzXqpGzF q ” pGzXF q compatible
with pF and ppGzF q. Suppose we are given a G-tree T , as well as some G-invariant F Ă ET
take any Bass-Serre presentation pZ0, Z, pteqePEZq of it such that whenever e P pGzF q for some
edge e P ZzZ0 we have f P pGzF q for each f in the unique path in Z between the endpoints of
e. Then pGzY F q is a maximal subtree of pGzXF q, and P 1 “ pZF0 , ZF , tgeuePEZF q a Bass-Serre
presentation of the G-tree TF . It is easy to see that at the level of graph sof groups we can
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describe the operation as replacing each subgraph in the image of a connected component of
F by the group generated by the corresponding generators.
The inverse operation is what one calls a blow-up, or reﬁnement. The pertinent data in
this case is some v0 P V T and some Stabpv0q-tree S in which Stabpeq is elliptic for each
edge e incident to v0. Using this one can construct G-tree in the following way. First, for
each rgs P G{Stabpv0q take a copy Srgs of S. We can assume that S1 “ S. Pick any set of
representatives R of G{Stabpv0q and for each r P R an isomorphism θr : Sr1s Ñ Srrs. There is
a unique way of extending this assignment to a collection of graph isomorphisms θgrhs between
Srhs and Srghs for any rgs P G{Stabpv0q and any g P G in such a way that rgr1s “ λpgq for
any g P Stabpv0q and rghr1s “ rgrhs ˝ rhr1s. Take any system of representatives ER of orbits by
G of edges of T in the family Ev0 of all the edges originating at a at a translate of v0. Any
assignment of a vertex pe P Sαpeq to each e P ER can be extended uniquely to the whole Ev0
in a way that the equality ph¨e “ θhrgs holds for any e P E with αpeq “ g ¨ v and h P G. The
tree TS,ppeqePE (often simply TS , when context allows) is deﬁned by:
V TS,ppeqePE “ pV T zpG ¨ tv0uqq Y
ď
gPG
V Srgs
ETS,ppeqePE “ te¯ | e P ET u Y p
ď
gPG
ESrgsq
where for each e P ET we have e¯ “ e¯ and the copy e¯ of e originates either at v “ αpeq in case
αpeq ‰ G ¨ v0 or else at pe. Note that although there is no canonical bijection between the
vertex and edge sets of S and Srhs, the maps θ do induce a canonical isomorphism between
Stabpv0qzS and Stabpv0qzSrhs.
2.3.2 Lifting decompositions through blow-up and collapse
Clearly, if we collapse all edges inherited from S in the blow-up TS described in the previous
subsections we recover the original tree S. One can also collapse those edges inherited from
T instead of from S. This operation has very nice properties under certain circumstances, a
fact that we will be useful later.
Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose we are given a non-trivial simplicial H-tree T , G ď H, a G-invariant
subtree U of T and for some v0 P V a simplicial StabHpv0q-tree S. Assume furthermore that:
a) Two edges of U are in the same H-orbit only if they are already in the same G-orbit
b) StabHpeq is elliptic in S for any edge e adjacent to v0.
c) For any h P H such that h ¨ v0 P TG (equivalently, for all h in some system of represen-
tatives of GzH) if we let Ev be the set of edges of TG originating at v then the subgroup
generated by
StabGph ¨ v0qh Y tStabHpeqhuePEh¨v0
ﬁxes a vertex in some Stabpv0q-invariant family O Ă V S.
Then a simplicial H-tree S1 exists together with an equivariant embedding ψ of S into T with
the following properties:
i) The union of translates of ψpSq cover S1.
ii) For each v P V T zH ¨ tvu the group Stabpvq ﬁxes some vertex in H ¨ ψpOq.
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iii) Stabpψpeqq “ Stabpeq for any e P ES
iv) Stabpvq “ Stabpψpvqq for any v P V S
v) G ﬁxes some vertex vG in T zH ¨ ψpOq. Let H0 “ SbpvGq
vi) If e, e1 P ET are in distinct H0-orbits, then ψpeq, ψpe1q are in distinct H-orbits.
vii) Any v, v1 P V T zO in distinct H0-orbits are also in distinct H-orbits.
Furthermore, for some vG P ψpOq ﬁxed by G if we let H0 be the stabilizer of vG and U0 be the
convex closure in T of the union of translates of U by elements of H0. The intersection with
U0 of either an H-orbit of edges or an H-orbit of vertices not containing v0 is either empty
or an H0-orbit.
Proof. We ﬁrst construct an H-tree TS :“ TS,ppeqe by equivariantly blowing up all vertices
in H ¨ v0 to a copy of S. Condition (b) guarantees this can be done (the result is generally
non-unique). Afterwards, we collapse all edges of TS inherited from T . As ψ is simply the
isomorphism between S and Sr1s Ă TS . The resulting H-tree T cS together with the obvious
map from S into T cS clearly satisﬁes properties (i),(v), (iii), (iv) and the last part of (vii) by
construction. Let VG be a set of representatives of GzpH ¨ v0q. For any u P VG chose a set
of representatives ERGr of the orbits by Stabpv0q of the family of edges of T originating at u.
Our ﬁrst hypothesis implies that for any u P VG and any distinct u, u1 P VG and h P H the
sets h ¨ ERGu and ERGu1 are disjoint.
In particular, we can assume that
Ť
uPUG
ERGu is a subset of the transversal ERHv0 of the set of
edges originating in H ¨v0 used in the blow-up construction. In virtue of the third hypothesis,
for any r P R we can arrange so that all e P ERGu have the same attaching point pr “ pe P Ou,
where Ou is the image of O in the copy of S at u. This pr is ﬁxed by StabGpr ¨ v0q.
Clearly, every pair of edges pe, fq of U originating at a common translate of v0 is an H-
translate of a pair of the form pe0, k ¨ f0q, where k P StabGpuq, e, f P ERGu and u P VG, so
pe “ pf in that case as well. This implies that subtree spanned by the images of the edges
of U in TS,ppeqe is connected, and hence maps to a unique point vG P T cS , ﬁxed by G. The
preimage C of vG in TS has to contain an attaching point (since it does not ﬁll the whole
TS), so vG P H ¨ ψpOq. The same argument applies to Stabpvq for v P V T zH ¨ v0. On the
other hand C is H0-equivariantly isomorphic to soem subtree of T containing U , since the
collapse map to T does not touch any of its edges. If two vertices v, v1 P C inherited from T
or two edges e, e1 P C diﬀer by translation by some h P H then h ¨ C X C ‰ H, which implies
C “ h ¨C, since C is a connected component of the complement of the union of the collection
of all copies of S in TS we conclude that h P StabpvGq, which proves the last claim.
2.3.3 Foldings and slides
Given a graph X “ pV,Eq, and e, f P E such that αpaq “ αpfq by the fold of e and f we intend
the quotient map Fe,f : X Ñ X 1, where X 1 “ pV 1, E1q, V 1 obtained from V by identifying
ωpeq and ωpfq and E1 is obtained from E by identifying e and f . Given a family P of such
pairs we can consider the (inverse) limit graph obtained by quotiening each of those pairs
one by one (in successive steps we use the image of the initial pairs in the current quotient
tree). It can be shown this does not depend on the order in which the diﬀerent foldings are
performed. There is a natural cellular map from X onto the resulting graph preserving the
set of edges.
If X is a tree, the result of folding P is a tree as well. If we are dealing with a simplicial
G-tree the operation is to be interpreted equivariantly. Namely, we not only fold pe, fq but also
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any image of the pair by the action of G. The result is again a G tree. See [Sta91] or [Dun98]
for more details. The eﬀect of an equivariant folding at the level of graph of groups has a
varied typology. We will restrict ourselves to the case relevant to us.
Lemma 2.3.2. Let T be a simplicial G-tree and suppose we are given v P V T and e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ em
origiating at v and in distinct orbits by the action of G and suppose that for 1 ď j ď m we are
given Stabpejq ă Hj ě Stabpωpejqq. Assume that for any 1 ď j ď m the vertex ωpejq is not in
the orbit of v. Let fH¯ : T Ñ T fH¯ the equivariant fold of all the pairs pej , h ¨ ejq, where h P Hj.
Then StabpfH¯pvqq is equal to the amalgamated product of Stabpvq with Hj over Stabpejq and
the stabilizer of fH¯pejq is equal to Hj.
Proof. That the stabilizer of the image of ei is equal to Hi is immediate from the fact that
no fold is performed at peiq.
The stabilizer H of fH¯pvq coincides with the set-wise stabilizer of its preimage P in T ,
which is precisely the set of all vertices v1 in the orbit of v that can be joined to v by some
path of the form v0 “ v, f0, u0, f 10, v1, e1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vm “ v1, where for each 0 ď j ď m´1 edges fj and
f 1j are folded together (we are using the assumption that none of the ends of an edge which
is folded is in the orbit of v). The union of all those paths is a subtree S whose intersection
with G ¨ v is precisely P, so that the set-wise stabilizer of S is equal to H. We claim that the
action of H on S is dual to the graph of groups decomposition described above. It is easy to
check that P is a single orbit by the action of H. This implies that the orbits by the action
of H of edges in S are in bijective correspondence with e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ em. Since the star around ωpejq
in S contains only edges in the orbit of ej for 1 ď i ă j ď m vertices ωpejq and ωpeiq must
be in distinct orbits by the action of H. This implies the action of H on G is of the required
form.
Note that the situation above fH¯ induces an isomorphism from GzT to GzT fH¯ .
Another equivariant move that can be performed on a tree is a slide. It moves the origin
of of some edge e with αpeq “ v with v1 (as well as that of all other edges in the orbit of
e, in an equivariant way) on the condition that there is some edge f “ pv, v1q such that
Stabpeq ď Stabpfq.
2.4 Trees and surfaces
Let Σ be a non-simply connected compact surface with boundary. We quickly recall some
notions on the topology of compact surfaces. For more details the reader is referred to [FM12].
We will refer to those compact surfaces with (possibly empty) boundary, Σ, for which either
ξpΣq ď ´2 or Σ is a torus minus an open disk as big. We say that a surface is closed if
contains no boundary. By a simple closed curve (abbreviated as s.c.c.) in a surface Σ we
intend an homeomorphic embedding from a circle into Σ. We will usually be interested in
the class α “ ras of a curve a modulo homotopy and reparametrization (so not an oriented
curve), rather than a itself.
There are two mutually excluding possibilities. Either α has a neighbourhood homeomor-
phic to an annulus or one homeomorphic to a Mo¨bius band; in the ﬁrst case we refer to the
curve as two-sided. A s.c.c. will be called essential if it is two-sided and is not homotopic to a
boundary component of Σ. A subsurface Σ1 Ă Σ will be called essential if none of its boundary
components are nullhomotopic in Σ. By an essential system of curves of Σ, δ, we intend a
collection of distinct homotopy classes of essential s.c.c. in Σ. Sometimes it is convenient to
think of it as the union of disjoint representatives of such classes.
Recall that for any path connected subspace X Ă Σ1 of Σ, ˚1 P X, any homotopy class of
continuous paths rps from ˚ to ˚1 deﬁnes a homomorphism ιrps from π1pX, ˚1q into π1pΣ, ˚q.
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The eﬀect of chosing a diﬀerent p is that of postcomposing ιrps by some inner automorphism
of π1pΣ, ˚qS and unless ˚ “ ˚1, there is no canonical one, but in most of the applications
we are interested in we will be usually able to ignore this issue. The homomorphism ι˚ is
injective in case of an incompressible subsurface (one none of whose boundary connected
compoenents is null-homotopic in S). We refer to the cyclic group in one of the conjugacy
classes associated with the boundary of Σ as a boundary subgroup and to any of its members
as a boundary element. The collection HomeoBpΣq of all homeomorphisms of Σ ﬁxing its
boundary components, quotiened by the equivalence relation any two such homeomorphisms
which are related by an isotopy preserving the boundary components set-wise. We will refer
to the resulting group as the modular group of Σ, or ModpΣq.(3) It follows from by the Dehn-
Nielsen Baer theorem that the group, which we denote by Modpπ1pΣqq of all automorphisms
of π1pΣq induced by homeomorphisms of the surface relative to the boundary has ﬁnite index
in the group of all the automorphisms of π1pΣq which restrict to inner automorphisms on
peripheral subgroups. In truth, the classic result (see [FM12, Theorem 8.1]) is only valid
for orientable surfaces; an appropriate generalization to non-orientable surfaces can be found
in [Fuj02, p.278].
The action of HomeoBpΣq on Σ descends to a well-deﬁned action of ModpΣq on the set
of homotopy classes of essential simple closed curves in Σ and on the set of essential systems
of curves on Σ. It is possible to show the latter has ﬁnitely many orbits. Given an essential
system of curves δ, we denote by rΣsδ the collection of pieces in which δ cuts Σ, i.e., the
(closures of) the connected components of Σzδ. Of course, these are only well deﬁned up to
isotopy of the surface. The system δ dertermines an action λδ without inversions of S on a
simplicial tree Tδ whose associated graph of groups Δ has the following properties:
i) There is a bijective correspondence by which each α P δ corresponds to some orbit
S ¨ e of edges of Tδ, so that the family tStabps ¨ equsPS coincides with that of cyclic
groups associated to α.
ii) There is a bijective correspondence associating every Σ0 P rΣsδ with an orbit S ¨ v
of vertices of Tδ, so that the family tStabps ¨ vqusPS coincides with all the mutually
conjugate images of π1pΣ0q in S by the embeddings associated to the inclusion map.
Alternatively, consider the preimage D of δ by the universal covering map p : rΣ Ñ Σ. Neces-
sarily rΣ is homeomorphic to an inﬁnite plane. The family D is invariant under the action of S
and consists of inﬁnitely many disjoint bi-inﬁnite curves. Each one of them, say α˜, projecting
to α, separates D2 into two connected components and is stabilized by some Z P CΣα . The
tree Tδ can be obtained by taking a vertex VU for each connected component U of DzpYDq
and a pair of edges erα, erα for each α˜ P D joining the two connected components meeting at α˜.
Clearly S acts isomorphically on T , with edge stabilizers in CΣα . That T is a tree comes
from the fact that the α˜ separate D. The hypothesis that α is one-sided guarantees that the
action is without inversions.
Alternatively, the dual graph of groups decomposition can be obtained using Van Kampen’s
theorem, which provides the required presentation for π1pΣq.
Given two homotopy classes of essential s.c.c., α, β, the intersection number of α and β,
denoted by ipα, βq is the minimum n P N such that there are representatives a P α and b P β
which intersect in exactly n distinct points.
(3)In the literature this is usually deﬁned as the modular group of the corresponding punctured surface
(in which a point instead of a closed disk is removed from the closed surface). Likewise, when referred to
an orientable surface, in absence of punctures the modular group stands for the set of classes of orientation
preserving homeomorphism exclusively. If we include non-orientable homeomorphisms as well (in the empty
boundary is empty) we are left with what is usually called the extended mapping class group.
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Fact 2.4.1. The intersection number ipα, βq coincides with the translation length of a gener-
ator of a subgroup associated to α in Tβ.
We will refer to those compact surfaces with (possibly empty) boundary, Σ, for which
either ξpΣq ď ´2 or Σ is a torus minus an open disk as big.
Part of the important role played by surface groups in the theory of simplicial actions
of trees has to do with the following property (see [MS84, Theorem III.2.6] or the proof
of [GL10, Lemma 9.4]):
Lemma 2.4.2. Let S be the fundamental group of a compact surface with boundary Σ sup-
porting a hyperbolic metric (i.e. neither a torus nor the connected sum of one or two projective
planes) and T a minimal non-trivial π1pΣ, ˚q-tree in which all peripheral subgroups of S are
elliptic. Then there is an equivariant map f from T to Tδ for some essential system of curves δ
on Σ. If all stabilizers of edge groups in T are cyclic then f can be taken to be an isomorphism.
2.4.1 Geometric abelian decompositions
We will borrow the notion of a geometric abelian decomposition from [BF09], with only slight
modiﬁcations. Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group and R a family of subgroups of G. By a
geometric-abelian G-tree we intend a simplicial G-tree T with abelian edge stabilizers together
with a partition of the set of vertices V of T , into G-invariant sets Va,Vs and Vr, the set of
abelian, surface and rigid type vertices respectively, such that the following properties are
satisﬁed:
i) For v P Va the group StabGpvq is abelian. Additionally, we distinguished what we
will call the generalized peripheral subgroup of Stabpvq, or Per˚pvq. This is a free
summand of Stabpvq containing the peripheral subgroup Perpvq, which is the smallest
summand containing the stabilizer of each of the edges incident at E.
ii) Each v P Vs is endowed with an isomorphism θv between Stabpvq and the fundamental
group of a compact surface with boundary (possibly empty) Σv, which admits essential
simple closed curves (4) . Each edge stabilizer of an edge incident to v is mapped by
θv to some ﬁnite index subgroup of the peripheral subgroup of π1pΣq and the map
thus induced from the set of orbits of edges incident to v to the family of boundary
components of Σ is injective.
We say that such T is relative to R in case for any R P R:
• R is elliptic in T .
• For any v P Vs the intersection of R with Stabpvq is contained in a boundary subgroup .
In this context, if the preimage of each boundary subgroup of π1pΣvq contains a ﬁnite index
subgroup which is either conjugate into R or the stabilizer of an edge incident to v we say
that all boundaries are used. A suﬃcient condition for all boundaries to be used is for G
to be freely indecomposable relative to R (5)) . A graph of groups decomposition Δ dual to
T , together with the induced partition of the vertices of the underlying graph and peripheral
subgroups of the abelian type vertex groups is called a geometric abelian decomposition of
G. In this context we will often talk about rigid/abelian/surface vertex stabilizers or vertex
groups.
(4)In other words,
(5)The fundamental group S of a surface with boundary is a free group and given any boundary component
any collection B of generators of each of the remaining boundary components can be extended to a base of S.
In particular S admits a free decomposition relative to B.
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By a trivial geometric abelian tree we intend one in which G stabilizes a vertex of rigid
type. The surface Σv can have empty boundary, in which case the deﬁnition implies the tree
T consists of a single point and R can only contain the trivial group.
We will say that a geometric abelian tree (or the corresponding geometric abelian decom-
position ) is commutative transitive if every stabilizer is its own centralizer in the stabilizer
of at least one of the two endpoints.
2.4.2 Pinching
Let Δ be a geometric abelian decomposition of a group ﬁnitely generated group G. By an
essential system of curves in Δ we will intend simply the union of an essential system of
curves Σv for each surface type vertex v of the underlying graph (for that purpose, we regard
surfaces corresponding to distinct vertices as distinct and disjoint). Denote by Δδ the graph
of groups decomposition obtained by blowing each surface type vertex v in the tree dual to Δ
to a copy of TΣrvsXδ (since edge groups incident to v ﬁx a unique point in TΣrvsXδ, the result
is unique). This can be seen as a geometric abelian decomposition as well, whose surfaces are
the pieces in which δ cuts each of the surfaces in Δ. Let pinchδ : G Ñ Gpδ be the quotient
by the normal subgroup generated by the cyclic groups corresponding to simple closed curves
in δ. This amounts to collapsing to a point each curve in some disjoint set of representatives
of the classes in δ making the corresponding edge groups. Denote by Δpδ the resulting graph
of groups decomposition of Gpδ and by PinchpΔ, δq the union of all surfaces resulting from
those of CutpΣv, δXΣvq by collapsing the curves in δ to a point. We distinguish between the
set PinchinpΣ,Δq of all of those which contain some boundary component of the original Σv
and that PinchexpΣ,Δq of those which do not. Let Δcδ be the free decomposition obtained
by collapsing the non-trivially stabilized edges of Δδ and X
c
δ its underlying graph. This is of
the form:
p˚mi“1Aiq ˚ p˚ΠPPinchexpΔ,δqπ1pΠqq ˚ Fb1pXcδ q (2.1)
where the last factor is the free group generated by the Bass-Serre elements and b1pXq stands
for the ﬁrst betti number of the graph X, while A1, A2 ¨ ¨ ¨Am are what we call the internal
pinching factors, that is, the images of the fundamental groups of the ﬁnitely many graph of
groups into which Δpδ decomposes after removing the edges associated with the curves in δ.
By the exterior rank of Δpδ we intend the sum of the maximum rank of a free images of the
remaining factors, what we call external factors.
Lemma 2.4.3. Suppose we are given a closed compact surface Σ which is not a sphere.
Then any homomorphism f from π1pΣq to a free group F pinches some maximal (in the set
theoretical sense) essential system of curves in Σ.
sketch. In case ξpΣq “ 0, i.e., when Σ is either a klein bottle or a torus, it follows immediately
from the presentation of π1pΣq and the fact that free groups are CSA with cyclic maximal
abelian groups that any such morphism must have a cyclic image. The sought essential system
of curves consists of a single curve that be then be found by hand.
As for the other cases, a straightforward induction argument implies that it is enough to
show the existence of some essential simple closed curve in Σ which is pinched by f . This can
be deduced from 2.4.2, applied to the action of π1pΣq on the Cayley graph of F induced by f
(see also [Rez97, Theorem 5.2]).
2.4.3 Seifert type actions of surface groups on real trees
The notion of a singular measured foliation was introduce by Thurston in his groundbreaking
work on the classiﬁcation of homeomorphisms of surfaces (see [T`88] and [FLP12]). It gener-
alizes that of an essential system of curves on a surface. Discrete versions of that notion are
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often useful: this is the approach found in [LP97], which uses simplicial complexes, or [BF95],
which uses band complexes (a ﬁnite graph to which foliated squares are attached along the
sides perpendicular to the foliation, plus some additional) are used instead.
What follows is only an intuitive sketch. Roughly speaking, given a surface with boundary
Σ, a singular foliation on Σ is a partition F “ tFλuλPΛ of Σ into path-connected sets called
leafs, admitting a diﬀerential atlas A of Σ, such that for some ﬁnite set x1, x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xm of points
of the surface (possibly on its boundary) the following properties are satisﬁed. First of all, any
boundary component is contained in a leaf. For any chart φ : U Ñ φpUq Ă R2 in A such that
U X txiumi“1 “ H the intersection of each Fλ with U is equal to φ´1p
Ť
iPI
tpx, yq | y “ ciuq for
some countable collection tciuiPI of constants. For any other chart φ : U Ñ φpUq Ă R2 of A
the set U contains a unique point xi0 , sent to p0, 0q by φ and any Fλ is the pullback of a similar
set by the map gk ˝ φ, where gk : R2 Ñ R2, is some branch of the complex exponentiation
z ÞÑ z k2 , for k “ 1, 3, 4 ¨ ¨ ¨ up to identifying R2 with C. A leaf that contains one of the xi
is called singular. An arc α in Σ is said transverse to F if it can be covered by a union of
domains of charts φ : U Ñ φpUq in A with the property that for any of them φpα X Uq does
not intersect any of the level sets ty “ cu twice (resp. the preimage of such a set by fk). A
measured foliation on Σ is given by a pair pF ,mq, together with a non-negative real valued
function m on the set of transverse paths between points of Σ such that mpαq “ mpα1q for
paths α and α1 whenever there is a homotopy between α and α1 keeping any point in the same
leaf.
Any measured foliation lifts to one, pF˜ , m˜q on the fundamental cover Σ˜ of Σ invariant
under the action of π1pΣq on Σ˜. One can deﬁne a pseudo-metric on the set F˜ by letting the
distance between to leaves be equal to the inﬁmum of the measure of the paths between them
and that the corresponding quotient metric space X “ Σ˜{F is an R-tree. It is clear that if
no leaf of F contains a path homotopic to an essential simple closed curves the only elements
of π1pΣq ﬁxing a F˜ are the boundary subgroups. Under certain additional assumptions the
quotient becomes nice enough, so that an element π1pΣq ﬁxes a point of YF if and only if
it is contained in a boundary subgroup. One can also assume each boundary component for
contains a singularity.
The resulting action of π1pΣq on X is what is known as a Seifert type action. Its main
properties are the fact that no non-trivial element ﬁxes a non-degenerate segment and that
distinct boundary subgroups ﬁx distinct points of X.
2.5 Simplicial trees and group automorphisms
Let pY0, Y, pteqePEY q be a Bass-Serre presentation for an action without inversion of a ﬁnitely
generated group G on a simplicial tree T . Fix e P Y and c P ZStabpeqpStabpωpeqqq and for each
v P V Y let cv be equal to 1 if e is in the unique path from αpeq to v in Y0 and c otherwise.
Likewise, let cf be equal to c if e ľ f and 1 otherwise. Consider the map which sends:
• g P Stabpvq to gcv for v P V Y .
• tf to c´1
f
tfcf for f P EzZ
It is easy to check that this induces a homomorphism from G to itself, τe,c, which we refer to
as the Dehn twist over e by c. It is also easy to check that τe,c ˝ τe,c´1 “ τe,c´1 ˝ τe,c “ Id, so
that τe,c is in fact an automorphism of G. We will refer to e as the base of τe,c, denoted by
Bpτe,cq.
Now suppose we are given v0 P V Y and an automorphism σ of Stabpv0q compatible with
the incidence structure, by which we mean that σæStabpeq restricts to conjugation by some
element ce P Stabpv0q for each e P E with αpeq “ v0.
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Then there is a natural way of extending σ to an endomorphism σ¯ “ σ¯pceqe of G such that:
i) σ¯ restricts to σ on Stabpv0q
ii) σ¯ restricts to inncv on Stabpvq, for v P V Y , where cv “ cinpeq for inpeq the ﬁrst edge
in rv0, vs
iii) σ¯pgeq “ c´1e tece for e P E where ce “ cpuq for the unique vertex u P Z0 X G ¨ ωpeq.
One can check, just as before, that this induces an isomorphism of G with inverse ¯σ´1pc´1e qe ,
to which we will refer to as a natural extension of a vertex group automorphism. In this case
we let tvu be the base Bpσq of σ¯. We will refer to the elements ce above as twisting elements.
We will refer to Dehn twists and extensions of vertex group automorphisms as elementary
automorphisms of G.
Suppose we are given a graded π-group GA,pPiqiPI . By geometric abelian tree (resp. ge-
ometric abelian decomposition ) of it we intend a geometric abelian tree (resp. geometric
abelian decomposition ) T of G relative to tAu Y tPiuiPI . By a geometric abelian tree of
GA we intend one relative to tAu. Fix a Bass-Serre presentation P “ pY, S, pteqePESq for the
action of T . By ModpGA, T q or the modular group of GA with respect to T we intend the
subgroup of AutpGq generated by all those elementary automorphisms σ of the form:
i) A Dehn twist over an edge of Y .
ii) A vertex group automorphism σ¯pceqαpeq“v,
ePS
of some v P V Y , such that:
i) σ is equal to IdStabpvq in case v P Vr.
ii) σ is induced by a homeomorphism of Σv in case v P Vs
iii) σ ﬁxes Per˚pvq for any v P Va
iii) An inner automorphism innc of G (conjugation by c ).
and satisfying properties:
i) πæStabpvq ˝ σ “ πæStabpvq and πpceq, πpcq P ZpQq
ii) σæA “ IdæA
Denote by MGenpGA,Pq the set of generators listed above; we call them elementary auto-
morphisms. It can be shown that the subgroup they generate does not depend on the presen-
tation P, justifying the use of the alternative notation MGenπpGA, T q or MGenπpGA,p,iqiPΔq
for any associated geometric abelian decomposition . We denote the subgroup generated by
MGenπpGA,p,iqiPΔq as ModpGA,Δq (or dually ModpGA, T q, where. Alternatively, we might
use the notation ModπApΔq.
Ignoring the π-structure yields the standard modular group ModApG, T q. The deﬁnition
extends to restricted π-groups and π-groups by regarding them as graded π-groups in the
obvious way. Note that in particular, σ will ﬁx Per˚pvq for any v P Va. Given v, we will let
Modπpvq stand for the subgroup of all possible σ P AutpStabpvqq satisfying the restrictions
above.
If the given T is merely a pure G-tree over abelian edge stabilizers and not a geometric
abelian tree then in an expression such as ModpG, T q we will be implicitly promoting T to a
geometric abelian tree by declaring all its vertices as rigid (so that only Dehn twists are taken
into account).
Observation 2.5.1. PM :“ ModpGA, T q is a subgroup of ﬁnite index in M :“ ModApG, T q.
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Proof. The groupM contains the group I :“ InnpZGpAqq of inner automorphisms of G by el-
ements of ZApGq as a normal subgroup. Clearly PM intersects I in a subgroup of ﬁnite index.
On the other hand, given a transversalR ofGzV T , for any v P V and τ P M there is c such that
innc ˝ τ preserves Stabpvq and it is possible to check that its projection in ModpGvq{InnpGvq
is well deﬁned. This determines a map ηv : M{I Ñ ModpGvq. It is well known that the col-
lection of all of them induces an isomorphism between M{I and À
vPR
ModpModpGvq{InnpGvq.
Indeed, this is well-known to be true in case A “ 1 (see [Lev05]), and it is easy to see that
the inclusion map induces an isomorphism between M{I and ModpG, T q{InnpGq. Clearly
the image of ModGA, T intersects each of the direct summands in a ﬁnite index subgroup. Of
course, given any group G, N  G and H ď G, if both rN,N X Hs and rG{K,NH{Ks are
ﬁnite, then rG,Hs is ﬁnite as well.
The following can be easily checked by inspection.
Observation 2.5.2. If e is a vertex from u to v, and Stabpvq is abelian, then τe,c “ τe1,c ¨ ¨ ¨ τek,c,
where ei, i “ 1, 2 ¨ ¨ ¨ k enumerates the edges f ‰ e with αpfq “ v. Notice also that innc´1τe,c “
τe,c´1 and for every v P V T and vertex group automorphism σ¯pceqαpeq“v and g P Stabpvq one
has inngσ¯pceqαpeq“v “ ¯inngσpcegqαpeq“v . In particular, for any e0 with αpe0q “ v we have
e0 R Supppinnc´1e0 ˝ σ¯pceqαpeq“v q.
Deﬁnition 2.5.2.1. The π-modular group of a freely indecomposable GA,pPiqiPI , denoted by
ModpGA,pPiqiPI q is the subgroup of AutpGq generated by ModpGA,Δq where Δ ranges among
all geometric abelian decomposition of GA,pPiqiPI . The modular group of GA is simply the
modular group of the associated graded π-group (with trivial grading).
Lemma 2.5.3. Suppose we are given a geometric abelian decomposition Δ of a CSA graded
π-group GA,pPiqiPI . Assume furthermore that any maximal abelian subgroup of G is ﬁnitely
generated. Then any σ P ModpGA,Δq is contained in σ P ModpGA,Δ1q, for a geometric
abelian decomposition Δ1 of GA,pPiqiPI whose underlying tree is relative to the family of all
abelian non-cyclic subgroups of G.
Proof. Take any non-cyclic maximal abelian subrgroup M of G which is not elliptic. Since M
is ﬁnitely generated, in virtue of 2.1.8, it acts by translations on some line L of T “ ˜pΔ, Zq.
Since M is non-cyclic, the group K “ FixpLq X M is non-trivial. Let T 1 be the result of
collapsing all edges in L. If σ is based on a vertex outside L (in particular, if this vertex is of
surface type), then it is clear it belongs to ModpGA, T 1q as well. If not, observe that by 3.1.16
we can decompose G as an amalgamated product of M over the edge group K. By inspection
one can easily check that when σ is a Dehn twist over an edge in L or the extension of an
automorphism of the stabilizer of an abelian type subgroup of L the latter decomposition does
the job.
Let G be a ﬁnitely generated CSA group and let T be a geometric abelian tree for G. We
will say that T is normalized if:
i) It is relative to the family of all non-cyclic abelian subgroups of G.
ii) Exactly one of the endpoints of each edge e P T is contained in an abelian type vertex,
the other endpoint being non-abelian.
iii) The intersection of Stabpeq and Stabpe1q for each rigid type vertex v P T and any two
distinct edges e, e1 originating at v.
Observation 2.5.4. A normalized geometric abelian tree in which the stabilizer of every rigid
type vertex is CSA is 2-acylindrical.
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2.6 Grushko and JSJ decompositions
In this section we give a quick overview of JSJ theory, as laid out in [GL09] and [GL10]. Or
main goal is to show the following:
Proposition 2.6.1. Any graded π-limit group LA,pPiqiPI admits some geometric abelian decom-
position ΔJSJ such that any π-modular automorphism of LA,pPiqiPI is containedModpLA,ΔJSJq.
Let G be a ﬁxed ﬁnitely generated group and R some family of subgroups of G. The
following result was ﬁrst proven by Grushko in case R “ H (a nice topological proof due to
Stallings can be found in [Sta65]).
Theorem 2.6.2. There is a free decomposition relative to R of the form:
G “ p˚mi“1Giq ˚ F
Where l,m ě 0, F is a (possibly trivial) free group and each Gi is freely indecomposable relative
to RXGi. The decomposition is ﬁnest in the sense that given any other decomposition of the
same form p˚m1i“1G1iq ˚F 1 then every G1i is the free product of a free factor of a conjugate of F
and some conjugates of groups Gj, while F
1 is a free factor of a conjugate of F .
As a matter of fact Bass-Serre presentations are pretty much irrelevant to the discussion,
which will thus take place in the language of trees rather than in that of graph of groups de-
compositions. Given a conjugacy invariant family E of subgroups an pE ,Rq-tree is a simplicial
G-tree relative to R with edge stabilizers in E . The notion of an pE ,Rq-JSJ generalizes the
notion of a Grushko decomposition to the class of pE ,Rq-trees. A subgroup H ď G will be
called pE ,Rq-universally elliptic in case it is elliptic in any pE ,Rq-tree. A simple example of
an universally elliptic subgroup is that of some subgroup H ď G containing some R P R as
a ﬁnite index subgroup. Given G-trees S and T , one says that S dominates T if and only if
EllpSq Ă EllpT q, where EllpT q stands for the familiy of all elliptic subgroups of G elliptic in
T . It is easy to check this is equivalent to the existence of an equivariant map from V S to
V T .
A deformation space is the class of all pE ,Rq-trees T for which EllpT q has a particular
value. A pE ,Rq-universally elliptic tree is an pE ,Rq-tree all of whose edge stabilizers are
pE ,Rq-universally elliptic. We say that an universally elliptic tree T is an pE ,Rq-JSJ tree if
T is pE ,Rq-universally elliptic and EllpT q is minimal among universally elliptic trees. The
following follows from [GL09, 3.2,3.8] (the second of those results is formulated there only in
case R “ H but the diﬀerence is inessential).
Lemma 2.6.3. Let T be an universally elliptic pE ,Rq-tree and S an pE ,Rq-tree. Then there
is a reﬁnement Tˆ of T such that EllpTˆ q “ EllpT qXEllpSq. If S is a universal pE ,Rqtree then
Tˆ is an universal pE ,Rqtree as well.
As a consequence, if the class of pE ,Rq-JSJ trees is non-empty, it is a deformation space,
referred to as the pE ,Rq-JSJ deformation space, and every pE ,Rq-universally elliptic T tree
has a pE ,Rq-JSJ reﬁnement. Using this it is possible to give an outline of the basic strategy
used in proving existence. The following is lemma 3.9 in [GL09]
Lemma 2.6.4. Let tTiuiPI be any family of G-trees, where G is ﬁnitely generated. There
exists a countable subset J Ă I such that if T is elliptic with respect to every Ti for i P I and
dominates every Tj for j P J then T dominates Ti for all i P I.
Let tTnunPN be the countable subfamily extracted from the family of all pE ,Rq-universally
elliptic trees using the previous lemma. Iterative application of 2.6.3 yields a sequence of pT 1nqn
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of pE ,Rq-universally elliptic trees, where T 1n is a collapse of T 1n`1 and dominates every Tm for
m ď n. All it is then left to show is that the deformation space of any chain of reﬁnements
of pE ,Rq-trees eventually stabilizes. This is what is commonly referred to as an accessibility
result.
The following is a relative version of [GL09, Proposition 4.4], which was originally proved
in [Dun85]
Lemma 2.6.5. Suppose G is ﬁnitely presented and let pTnqn be a sequence of pE ,Rq-trees,
where Tn`1 is a reﬁnement of Tn for any n P N. Then there is some G-tree S dominating
each of the Tn.
If one takes for granted, as we do, that limit groups are ﬁnitely presented, this is good
enough for our purposes. Without this assumption one needs to apply acylindrical accesibility.
See [Sel97] and [Wei02] for the basic combinatorial result and [RW] for its application to limit
groups.
Given an pE ,Rq-JSJ tree TJSJ one distinguishes two types of vertices (vertex stabilizers) of
T . We say that v (resp. Stabpvq) is rigid if Stabpvq is pE ,Rq-universally elliptic. Otherwise we
will refer to it as ﬂexible The following lemma is easy to prove using the blow-up construction.
Lemma 2.6.6. If Stabpvq is rigid then there is no non-trivial Stabpvq-tree S over edge stabi-
lizers in E in which the stabilizer of any e incident to v in T and the intersection with Stabpvq
of any conjugate of a subgroup from R are elliptic.
Let us now restrict to the case in which E contains only abelian subgroups. Take any
pE ,Rq-tree T and suppose v is of surface type, with Stabpvq – π1pΣq. We claim that for any
minimal non-trivial Stabpvq-tree S relative to the boundary subgroups over edge stabilizers in
E and any edge e P S the stabilizer of e is not universally elliptic. Indeed, (up to subdivision)
we know S to be dual to some essential system of curves δ on Σ. On the other hand there is
some essential simple closed curve α such that ipα, βq ‰ 0 for any β P δ. The result of blowing
up v to Tα in S witnesses the fact Stabpeq is not pE ,Rq-universally elliptic.
Under certain weak conditions Stabpvq can be proved to be elliptic in any pE ,Rq-universally
elliptic tree (see [GL09, Proposition 7.13]). Note that this is obvious if we assume T to be
pE ,Rq-universally elliptic to begin with, since in that case it can be reﬁned to a pE ,Rq-JSJ
tree.
The crux of JSJ theory is the fact that under certain assumptions all ﬂexible vertex groups
of a JSJ-tree are of this form (see [GL09, theorem 7.7]. With a diﬀerent formulation this was
proven for example in [RS97] using a ﬁner version of the technique used to construct test
sequences presented in this work. In truth, in the general case the relevant notion is not that
of a surface type vertex group but the broader one of a quadratically hanging (QH) vertex
group (see deﬁnition 8.17 in [GL09]). Both are equivalent, however, in case G is a torsion free
CSA (see [GL09, 8.12]).
An pE ,Rq-tree T is called universally compatible if T and T 1 admit a common reﬁnement
Tˆ for any pE ,Rqtree T 1. This is more restrictive than being an pE ,Rq-JSJ tree and more
convenient (but not essential) when dealing with modular automorphisms. The existence of
a universally compatible pE ,Rq-JSJ tree is proven in [GL10, 11.1], under certain hypothesis,
in particular in case of a limit group which is freely indecomposable relative to R and E the
family of all abelian subgroups of G. Let us collect this result and the above discussion.
Proposition 2.6.7. Let G be a limit group which is freely indecomposable with respect to
some family R of subgroups. Let also Anz be the family of all the non-cyclic abelian subgroups
of G. Then G admits a (necessarily unique) universally compatible pE ,R Y Anzq-JSJ tree
TJSJ with the following properties:
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• TJSJ is normalized
• A vertex group of TJSJ is ﬂexible if and only if it is of surface type (relative to R).
• Up to edge subdivision, any minimal reduced geometric abelian tree S of G relative
to R Y Anz can be obtained from TJSJ by equivariantly blowing up some of the ﬂexible
vertices of TJSJ according to a essential system of curves δ and collapsing (equivariantly)
some of the edges inherited from TJSJ .
• Given a tree S as above the stabilizer of any surface type vertex of S is the fundamental
group of some of the pieces in which the associated to vertices of T .
Proof. Flexible vertices of TJSJ are the only ones that can be aﬀected by the blow-up (as we
assume S is reduced). Regarding the last claim, notice that for any vertex stabilizer Stabpvq
of S which is not of the form speciﬁed above either:
• Stabpvq equals some rigid vertex stabilizer of TJSJ
• Stabpvq splits relative to stabilizers of incident edges over universally elliptic vertex
stabilizers.
Both are impossible for surface type vertex stabilizers.
We can regard TJSJ itself as a geometric abelian tree relative to R by declaring all its
ﬂexible vertices to be of surface type and all those which are abelian and as being of abelian
type, with extended peripheral subgroup the smallest summand containing the peripheral
subgroup and all the conjugates of R in Stabpvq. All the remaining ones are considered to be
of rigid type. Proposition 2.6.1 can be proven by inspection using 2.6.7 (see [PS]) .
Remark 2.6.8. In the propostion above normality comes from the fact that TJSJ can be taken
to be a ’tree of cylinders’ in the sense of Guirardel and Levitt.
Given a graded π-group we will refer to the JSJ of G relative to tAu Y tPiuiPI as above as
its abelian* JSJ tree .
Chapter 3
Limits of trees and the
shortening argument
3.1 Limits of actions on real trees: the Bestvina Paulin
method
3.1.1 Deﬁnitions
In [Pau89] Paulin adapted Gromov’s notion of convergence among metric spaces to the context
of isometric actions of a group G on a hyperbolic space. In our case we are mostly concerned
with actions on real trees that arise as limits of sequences of actions of a group on the Cayley
graph of F induced by homomorphisms to F. In this section we give an overview of the
techniques and state the main compactness result needed later. Most of the deﬁnitions and
results come from [Bes02].
Deﬁnition 3.1.0.1. An -approximation between metric spaces pX1, d1q and pX2, d2q is a
relation R Ď X1 ˆ X2 such that:
• For all x1, y1 P X1 and x2, y2 P X2 we have:
Rpx1, x2q X Rpy1, y2q ñ |d1px1, y1q ´ d2px2, y2q| ă 
• RpX1q “ X2 and R´1pX2q “ X1
If X1 and X2 are equipped with an action of a group G by isometries, for any S Ă G we say
that the approximation is S-equivariant if, in addition for any px1, x2q and s P S, if s ¨xi P Xi
then ps ¨ x1, s ¨ x2q P R.
Let G be a group and suppose we are given X a set of tuples pX, d, λq, where pX, dq is a
metric space, λ an action by isometries of G on X and Y a set of tuples of the form pX, d, λ, ¨q
with pX, d, λq as before and x¯ P Xm a tuple of m points of X (a marking). In both cases we
can assume that λ an action by isometries of G on X.
For any S P PăωpGq and K0 Ă S a ﬁnite subspace of Y0, we deﬁne NK,S,	pXq as the
set of all pY, y¯, ¨qY such that there exists a ﬁnite subspace K Ď Y and a S-equivariant -
approximation R between K0 Y y¯ and K Y y¯ such that py0,j , yjq P R for all 1 ď j ď m. Let
NK,S,	pXq be the analogous for X , without the condition on the marking. Both sets are well
deﬁned in the sense that they only depend on the equivalence class up to equivariant isometry.
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The (marked) equivariant Gromov topology on X (Y) is the topology deﬁned by taking
as a neighbourhood system of X (Y) the family of all NK,S,	pXq, where S ranges over all
SPăωpGq and K over all ﬁnite K Ď X. When the marking consists of a single point we use
the adjective pointed instead.
Observe that in case the metric spaces involved are R-trees any -approximation between
K Ă X P X and K 1 Ă X 1 P X can be extended to an -approximation between the convex
envelopes convpKq and convpK 1q, which are compact. So in the deﬁnition of the Gromov
Hausdorﬀ topology we might as well have used ’compact’ instead of ’ﬁnite’. Let T pGq be the
space of non-trivial minimal actions of G on R-trees which are either linear or irreducible,
up to equivariant isometry, equipped with the equivariant Gromov topology. Let PApGq be
the space of non-trivial minimal actions of G on pointed real trees which are spanned by the
basepoint, equipped with the pointed equivariant Gromov topology .
Deﬁnition 3.1.0.2. A function l : G Ñ Rď0 is called a Lyndon length function if it satisﬁes
the following conditions:
i) lp1q “ 0
ii) @g P G lpgq “ lpg´1q
iii) For all g, h, k P G, the inequality cpg, hq ě mintcpg, kq, cph, kqu holds, where cpg, hq “
1
2 plpgq ` lphq ´ lpg´1hqq
We say that a point y P Y spans Y in case Y is the convex closure of the orbit of y by the
action of G.
Theorem 3.1.1 ( [Chi01], 4.6 Chapter 2). Given any length function l, there is an action λ
of G by isometries on a R-tree Y and y P Y such that l is equal to the length function lλy . The
tuple pY, d, λ, yq is unique up to basepoint preserving equivariant isometry.
The proof of 3.1.1 yields also the stronger result:
Proposition 3.1.2. The map l : PApGq Ñ RGě0 taking any pX, d, ¨, xq to plx¨pgqqgPG is a
homeomorphism between PApGq and its image.
Assume that G is countable. Then in particular the pointed equivariant Gromov topology
is separable. In fact a similar non-pointed result is true:
Proposition 3.1.3. The map tl : PApGq Ñ RGě0 taking any pX, d, ¨q to ptl¨pgqqgPG is a
homeomorphism between the subset of T pGq of all those actions which are either linear or
irreducible and its image.
Suppose we are given a sequence ppYn, dn, yn, ρnqqn Ă PApGq converging to some pY, d, y, ρq ‰
PApGq in the equivariant Gromov topology. We say that a sequence of points pynqn P Yn
converges to a point y P Y if the sequence pYn, dn, ρn, pxn, ynqq converges to pY, d, ρ, px, yqq in
the marked equivariant Gromov topology. This behaves as expected:
Lemma 3.1.4 (see [RW]). In the situation above, any point of y is the limit of some convergent
sequence of points. If the sequence of points pynqn is convergent, then for any other sequence
py1nqn of points if pdpyn, y1nqqn converges to 0 then py1nqn is convergent and has the same limit
as pynqn.
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3.1.2 Compactness, rescaling and apriori basepoints
The last result above is enough to prove compactness of the projectivization of T pGq in the
cases we are interested in. Otherwise formulated, any sequence pρnqn of minimal nontrivial
actions of our ﬁnitely generated G on real trees contains a subsequence which, after rescaling
converges to another non-trivial action.
For the shortening argument one needs however to be able to make an apriori choice of a
point ˚ρ P Y for every pY, d, ρq P PApGq in such a way that when extracting a subsequence
we can guarantee the points ˚ρn converge as well.
Deﬁnition 3.1.4.1. Given an action λ by isometries of a group G on an R-tree Y and U Ă G
a ﬁnite set we deﬁne the following functions:
mlλy pUq “ max
uPU l
λ
y puq
slλy pUq “
ÿ
uPU
lypUq
mdλpUq “ min
yPY mlypUq
.
Lemma 3.1.5. Let s be a ﬁnite tuple of generators of a group G and suppose that for each
n P N we are given a minimal non-trivial action pYn, dn, ρnq of G on a real tree and some
yn for which ml
ρn
yn psq “ mdρnpsq “: μn. Then some subsequence of ppYn, 1μn dn, yn, ρnqqn
converges in the equivariant pointed Gromov topology to a minimal non-trivial pointed action
pY, d, y, ρq of G on a real tree Y .
Proof. First of all, for any g P G the length functions l1{μnYnyn pgq are uniformly bounded, since
in general lxpghq ď lxpgq ` lxphq. This implies some subsequence of pl
1{μnkYk
ynk
qkPN converges to
some non-constant function l, which is necessarily the length function associated to some tuple
pY, d, y, ρq to which ppYnk , 1μnk dnk , ynk , ρnkqqnk converges in the pointed equivariant Gromov
topology . We claim this action is non-trivial. Indeed, suppose that z P Y is ﬁxed by G and
let pznq a sequence of points in Yn converging to z. Since limk lp1{μnkdnk ,ρnk qznk pgq “ ld,ρz pgq for
any g P G, eventually lpdnk ,ρnk qznk psq ă μnk , contradicting the choice of znk . We claim that the
action is minimal. Indeed, in case it is not, let Z be a proper G-invariant subtree of Y . Since
y spans Y , clearly y R Z. But then, given any g P s which moves y, it is clear that there
must be some z P Z such that lzpgq ă lypgq. Any sequence of approximating z will eventually
contradict the choice of yn.
Deﬁnition 3.1.5.1. From now on, given a ﬁnitely generated G we ﬁx some ﬁnite tuple s of
generators. For any ρ as above let μρ “ mdρpsq and ﬁx some ˚ρmin for which mlρ˚ρ
min
psq “ μρ.
If Y is the geometric realization of a simplicial tree, one can assume that ˚ρmin corresponds to
a simplicial vertex.
In certain situations, in which G is equipped with a distinguished subgroup H the point
˚ρmin is not good enough. In order to be able to apply the shortening argument we will need
to be able to make an a priori choice of points that will converge (perhaps after subsequence
extraction) to a point in the minimal tree or in the ﬁxed point set of H in the limit tree.
A small complication arises from the fact that we cannot tell in advance whether H will be
elliptic or not in the limiting action. In the ﬁnal writing of this work it turns out the case in
which H is not elliptic in the limiting tree can be ignored, but we will present the other case
in case it might be useful in other circumstances.
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Given non-empty convex subsets X,Z of a real tree Y and y P Y , let prXpyq be the point in
X closest to Y , and LprX,Zpyq the points in tprXpyq, prZpyqu whose distance to y is minimal.
Let LprX,Zpyq be either the unique point in LprX,Zpyq or prXpyq in case of a draw. Given
h P G, we let Axρphq stand for the set of points minimally displaced by h with respect to ρ.
Observation 3.1.6. Suppoe a group G endowed with a ﬁnite set of generators s and a sequence
ppYn, dn, yn, ρnqqn of minimal pointed isometric actions of G on real trees, converging to some
pY, d, y, ρq in the pointed equivariant Gromov topology is given. Fix some h P G. For each n
let An “ Axρnphq, and A “ Axρphq. Then prAnpynq converges to prApyq.
If we are also given h1 P G and we let A1n “ Axρnph1q and A1 “ Axρph1q, then some
subsequence of LprAn,A1npynq converges to a point in LprApyq.
Proof. Let zn “ prAnpyq and z “ prApyq. Let pwnqn be a sequence of points converging to
w. Now, since both lρnwnphq and tlρnphq tend to tlρphq, the sequence of distances dpwn, Anq “
lρnwn phq´tlρn phq{2 converges to 0, and thus we can assume wn P An.
Now, on one hand dpyn, wnq converges to dpy, zq by deﬁnition. On the other dpyn, znq “
dpyn, Anq “ lρnyn phq´tlρn phq{2 must also converge to dpy, zq “ dpy,Aq “ lρyphq´tlρphq{2. But then
|dpyn, wnq ´ dpyn, znq| tends to 0 (regardless of whether y P A), so pznqn converges to z.
The second statement follows almost immediately from this.
Lemma 3.1.7. Let ρ be an isometric action of a group G on a real tree Y be given, together
with h1, h2 P H ď G and y P Y . Let Ai “ Axρphiq. Assume that if both h1 and h2 are elliptic
then A1 XA2 has at most one point. Then LprA1,A2pyq belongs to the ﬁx point set of H if H
acts elliptically, or to its minimal tree otherwise.
Proof. Let w :“ lprA1,A2pyq “ prAi0 pyq. Of course, each Ai contains some point ai in YH .
If either h1 or h2 is hyperbolic, then w P YH , since then w either belongs to the axis of a
hyperbolic element in H or belongs to the path between some ai P Ai and some axis contained
in YH .
If both h1 and h2 are elliptic, then w is closest to A3´i0 among the points in Ai0 and hence
must belong to ra1, a2s, since A1 and A2 intersect in at most one point in that case.
Observe that if the A1n and A
2
n in the lemma intersect in a single point wn, this coincides
with zin.
Deﬁnition 3.1.7.1. Now, suppose we are given some ﬁnitely generated limit group G and
1 ‰ H ň G. For each action ρ of G on some real tree X we assign a point ˚ρH as follows:
i) If H is trivial, take as ˚ “ ˚ρmin
ii) If H is abelian, pick some h P Hzt1u. For any ρ as above we let ˚ρH “ prAxρphqp˚ρminq.
iii) If H is non-abelian, chose h1, h2 P H such that rh1, h2s ‰ 1. For any ρ as above we
let ˚ρ,sH “ lprAxρph1q,Axρph2qp˚ρ,sminq.
As before, when the tree X is a geometric realization of some simplicial tree, we take the
basepoints to correspond to simplicial vertices.
3.1.3 Limit actions of increasingly acylindrical sequences of actions
Remark 3.1.8. Suppose we are given a sequence ppYn, dn, ρnqqn of minimal isometric ac-
tions of a ﬁnitely generated group G on real trees and two diﬀerent sequences of rescalings
ppYn, λndn, ρnqqn and ppYn, λ1n, dn, ρnqqn (λn, λ1n P R) converging to minimal actions pY, d, ρq
and pY 1, d1, ρ1q respectively in the equivariant Gromov topology . If both Y and Y 1 are non-
trivial, then there is an equivariant homotety between pY, dq and pY 1, d1q.
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One says that an action by isometries of a group G on a tree Y is superstable if and only
if for any non-degenerate segments I Ĺ J either FixpIq “ t1u or FixpIq “ FixpJq. The
following is a well now result (see [RS94] or [Wil09]) that can be generalized to sequences of
action on hyperbolic spaces (see [Per11] or [RW]).
Lemma 3.1.9. Let G be a torsion free ﬁnitely generated group and ppYn, dn, ρnqqn a sequence
of minimal actions by isometries of G on real trees, converging to some action pY, d, ρq in the
equivariant Gromov topology. Assume that the stabilizer of any segment of length greater than
ě n is contained in Kn :“ ker ρn, for some sequence pnqn of positive constants converging
to 0, and that for any g P Gzt1u we have n R Kn for n big enough. Then:
i) Point-wise stabilizers of non-degenerate segments of Y are free abelian and each of
their non-trivial elements is hyperbolic in Tn for n big enough.
ii) Fix point stabilizers of non-degenerate tripods are trivial.
iii) The action of G on Y is super-stable.
iv) Either Yn is linear for n big enough (so that Y is as well) or the kernel of ρ is trivial.
If we assume no subgroup of G acts on a line of Yn dihedrally, then the same is true for the
action of G on Y .
3.1.4 Limit actions induced by a sequence of homomorphisms
Suppose ﬁnitely generated groups G, and K are given, as well as an acylindrical action ρ of
K on an R-tree pT, dq. Given a homomorphism f : G Ñ K, let ρf denote the action of G by
the pullback of ρ by f on its minimal tree Y f “ YfpGq in T .
Suppose that a sequence pfnqn of homomorphisms from G to K with trivial limit kernel is
given. For each n P N let Yn :“ Y fn , ρn “ ρfnæYn , ˚n “ ˚ρnmin P Y the minimum displacement
point and μn “ μρn the corresponding maximal displacement by some ﬁxed generating set,
as in subsection 3.1.2. Then we know that some subsequence of rescaled pointed actions
ppYnk , 1μnk dæYnk q, ˚n, ρnkqk will converge to an action of G on a pointed real tree pY, d8 ˚q.
If the sequence pμnkqnk tends to inﬁnity, we say that pfnkqnk is unbounded with respect
to the action of K on Y . Otherwise we say that it is bounded. We refer to any (pointed) tree
obtained from a subsequence of pfnqn in this way as the one as a limit tree for pfnqn and the
action ρ. In the ﬁrst case, the sequence of acylindricity constants of the sequence of rescaled
actions tends to 0, so that the hypothesis of theorem 3.1.9 hold. In particular, point-wise
stabilizers of non-degenerate segments are abelian and hence, by 3.1.7, given H ď G, the
sequence consisting of each of the points ˚ρnkH chosen as speciﬁed in 3.1.7.1 converges to a
point of Y which is either in the minimal tree of H, in case H does not ﬁx any point of Y ,
or it is otherwise ﬁxed by H. For simplicity, in case the action ρ to which we are referring is
clear we will ˚ρfH simply by ˚fH . In the second case, the limit action is a simplicial tree.
We will be mainly concerned with the particular case in which H is our reference free group
F, and ρ the action of F on its Cayley graph with respect to a ﬁxed base. In this situation we
might refer to Y simply as a limit tree for the sequence pfnqn.
For h, k P F we have that lkphq “ l1phkq. Hence in this case μn can be expressed as
minhmaxgPs |innk ˝ fnpgq|, for k P H. Since for any positive constant N there are ﬁnitely
many homomorphisms from G to H for which maxgPs |fpgq| ă N is bounded, any sequence
pfnqn Ă MorpGA,FAq contains an unbounded subsequence if and only if it contains inﬁnitely
many distinct members up to postcomposition by an inner automorphism of F.
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Deﬁnition 3.1.9.1. Let G1 and G2 be ﬁnitely generated groups and consider sequences
pf inqn Ă HompGi,Fq for i “ 1, 2. We say that pf2nqn grows faster than pf1nqn if for any
ﬁnitely generated K containing G1, G2 and any sequence phnqn Ă HompK,Fq such that
hnæGi “ inncn ˝ f in for some cn P F the group G1 ﬁxes a point in any limit action associated
to phnqn. Alternatively, given a single sequence pfnqn Ă HompK,Fq, where G1, G2 ď K, we
say that pfnqn makes G2 grow faster than G1 if pfnæG1qn grows faster than pfnæG2qn.
It is perhaps not a bad idea to formally state the following (well-known) lemma.
Observation 3.1.10. Let G1 and G2 be ﬁnitely generated groups and consider sequences
pf inqn Ă HompGi,Fq for i “ 1, 2. The following are equivalent:
• pf2nqn grows faster than pf1nqn
• There is some g P G2 and some tuple x of generators of G1 such that the sequence
tlλpfnpxixjqq tends to inﬁnity with n for any xi ‰ xj , where λ is the action of F on its
Cayley graph.
• Some g2 P G2 is not killed by f2n for n big enough and for every g1 P G1 the quotient
tlλpf1npg1qq
tlλpf2npg2qq tends to 0 with n.
Proof. Suppose we are given a group G which acts by isometries on a real tree Y and a set
X Ă G, the group generated by X ﬁxes a point of Y if and only if for each x, y P X both
elements x, xy ﬁx a point of Y . The equivalence between 3.1.10 and 3.1.10 follows easily
from continuity of translation length with respect to the equivariant Gromov topology and its
invariance by conjugation. Using continuity it is also easy to show that 3.1.10 implies 3.1.10,
while the direction from 3.1.10 to 3.1.10 is trivial.
3.1.5 Trees of actions
We borrow some tools from [Gui08], the term ”graph of actions” instead of ”tree of actions”:
Deﬁnition 3.1.10.1. A tree of actions can be given as a tuple pTG, Yp´q, pp´q, ¨q, comprising:
i) A simplicial G-tree TG, which we call the skeleton of the tree of actions.
ii) A map assigning to each v P V T a real tree Yv.
iii) For each e P ET a point pe P Yαpeq.
iv) An action of G on >vPV TYv. So that for each g P G and v P V T the action of g
restricts to an isometry between Yv and Yg¨v.
In particular the data makes each Yv into a Stabpvq-tree.
Given a tree of actions as above, consider the quotient Y of >vPV TYv by the equivalence
relation generated by tppαpeq, pαppeqqquePET . It can be shown there is a metric structure on
Y making it an R-tree with respect to which the inclusion map of Yv into Y is an isometric
embeddings for every v. We denote the resulting real tree by DppSG, Yp´q, pp´q, ¨qq.
Deﬁnition 3.1.10.2. Let Y be an R-tree on which a group G acts by isometries. A decom-
position of the action as a tree of actions comprises:
• A tree of actions pSG, Yp´q, pp´q, ¨q
• An equivariant isomorphism φ between DppSG, Yp´q, pp´q, ¨qq and Y .
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It is easy to see that S is minimal whenever Y is. We will usually identify the vertex
trees Yv with their preimage in Y and by an abuse of notation refer to the decomposition as
pTG, Yp´q, pp´q, ¨q. We say that a family tZjujPJ of subtrees of Y is fundamental if Zi Xh ¨Zj
is non-degenerate only in case i “ j. We say that a subtree Z is fundamental if tZu is.
i) If Y, Z P Y intersect in more than two points, then Y “ Z.
ii) Every arc of X is covered by ﬁnitely many members of Y.
Observation 3.1.11. There is a transverse covering Z of Y containing tZjujPJ , with Zi and
Zj in diﬀerent orbits for i ‰ j if and only if tZjujPJ is fundamental.
Given a decomposition of an action of G on Y as a tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq, the
family of images in Y of non-degenerate vertex trees Yv constitutes a transverse covering of
Y . Viceversa: given a transverse covering Y of a Y on which a group G acts by isometries,
let V “ Y > I, where I is the family of all points of Y belonging to more than one member
of Y ; notice how G acts on both sets. Put an edge pp, Zq between p P I and Z P Y whenever
p P Z. Clearly G acts without inversion in the resulting graph S. For each Z P Y there is an
associated action of the set-wise stabilizer of Y on Y . For each p we can consider the trivial
action of Stabppq on tpu. It is easy to see that the dual of the corresponding tree of actions is
isomorphic to Y . We call decompositions as trees of actions of this form normalize.
Observation 3.1.12. Let pS, Yp´q, pp´qq a normalized decomposition as a tree of actions of the
action of G on Y , as above. Then any H ď G ﬁxing a point of Y ﬁxes a vertex of S.
Observation 3.1.13. Suppose we are given a decomposition as a tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq
of an action of a group G on a R-tree Y . Let T a subtree of S which is invariant under the
action of some H ď G, and such that for any v P V T such that Yv is not degenerate condition
G ¨ v X T “ H ¨ v holds and Stabpvq ď H. Then YT :“ Ť
vPV T
Yv Ă Y is fundamental and
StabpT q “ H, ie., g ¨ YT X YT is non-degenerate for g P G only if g P H.
Proof. Given g P G such that g ¨YT XYT is non-degenerate, our assumption on the action of H
on S implies g ¨ Yv X h ¨ Yv is non-degenerate for some v P V S. Since Yv is itself fundamental,
g´1h P Stabpvq Ă StabpYvq Ă H. But h P H, so this proves the result.
We note in passing the following:
Observation 3.1.14. Suppose that we are given a normalized decomposition as a tree of ac-
tions of an isometric action of a group G on a real tree Y , pS, Yp´q, pp´qq, where the action
on S is non-trivial. If two distinct degenerate components Yu, Yv intersect in a point p with
FixStabpvqppq “ t1u then S contains trivially stabilized edges and, therefore G is freely de-
composable relative to tStabpvq | v P V Su.
Corollary 3.1.15. Given G, Y and pS, Yp´q, pp´qq as above, suppose that G is freely in-
decomposable relative to tStabpvq | v P V Su. Suppose that some non-degenerate component
Yv, with stabilizer Gv and p P Yv such that StabGv ppq “ t1u. Then StabGppq “ t1u and
G ¨ p X Yv “ Gv ¨ p.
One property of decompositions of the type above worth mentioning is the following:
Lemma 3.1.16. Let G be a CSA group equipped with an action by isometries on a real tree
Y in which segment stabilizers are abelian. Let Z be a line of Y and suppose that M ď G
consist of those elements preserving Z set-wise, with its orientation. Let also K ď M be the
kernel of the action of M on Z. If M ‰ K, then M is a maximal abelian subgroup of G. If
moreover G is torsion-free, then M coincides with the set-wise stabilizer of Z. If K ‰ t1u
as well, then Z is fundamental and G decomposes as an amalgamated product of the form
G1 ˚K M , where every subgroup of G elliptic in Y can be conjugated into G1.
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Proof. First of all we claim that M is abelian. Indeed, ﬁrst of all clearly M{K is free abelian.
On the other hand K is abelian by our assumption on the action on Y . If K ‰ t1u, since also
K M , the CSA property implies that M is abelian.
Now, M is maximal as well. Indeed, pick any g P G commuting with M , let Z 1 “ a ¨ Z
and suppose that Z 1 ‰ Z. Any m P MzK has to act as a proper translation on both Z and
Z 1, which is impossible in any action by isometries on a real tree. So a ¨ Z “ Z. It is clear as
well that g has to preserve the orientation of Z, since otherwise mg “ m´1 so g P M . Finally,
assume that G is torsion free and s P G stabilize Z set-wise. Then s2 P M . Since s2 ‰ 1,
commutative transitivity implies that s P M .
We now add the assumption that K ‰ t1u. We claim that Z is fundamental in Y . Indeed,
pick any k P Kzt1u. Given any g P G for which J :“ g´1 ¨ Z X Z, kg ﬁxes J which implies
that kg P M , since segment stabilizers are abelian. The CSA property implies that g P M as
well, so that g ¨ Z “ Z. This implies that there is a decomposition of the action on Y as a
normalized tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq, where Z “ Yv for some v P V S. And observe that
the edge group associated to any edge e incident on v is precisely K. This implies that G
admits the required decomposition. Any subgroup of G elliptic in Y is elliptic in Y . If it is
contained in a conjugate of M , then it must be contained in a conjugate of K. This proves
the last claim.
3.1.6 Rips’ decomposition
The combinatorial core of the following result goes back to the work of Makanin and Razborov
on solutions to equations in the free group. Rips’ contribution was the realization that their
ideas could be read geometrically and hold in a much wider context. The initial goal was to
study free actions on R trees but it turned out it could be applied to a larger class of actions
(see [BF95]). We now state the version found as theorem 4.1 of [Gui08], with some extra
detail borrowed from its proof. See theorem 5.1 in that same paper for the most general result
of this kind presented there.
Theorem 3.1.17. Any minimal superstable action by isometries of a group G on an R-
tree Y , where G is ﬁnitely generated relative to the family of its elliptic subgroups admits a
decomposition as a tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq where either:
a) There is v P V such that Yv contains an inﬁnite tripod and some e P S incident to v
such that Stabpeq coincides with the kernel K of the vertex action on Yv. In particular
there is a splitting of G over K relative to the stabilizer of any point in Y .
b) Each vertex action is either:
i) Simplicial, i.e., isomorphic to the geometric realization of a simplicial tree.
ii) Of Seifert type. If we denote by K the kernel of the action of StabpZq on Yv,
then StabpZq{K is dual to the fundamental group of an orbifold with boundary
and the action on Yv dual to an arational measured foliation on it.
iii) Of axial type: Z is a line and the image of StabpZq in IsompZq is a non-discrete
group of isometries of Z.
One can assume that the decomposition as a tree of actions above is normalized. ALso,
after further decomposing any simplicial action, that in the second alternative of the theorem
all simplicial vertex trees are either a point or a non-trivially stabilized segment with its
endpoints are the only attaching points pe. The ﬁrst alternative in the theorem can be
understood in terms of the existence of exotic components. See for example [BF95]. If G is
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torsion free, then in case (bii) the orbifold is actually a surface and the action of Seifert type
as deﬁned earlier.
The result above can be slightly reﬁned:
Corollary 3.1.18. Consider an isometric action of a ﬁnitely generated group G on a R-tree
Y , which is superstable and has trivial tripod stabilizers and let tZjujPJ be a fundamental
family of subtrees of Y . Then either:
i) G is freely decomposable relative to tStabpZ1q, StabpZ2q, ¨ ¨ ¨StabpZmquY E where E is
the family of all the subgroups of G elliptic in Y .
ii) The action decomposes as a tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq, where Yvj “ Zj for some
vj P V S and for any w P V SzpG ¨ tvj | j P Juq the vertex action on Yv is either
simplicial with non-trivially stabilized edges, of axial type or of Seifert type. Given a
non-degenerate component Yv, all its points of intersection with other non-degenerate
components have non-trivial stabilizer in Stabpvq.
Proof. Let pS, Yp´q, pp´qq a graph of actions, where each Zj “ Yvj for some vj in a diﬀerent
orbit. For all non-trivial v P V SzG ¨ tZjujPJ we can apply 3.1.17 to Yv, which yields a
decomposition of the action of Stabpvq as a normalized tree of actions pSv, Y vp´q, pp´qq, with
associated transverse covering Yv. Denote by Y 1v the minimal tree of Yv. If one of Y 1v falls
into ﬁrst alternative of theorem 3.1.17, then Stabpvq splits over a tripod stabilizer relative
to its elliptic subgroups; in particular, relative to the stabilizer of edges of S incident to v.
Hence this free splitting extends to a free splitting of G relative to tHjumj“1. If the second
alternative, observe that all the components of YvzY 1v are segments. Indeed, a segment with
and endpoint in Y 1v and another in BpY zYvq cannot be trivially stabilized, since otherwise S
would contain trivially stabilized edges. Superstability tells us that its point-wise stabilizer
coincides with that any of its non-degenerate initial subsegments. The fact non-degenerate
tripods have trivial stabilizer then implies any two such segments can only intersect in their
initial points.
We conclude that Yv itself admits a transverse covering Sv as in the previous lemma. The
covering tYg¨vjugPG
jPJ
Y Ť
Yv
v P V SzpG ¨ tZjujPJq of Y satisﬁes the required conditions. The ﬁnal
claim follows from observation 3.1.14.
3.2 The shortening argument
The following theorem contains the geometric engine of the shortening argument. Except for
the constraint on the modular group, the slightly looser hypothesis and the additional clause
regarding the limit of the shortening argument. This is usually stated in the more general
context of actions on hyperbolic spaces (see [RS94] or [Per08]). For the sake of completeness
we provide an almost self contained exposition of the more restrictive version used in this
work. The original result could have been enough for most of the applications in this thesis,
had we used a diﬀerent approach but in view of future work, we have chosen to state the
result involving a ﬁnite index subgroup of the modular group.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let G be a group and pYn, dn, yn, λnq a sequence of minimal pointed
actions by isometries of L on real trees, converging to some faithful pointed action pY, d, y, λq
in the pointed equivariant Gromov topology , such that any segment stabilizer is abelian. Let
U be a ﬁnite tuple of elements from G. Suppose that λ admits a decomposition as a graph
of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq and O Ă V S an equivariant set such that for each v P O the vertex
action of Stabpvq on Yv is either simplicial with non-trivially stabilized edges or of Seifert or
axial type.
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Let S1 be the tree obtained by collapsing all those edges of S none of whose ends belong to
O and blowing up into Yv every v P V S for which Yv is simplicial.
Regard S as a geometric abelian tree by declaring of surface type all vertices associated to
actions of Seifert type, of abelian type those associated with mixing components and regarding
all the rest as rigid. Suppose that a normal ﬁnite index subgroup P Ĳ ModpΔq is given.
Then there is τ PP such that for inﬁnitely many n P N:
i) τpgq “ g for any g P G such that ry, s ¨ ys does not intersect Yv for v P O in a
non-degenerate segment.
ii) lλn˝τyn pgq ă lλnyn pgq for any g P U for which ry, g ¨ ys intersects Yv in a non-degenerate
segment for some v P O.
Proof. We can assume that the decomposition is normalized, so that V S “ V0 > V1, with
Yv a single point in case v P V0 and a non-degenerate tree in case v P V1, as well that
any attaching points on an action of simplicial type correspond to simplicial vertices. For
convenience, we will assume that x P Yv0 for some v0 P SzO (the other case does not represent
any fundamental complication). We will start with some preliminary considerations, valid for
any decomposition of Y as a graph of actions. Fix some presentation P “ pW0,W, pteqePEW q
of the action of G on S for which v0 P Z. Let g be any element of g; it has a loop normal
form g0te0 ¨ ¨ ¨ tem´1gm with respect to this presentation, as in 2.2, where gi P Stabpviq and
v0, e0, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ em´1, vm Ă W0 Y W projects to a closed loop in GzS. For each 0 ď j ď m ´ 1
we let fj be the unique edge in W whose inverse is in the orbit of ej . Suppose we are given
v P V1 X W0 and a natural extension σ¯ “ σ¯pceqαpeq“v of some σ P AutpStabpvqq to G. with
cv0 “ 1 (recall that σ¯ restricts to conjugation by cu on Stabpvq for u P W0ztvu. Then the
element σ¯pgq has a normal form gσ¯0 te0 ¨ ¨ ¨ tem´1gσ¯m, where
• gσ¯i “ gi in case vi ‰ v
• gσ¯i “ cei´1σpgiqc´1ei in case vi “ v
Recall that a vertex v P OXW0 appears in the loop representation of g if and only if rg ¨v0, v0s
intersects the orbit of w. Since we assume our decomposition pS, Yp´q, pp´qq to be normalized,
this happens precisely when ry, g ¨ ys intersects some translate of Yv0 in a non-degenerate
segment. Let Npvq be the subgroup of all those g P G for which that is not the case. Clearly
σ¯ ﬁxes Npvq. Likewise, observe that the axis of g intersects the orbit of v in S if and only if
its axis in Y intersects some translate of Yv in a non-degenerate segment. The automorphism
σ¯ restricts to an inner automorphism of G on any subgroup H ď G which is either elliptic in
S or whose minimal tree does not contain the vertex v. By the previous assertion, the latter
is equivalent to the fact that none of the axis of hyperbolic elements in H intersects Yv0 in a
non-degenerate segment.
We deﬁne:
lvypgq “ |ry, g ¨ ys X
ď
uPrvs
Yu| “
ÿ
0ďjďm
vj“v
|Jj |
More precisely, the segment ry, g ¨ ys can be decomposed into mutually non-overlapping sub-
segments of the form Ij “ hj ¨ Jj for 0 ď j ď m, where Jj Ă Yvj and hj are given by:
• h0, J0 “ ry, pe0s
• hm “ g, Jm “ rpfm´1 , xs
• hj “ g0te0g1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tej´1 and Jj “ rpfj´1 , gj ¨ pej s for any 1 ď j ď m ´ 1.
Let σ¯ “ σ¯pceqαpeq“v be a natural extension of some σ P AutpStabpvqq to G with cv0 “ 1, as
before. Let hσ¯j be deﬁned in the same way as hj , but with g
σ¯
j in place of gj . Exactly as before,
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ry, σ¯pgq ¨ ys is the union of the non-overlapping segments hσ¯j ¨ J σ¯j , where J σ¯j “ rpfj´1 , gσ¯j ¨ pej s
for 1 ď j ď m ´ 1. In particular, for σ¯ as above lwy pσ¯pgqq “ lwy pσ¯pgqq for v ‰ w P W0.
The proof of our proposition reduces to the following two lemmas:
Lemma 3.2.2 (Mixing case). Let v P W0 be associated to an action of Seifert or axial type,
U a ﬁnite subset of G and  ą 0. Then there is a natural extension σ¯ “ σ¯pceq P P of an
automorphism σ of Stabpvq such that for all g P UzNpvq we have:
lrvsy pσ¯pgqq ă 
As we know, we can assume any simplicial component is an edge containing no attaching
points in its interior. Given any such I, one consider the simplicial tree TI which has a
vertex vC in correspondence to each connected component of Y z Ť
gPG
g ¨ I and a simplicial edge
between vC1 and vC2 whenever C1 and C2 intersect some common translate of I.
Lemma 3.2.3 (Simplicial case). Let v P W0 and suppose Yv is a non-trivially stabilized edge
rp, qs and e the corresponding simplicial edge in T rp,qs. Then there is a Dehn twist τe,c P P
such that for some diverging sequence pknqn Ă N, and all g P G X Lpvq we have:
lynk
pτpgqq ă lynk pgq
for k big enough (the particular bound dependent on g )
Let us see how to prove the proposition using the lemmas above. Denote by M be the
set of all those v P W0 associated to an axion of Seifert or axial type. For each v P M let σ¯v
be the automorphism obtained by applying the ﬁrst lemma to v “ min
gPU l
v
ypgq. We know that
σ¯vpgq “ g for g P Npvq, while in case of g P UzNpvq we have
lypσ¯vpgqq “ lrvsy pσ¯vpgqq ` lrvs
c
y pσ¯vpgqq “
“ lrvsy pσ¯vpgqq ` lrvs
c
y pgq ă lrvsy pgq ` lrvs
c
y pgq “ lypgq
If we let θ be the product of all the σ¯v as we let v range among all vertices in W0, (the order
is irrelevant) then for any v P Uz Ť
vPM
Npvq we have lypgq ă lypθpgqq. Which implies that
lλnyn pτpgqq ă lλnyn pτpgqq for n large enough, since of course pYn, dn, yn, λnq has to converge to
λ ˝ σ in the pointed equivariant Gromov topology . The proof can be completed by applying
the second lemma to each of the orbits of simplicial edges in Y , starting with the sequence of
actions λn ˝ σ. What remains is dedicated to the proof of the aforementioned lemmas. For
simplicity, denote Nv X U by Uv.
Mixing cases
Let now v P W0 be a vertex associated with an action of Seifert or axial type. In view of the
discussion above, it will be enough for us to ﬁnd, given  ą 0 and any ﬁnite H Ă Stabpvq,
some extension σ¯pceq PP such that for all h P H:
dpc´1e ¨ pe, σphqc´1f ¨ pf q ă 
In general, given an action by isometries of a group H on a R-tree, and A Ă AutpHq, let
us say that A has the shortening property if for any V Ă H, any z P G and any  ą 0
some σ P A exists for which lypσpgqq ă 0 for all g P H. Ww claim that if H has the
shortening property and K ď H has ﬁnite index in H then K has the shortening property
as well. Let R be a ﬁnite set of representative of H{K. Given , V and z as above, chose
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θ P ModpΣq such that lypθpgqq ă  for all h P
Ť
τPR
τ´1pvq. Then for some τ P R the composition
σ “ θ ˝ τ´1 P B witnesses shortening for p, V q. We set z “ pe˚ . Denote by ModpStabpvqq
the group of automorphisms of Stabpvq which coincide with an inner automorphism on each
of the stabilizers of an edge incident to e.
Seifert case Here Stabpvq – π1pΣq, where Σ is a compact surface with boundary. For a
proof of the following result see [Per08, Lemma 5.13] or [RS94, p.347-348]
Proposition 3.2.4. In the situation above, given v P W0 associated to an action of surface
type ModpStabpvqq ď AutpStabpvqq has the shortening property.
Let MP be the subgroup consisting of all those elements of ModpΣq extending to P;
this clearly has ﬁnite index in ModpΣq, hence has the shortening property as well. Let
E “ te P W | e ‰ E˚, αpeq “ vu and for each e P E let se generate Stabpeq.
Let V “ tseuαpeq“v
ePW
Y Uv. Pick σ P MH such that lxphq ă 	6 for all h P V . If it restricts to
conjugation by some ce on each xsey, then σpxseyq stabilizes c´1e pe and no other point. Hence
dpz, c´1e ¨ peq “ lzpσpseqq ă 	5 . Given any other f P E we get:
dphc´1f ¨ pf , zq ď dphc´1f ¨ pf , c´1f ¨ pf q ` dpc´1f ¨ pf , zq ď
ď plzphq ` 2dpc´1f pf , zqq ` lzpσpsf qq ď
4
6
It follows that dpc´1e ¨ pe, hc´1f ¨ pf q ď 5	6 ă  and we are done.
Axial case
Fact 3.2.5. The action of Stabpvq on Yv satisﬁes the following properties:
i) Orbits are dense.
ii) ModpStabpvqq has the shortening property.
First of all, we claim it was possible for us to chose our transversal W , containing v0, for
the action of G on S in such a way that dppe, zq ă 	3 for any e P W originating at v. Indeed,
if W already satisﬁes the property for all v1 in the path from v0 to v associated to an axial
type action, let W 1,W 2, ¨ ¨ ¨Wm consist of the connected components of W ztvu which do not
contain v0. Using (i), we can guarantee that the property holds for v, by replacing each of the
W i by its translate by an appropriate element of Stabpvq, an operation which preserves the
condition on those vertex on which it has already been arranged for. Let MP be the subgroup
of σ P AutBpStabpvqq such σ¯1¯ P P. Being of ﬁnite index in Stabpvq, MP has the shortening
property, so σ P MP exists such that lzpσphqq ă 	3 for any h P Uv. Now, for any e, f P E we
have ce “ cf “ 1 while
dppe, σphqpf q ď dppe, zq ` dppf , zq ` tlpσphqq ă 
Simplicial case
Let rp, qs be our simplicial edge and ppnqn and pqnqn approximating sequences for p and q
respectively. We can assume that p is closest to y. Set ln “ dppn, qnq and l “ dpp, qq, tn “
tlλnpcq and ζn “ maxtdppn, h ¨ pnq, dpqn, h ¨ qnqu. By convergence both ptnqn and tlλnphq ‰ 0
tend to 0 with n. Choose c P Stabpvq “ Fixprp, qsqzt1u hyperbolical for the action λn.
The acylindricity condition implies that for n big enough c has to act hyperbolically for λn.
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Indeed there are points p1n and q1n in Fixλnpcq at distance strictly less than
ζn
2 from pn and qn
respectively, so that the diameter of Fixpcq is greater or equal than ln ´ ζn. Since this value
tends to dpp, qq ‰ 0 for n big enough this cannot be the case.
Up to restricting to a subsequence, we can assume that c always translates Axpcq in
the direction from p1n to q1n and up to replacing h with some power we can assume that
τ “ τe,c PP.
Fix now g P G and suppose that ry, g ¨ ys intersects some translate of rp, qs non-trivially.
Let g0te0 ¨ ¨ ¨ tem´1gm be a loop representation of g with respect to some presentation of the
tree Trp,qs described above, associated to some sequence u0, e0 ¨ ¨ ¨um Ă Trp,qs. Notice that in
this case ej is either the edge e P Trp,qs associated to rp, qs or t´1e ¨ e for all i (possibly te “ 1).
For each 0 ď j ď m ´ 1 let kj “ g0te0ge1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tei´1gj . For any 0 ď j ď m let pj “ p, qj “ q if
ej “ e and pj “ q, qj “ p otherwise.
Observe that we encounter the sequence of points p0, q0, k1 ¨ p1, k1 ¨ q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ km ¨ qm in that
same order along the path between y and g ¨ y. By convergence in the equivariant Gromov
topology,
limn dppn, qnq `
Lÿ
m´1“0
dpte´1
j
¨qjn , gj`1p
j`1
n q ` dpyn, p0nq ` dpgm ¨ yn, t´1emq0,mn q “ lypgq
Now, let k0 “ 1 and for 0 ď j ď m´ 1 let kj`1 “ k. km “ τpgq. This implies the existence of
sequences of points panqn, pbnqn Ă rp1n, q1ns with panqn converging to p and pbnqn converging
to q respectively such that if we let : ajn “ an and bjn “ bn in case ej “ e and ajn “ bn and
bjn “ an otherwise, then the sequence of points w0n, z0n, w1n ¨ ¨ ¨ zmn deﬁned by wjn “ kjajn and
zjn “ kjbjn appears in that order along the segment ryn, g ¨ yns for n big enough.
Let the pair pwˆjn, zˆjnq be equal to pk1qjn ¨ pan, c´1 ¨ bnq if ej “ e and pbn, c ¨ anq otherwise.
Since clearly dpwˆjn, zˆjnq “ dpwjn, zjnq´ tn, in order to show that lynpτpgqq “ lynpτpgqq´ tnm for
n big enough it is enough to prove:
• The segments rzjn, wjns and rzˆjn, wˆjns are translates of each other for 1 ď j ď m ´ 1
• wˆ0n P ryn, zˆ0ns
• zˆmn P rwˆmn τpgq ¨ yns
• zˆjn P rwˆjn, wˆj`1n s, wˆj`1n P rzˆjn, zˆj`1n s for each 1 ď j ď m ´ 1
First of all, for each 1 ď j ď m we have zˆjn “ k1jc´1ej ¨ bjn, while wˆj`1n “ k1jτptej qgj`1aj`1n “
k1jc´1ej tejgj`1a
j`1
n . It is clear from this that pzˆjn, wˆj`1n q “ μj ¨ pzjnwj`1n q, where μj “ ph1jq´1c´1ej .
Likewise, the triple pwˆjn, zˆjn, wˆj`1n q is a translate of pajn, c´1ej ¨ bjn, gj`1 ¨ aj`1n q. Now, bjn P
rajn, gj`1 ¨ aj`1n s, since zjn P rwjn, aj`1n s. On the other hand rajn, bjns Ă Axpcq, so as soon as the
translation length of c with respect to λn is smaller than dpajn, bjnq, we have zˆjn P rwˆjn, wˆj`1n s.
The argument showing wˆj`1n P rzˆj`1n , zˆjns is entirely symmetrical.
3.2.1 Proper quotients through shortening
It is time to draw some consequences of a more algebraic nature from the previous theorem.
Let LA,pPiqiPI pxq be a marked non-cyclic graded π-limit group, and Δ an graded geometric
abelian decomposition of GA,pPiqiPI . If A ‰ t1u, ﬁx some h P Azt1u. Let HA be π-group,
endowed with an isometric action without inversion λ on a K-acylindrical R-tree pY, dq and
f a morphism from LA to HA.
We say that f is Δ-short with respect to x-marking if and only if slλ˝τ˚λf
A
pxq ě slT˚λf
A
pxq, for
any τ P ModpGA,Δq, where ˚λfA is the point as deﬁned in 3.1.2.
Given a property P (and an L-invariant family A of subgroups of L) we say that f is
Δ-short (relative to A) with respect to the x-marking among those satisfying property P if it
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satisﬁes P and slλ˝τ˚λf
A
pxq ě slT˚ pxq for any τ P ModpLA,pPiqiPI ,Δq for which f ˝ τ also satisﬁes
P.
Corollary 3.2.6. Let GA,pPiqiPI pxq be a marked graded π-limit group and HA a restricted limit
group which is equipped with an acylindrical isometric action λ on a real tree. Suppose we
are given a system of inequalities Ψpx, aq ‰ 1 and pfnqn an unbounded sequence of morphisms
from GApxq to HA which are short among those preserving Ψpx, aq ‰ 1. Let Y a limiting tree
for the sequence pfnqn and λ, as described in 3.1.9. If each GA,pPiqiPI is freely indecomposable
and each of the Pi is elliptic in Y , then lkern f ‰ t1u. In particular the latter is the case
whenever the domain is a freely indecomposable restricted group (trivial grading case).
Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that lkern fn “ t1u. Up to replacing fn with a
subsequence we can assume that the sequence of rescalings of the actions induced by the fn
converges to a limiting action ρ on a real tree Y . In virtue of 3.1.9, the action of G on Y is
superstable with trivial tripod stabilizers. Notice that since the sequence is unbounded, the
subgroup A is elliptic in Y . In particular it ﬁxes the limit ˚ of the sequence p˚nqnPN given by
˚n “ ˚λfnA .
Notice rh¨˚, ˚s “ t˚u for any h P A. At the same time, r˚, yj ¨˚s is necessarily non-degenerate
for some yj P x. Taking ˚ as a basepoint in 3.2.1, we conclude that an automorphism σ P
ModpGA, Sq exists such that sl˚npfn ˝ σpxqq ă sl˚npfnpxqq for n big enough. Since lkern fn ˝
σ “ t1u, for n big enough the map fn ˝σ has to preserve the system Ψpx, aq ‰ 1, contradicting
the assumption on fn.
Let LA,pPiqiPI pxq be a marked graded π-limit group and Δ a graded geometric abelian
decomposition of it. We say that pLA,pPiqiPI pxq,Δq is a solid pair if and only if a sequence of
Δ-short restricted morphisms fn : GA Ñ KA with trivial limit kernel exists. We say that a
freely indecomposable graded π-limit group LA,pPiqiPI pxq is solid if the pair pLA,pPiqiP,ΔJSJq
is solid, where ΔJSJ is the abelian* JSJ tree of LA,pPiqiPI .
Suppose that for each i P I some ﬁnite tuple of generators pi of P i is given. A ﬂexible
sequence of morphisms from LA,pPiqiPI pxq to KA is a sequence pfn : LA Ñ KAqnPN of short
morphisms satisfying the condition:
tlpfnppikpilqq ď n ¨ max
1ďk,lď|x|
tlpfnpxl0xk0qq
For any i P I and 1 ď k, l ď |pi|. By a ﬂexible π-quotient of GA,pPiqiPI we will intend the limit
π-quotient of some ﬂexible sequence. The fact that parameter subgroups must be elliptic in
any limiting tree associated to such a sequence implies, by the results above, that its limit
kernel must be non-trivial. Notice that the collection of all ﬂexible sequences is closed under
subsequences and diagonal sequences.
A morphism f from LApxq to KA is said Δ-ﬂexible if it factors through some ﬂexible π-
quotient after precomposing by some τ P ModπApΔq. Otherwise we call it a Δ-solid morphism.
By a Δ-solid π-quotient of LA,pPiqiPpxq we intend the limit π-quotient of a sequence of solid
morphisms. In absence of an explicit reference to Δ we will tacitly assume it coincides with
abelian* JSJ tree of GA,pPiqiPI . It can be proven that the distinction between solid and ﬂexible
morphisms is independent from the choice of x and pi, but we will not prove it here. In
the degenerate case of a restricted π-group one obtains the deﬁnition above has a simple
interpretation.
Observation 3.2.7.
• LA is solid if and only if it injects into FA
• A morphisms from a freely indecomposable restricted π-limit group LA to some free KA
is solid if and only if it is injective.
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• If A ‰ t1u or LA is not cyclic, then up to precomposition with an element of ModpLAq,
there are only ﬁnitely many distinct injective morphisms from a solid LA into FA.
Proof. For the ﬁrst point, suppose a converging sequence of short morphisms pfnqn from LA
to KA exists such that lkern fn “ t1u. By 3.2.6 this sequence has to be bounded, which
implies that all morphisms in some subsequence pfnmqm can be obtained from each other by
postcomposing with an inner automorphism of F, implying they all have trivial kernel. But
then ker fnm “ lkerm fnm “ t1u. Any f P MorpGA,FAq which is non-injective is ﬂexible;
here the condition on the growth of parameter groups is empty, so if f ˝ σ is short for some
σ P ModpGAq the constant sequence fn “ f ˝ σ.
In case A is a free factor of F, the situation above can only be the case if L “ A, since
otherwise the pullback of a free splitting of F containing A as a factor is a free splitting of L
relative to A. This becomes crucial later.
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Chapter 4
Makanin-Razborov diagrams
4.1 Basic notions
By a system of equations in the tuple of variables x and the tuple of parameters a we mean
a condition of the form: ľ
iPI
wipx, aq “ 1
where for wipx, aq is a term in the language of groups. This is mostly abbreviated as Σpx, aq “
1. By a system of inequations we mean a condition of the form:ľ
iPI
wipx, aq ‰ 1
mostly abbreviate by an expression such as Σpx, aq ‰ 1. We can think of Σ as a subset
of elements of any particular xay-restricted group. Any quantiﬁer-free deﬁnable formula is
equivalent to one of the form
mŽ
i“1
Σppx, aqq “ 1 ^ Πpx, aq ‰ 1. When passing on to the
language LQ the same property holds for the intersection of the two types of formulas above
with those of the form
kŞ
i“1
Pqipxiq, for k “ |x| and q “ pqiqki“1 P Qk, which we will often
abbreviate the latter as x P q. This will be be referred to as π-systems of equations and
π-systems of inequations respectively and denoted by an expression of the form Σqpx, aq “ 1
(resp. Σqpx, aq ‰ 1).
Deﬁnition 4.1.0.1. A groupG is said to be equationally noetherian if any system of equations
with parameters in G is equivalent to some ﬁnite subsystem, i.e., they both have the same set
of solutions in G.
The property holds for free groups, see [Gub86]. Given a group K, A ď K and a marked
restricted group GApxq the variety V arpG,A, xqrKs is deﬁned as the set of tuples x P Kx
which are the image of xpGq by some morphism from GA to FA. Let V arpGA, xq stand for
V arpG,A, xqrFs.
For any surjective resolution homomorphism φ : GA Ñ HA and compatible x-markings on
both GA and HA, clearly V arpHA, xq Ă V arpGA, xq and it can be easily seen this inclusion
is proper in case that G is residually free, that is, whenever for any g P G there is some
homomorphism (morphism) from G (G) to A. Observe that equational noetherianity implies
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that for every A ď K and any chain of epimorphisms between ﬁnitely generated marked
groups:
G1Apxq Ñ G2Apxq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨GmA pxq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
the sequence
V arpG1A;xqrKs Ą V arpG2A;xqrKs Ą ¨ ¨ ¨V arpGmA ;xqrKs ¨ ¨ ¨
contains ﬁnitely many proper inclusions. Another consequence is that all the homomorphisms
in some convergent sequence with F as target eventually factor through the limit quotient of
the sequence.
Corollary 4.1.1. Every chain of epimorphisms between residually free groups (hence, in
particular, between limit groups) contains only ﬁnitely many which are proper.
If we are given a marked restricted π-group, GApxq instead, we can deﬁne a π-variety
V arpGA, xq as the set of tuples in Fx which are the image of xpGq by some morphism from
GA to KA. We might refer to the points in the π-variety as solutions of GApxq.
Notice that the correspondence f ÞÑ fpxq is a bijection betweenHomApG,Fq (MorpGA,FAq)
and V arpGA, xq (V arpGA, xq). Given a system of equations Σpx, aq “ 1, let GΣA be the A-
restricted marked group with presentation xx,A|Σpx, aq “ 1y (relative to A), where A “ xay.
The set of morphisms from it to FA determines in turn the same variety deﬁned by Σ. Given
a π-system of equations we can expand the previous group to a π-group by sending each gen-
erator in the marking to its speciﬁed value in Q. We denote the resulting restricted π-group
as GΣApxq, where A “ xay. The same comment applies.
Given a family C of π-limit groups or one CA of A-restricted π-limit groups, deﬁne the
partial order ďZ on C by saying that G ď H (GA ď HA) if and only if there is a surjective
morphism from H to G (GA to HA). The discussion above implies ďZ is is well-founded.
Equational noetherianity implies the following characterization of π-limit groups, entirely
analogous to that of limit groups.
Lemma 4.1.2. Let GA be any ﬁnitely generated restricted π-group. The following are equiv-
alent:
i) GA is a restricted π-limit group.
ii) GA is π-discriminated by FA, that is: for any ﬁnite set S Ă G there is a morphism
f : LA Ñ FA which is injective on S.
iii) GA is a model of the universal part of ThpFAq.
Proof. The implication from (i) to (ii) follows from equational noetherianity. The homomor-
phisms in a ny convergent sequence targetting must factor through the limit quotient after a
certain point.
Let us look now at the implication from (ii) to (iii). Take a restricted π-group GA which
is π-discriminated by FA. All one has to show is that for any tuple b of elements from G and
any atomic formula φpx, aq (|x| “ |b|) with constants a in A such that φpb, aq holds in LA some
tuple c in F exists such that φpc, aq holds in FA. Observe that it is enough to verify this for
a formula of the form:
p
|x|ľ
i“1
Pqipxiqq ^ Σpx, aq “ 1 ^ Δpx, aq ‰ 1
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since any atomic formula with free variables in x is the disjunction of ﬁnitely many formulas
of that same form. Property (ii) implies the existence of a morphism f from GA to FA which
does not kill the words in Δpx, aq ‰ 1. Of course, since this is a homorphism ﬁxing A any
element which can be written as upb, aq for some word upx, yq is sent by such f to upfpbq, aq,
so that Δpfpbq, aq ‰ 1 holds as well. That φpfpbq, aq holds is now obvious, the fact that a
morphism preserves the positive part of such a formula being equally easy to prove.
The implication from (iii) to (i) follows the inverse path. Let s be a tuple of generators
of a given ﬁnitely generated model GA of the universal theory of FA and u a ﬁnite tuple
of elements of G. Let HA the π-group with underlying group A ˚ Fpsq, together with the
obvious homomorphism to Q. There is a natural morphism p from HA to GA. Let Σ1px, aq “
1,Σ2px, aq “ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an increasing chain of systems of equations whose union contains the
collection of all the equations with parameters in a satisﬁed by the tuple ps, aq. Let Δ1px, aq ‰
1,Δ2px, aq ‰ 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a similar exhaustion, but with inequations in place of equations.
Denote by φnpx, aq be the conjunction of Σnpx, aq “ 1, Δnpx, aq ‰ 1 and the condition
Pπpsiqpxiq. Since s satisﬁes φ in GA and GA is a model of the universal theory of FA, some
tupe s1 must also satisfy φ in FA. The map sending si to s1i determines a morphism fn from
KA to FA. The choice of fn implies that the limit kernel of the sequence pfnqn is the same as
the kernel of the projection p.
While equational noetherianity guarantees the termination of the Makanin-Razborov pro-
cedure, the next result takes care of the ﬁnite branching of the process. We provide a topo-
logical interpretation of the diagonalization argument found in [Sel01].
4.1.1 Finite width
Let F be the family of homomorphisms from a group G to an equationally noetherian group
H and let K a subset of the closure of tkerpfq : f P Fu in 2G. Recall that the product
topology on 2G is compact and metrizable, hence sequentially compact. One can easily check
that in this case K consists of limit kernels of convergent sequences of homomorphisms in F .
Equationally noetherianity conditions the way K sits in 2G, namely:
For each K0 P 2G there is a neighbourhood V of K0 such that @K P V X F K0 Ď K
Observe that Ă is a closed relationship in 2G, so one can strengthen the previous statement
to:
For each K0 P 2G there is a neighbourhood V of K0 such that @K P V XK K0 Ď K (*)
The intersection of the elements of a chain C “ tKiuiPI of pK,Ďq belongs to C Ă K, since the
restriction of K to the elements in any ball of the Cayley graph of G eventually stabilizes.
Hence
Ş
iPI
Ki P K. The observation above, and Zorn’s lemma imply that for any element
K P K there is some L P L such that L ‰ K.
Claim 4.1.3. If K is closed then L is ﬁnite.
Proof. Since the space 2G is sequentially compact, it is enough to show that L has no accu-
mulation points. Suppose there was a sequence pLnqnPN Ă L and L P K, such that L ‰ Ln
for all n and pLnqn converges to L. Then (*) implies that eventually L Ĺ Ln, contradicting
the fact that Ln P L.
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If K is the set of limit kernels of a family of sequences of homomorphisms from G to H,
there is a simple criterion on S ensuring that K is compact.
We say that a family S of sequences is closed under diagonal sequences if for any sequence
ppfknqnqk Ă F the sequence pfnn qn belongs again to S.
Lemma 4.1.4. If S is closed under subsequences and diagonal sequences, then K is closed in
2G.
Proof. This follows easily from the fact that 2G is metrizable. For any Kn “ lkernfnm in a
sequence pKnqn converging to K, take some fnkn P F in the corresponding sequence pfnmqn
such that Ker fnkn is as close to Kn as Kn is to K.
We will refer to a family satisfying the property above as being closed under subsequences.
Here are some ﬁrst consequences of the above discussion of importance to us:
Lemma 4.1.5. Let GA a ﬁnitely generated restricted π-group and F a family of morphisms
from ﬁnitely generated restricted π-group GA to FA. Then any f P F factors through one of
ﬁnitely many π-quotients which are limits of sequences of elements of F .
In particular we have:
Corollary 4.1.6. For any restricted group GA there is a ﬁnite family MQpGAq of restricted
π-quotient maps from LA onto an A-restricted π-limit group such that any morphism from GA
to a given π-group HA factors through some q P MQpGAq.
4.1.2 π-Resolutions
One of the most important notions in the work of Sela is that of a resolution. One of their
uses is that of parametrizing the set of solutions of a systems of equations. They generalize
straightforwardly to our context.
Deﬁnition 4.1.6.1. A π-resolution R “ RpJ,rq consists of a ﬁnite rooted tree pJ, rq and a
series of assignments:
• To each λ P J :
i) A non-trivial π-group Rλ, which is a π-limit group in case λ ‰ r or pΔRqλ is
non-trivial.
ii) A geometric abelian decomposition pΔ·qλ of Rλ relative to the family of all non-
cyclic abelian subgroups.
• To each λ P Jˆ , a surjective π-morphism ηλR from Rλ to the free product:
˚λąμRμ
We will refer to Rλ as the top of the resolution R and to R as a resolution of G.
Deﬁnition 4.1.6.2. By a restricted π-resolution RA “ RpJ,rqA we intend a resolution of the
underlying π-group G in which for some A ď F each of the node groups appearing along some
branch B of J are all endowed with an additional restricted structure: ARλ . Moreover:
• The group of constants A is elliptic in the geometric abelian decomposition pΔ·qλ for
any λ P B.
• For λ P Bˆ the map ηλ is a morphism of restricted π-groups onto the free product ˚λąμRλ.
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Formally we will consider the node group at any node λ as an Aλ-restricted π-limit groups,
where Aλ “ A in case λ P B and t1u if not. Again we will refer to RλA as the top of the
π-resolution and to it as a restricted π-resolution of RλA.
Given a π-resolution RpJ,rq, we say that λ is of free product type in case pΔRqλ is trivial
and ηλ,Rλ,R is injective. A (restricted or graded) π-resolution will be called proper in case η
λ
λ is
non-injective whenever μ is the only child of λ. Given RJ , and λ P J , by RJæλ we intend its
restriction of R to Jæλ.
Given a π-resolution RpJ,rq, a concretion of it to a π-group H is a pair pfλ, τμqλPJ,μPJ ,
where the fλ : R
λ Ñ H is a morphism and τλ P ModpRλ,ΔRλq are such that for any λ P pJˆq :
fλ “ p>λąμfμq ˝ ηλλ ˝ τλ
An obvious induction argument shows that any choice of morphisms tfλuλPlvpJq and of auto-
morphisms tτλuλPpJˆq determines a unique concretion of RpJ,rq.
The morphism fr, will be said to factor through R and we will refer to fλ as a factoriza-
tionfor f at λ. Given a π-resolution RpJ,rq, we let FctpRq be the set of morphisms from G to
F which factor through it.
Given a restricted π-resolution , RpJ,rqA , a concretion of R to a restricted π-group HA
is a concretion ptfλuλPJ , tτλuλPpJˆqq, of the underlying π-resolution , to H such that the fλ
are morphisms from ARλ to HA and τλ P ModpRλ,ΔRλq. We will say that a morphism
f : GA Ñ FA factors through RA if there is a restricted concretion pfλqλPJ such that f “ fr.
Once more, we denote by FctpRAq the set of morphisms from GA to FA factoring through
RA.
Deﬁnition 4.1.6.3. A graded π-resolution R “ RA;pPiqiPI of a graded π-group GA,pPiqiPI is a
restricted resolution of GA together with an additional graded π-structure R
λ
A,pPiqiPI on each
of its node groups in such a way that the following conditions are satisﬁed:
i) For each λ P Jˆ the index set Iλ is equal to Ť
μăλ
Iλ.
ii) For each j P Iλ, the parameter group Pλj ď Rλ is mapped by ηλQRR onto a conjugate
in ˚μăλRμ of P
μ
j for some μ ă λ and j P Iμ. This deﬁnes a bijective map from Iλ toŤ
μăλ Iμ.
iii) For each λ P Jˆ the geometric abelian decomposition pΔRqλ is relative to tPλj ujPIλ .
We say that the node group at λ carries parameter groups in case Iλ ‰ H.
We use the notation R indistinctively for graded ,restricted or simple π-resolution as long
as the context makes clear the kind of structure we are referring to. To abbreviate, given a
graded π-resolution RA as above and a node λ P J denote the group ModpARλ , pΔRqλq by
ModpRλAq. Same comment applies. We say that a graded π-resolution R is closed if for any
λ P lvpJq either:
i) Rλ carries the constants or some parameter subgroup, in which case RλA,pPiqiPI is
freely indecomposable and solid
ii) Rλ is free and carries no parameters nor constants.
In the last case we refer to λ as a solid leaf. Recall that in the case of a merely restricted
π-resolution GA if the group A of constants is a free factor of F then A occupies a whole group
at one of the leafs.
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By a solid concretion of a closed graded π-resolution (in particular of a restricted π-
resolution ) we mean a concretion pfλ, τμqλPJ,μPJˆ of it such that for any λ P lvpJq not carrying
any constants for parameters the morphism fλ is solid. In the case of a restricted π-resolutions
this means the groups carrying the constants are injected. In this case we say that fr factors
solidly through RA and to FctsldpRq as the set of morphism factoring solidly through RA.
We will entertain for some time the the possibility that any π-group along a (graded or
restricted ) π-resolution might not be a (restricted , graded ) π-limit group. We will refer to
such an object as a ’weak’ (restricted , graded ) π-resolution . It turns out that if a weak
resolution is closed and strict in the sense below then it is also in fact a π-resolution in the
standard sense, as we will show later.
4.2 The Makanin-Razborov procedure
We say that a π-resolution RpJ,rq is cautious if pΔRqr is trivial. This will be the case by
default for us whenever Rλ is not a limit group. As we saw, understanding the set of solutions
of a π-system of equations over some A Ă F amounts to that of the family of all morphisms
from a certain A-restricted π-group GA to FA. It will be in fact convenient to analyze the
family of all morphisms from GA to any π-group F
1
A of the form FA ˚ H. For a ﬁxed LA we
might as well restrict to a single H.
Claim 4.2.1. Given a ﬁnitely generated GA, there is some π-group H0 such that the image
of any morphism f : GA Ñ F1A for F1A as above factors through FA ˚ H0.
Proof. Given any free π-group F1 “ FA˚H, consider the F1-tree T with trivial edges stabilizers
and a single orbit of vertices, stabilized by conjugates of F. Now, suppose that f : GA Ñ
FA ˚ H is also given. The map f induces an action of Q “ G{kerpfq on T with trivial edge
stabilizers. Consider the action of G1 on its minimal tree S Ă T . There cannot be more than
rkpG1q ď rkpGq distinct orbits of non-trivially stabilized vertices of S (by the action of Q).
Since they are all contained in the same F1-orbit of V T , by adding at most rkpGq´1 elements
of F1 to Q, we can get Q ď Q1 ď F1 with rkpQ1q ď 2rkpGq ´ 1 acting on its minimal tree
S1 with a single non-trivially stabilized orbit. Now, ﬁx some maximal spanning tree of the
quotient graph Q1zS1 and collapse all the edges in its preimage in S1. The tree so obtained is
dual to that of a free decomposition of G1 of the form K ˚ H 1 where K Ă F and H 1 is free.
Now, rkpH 1q ď rkpG1q ď 2rkpGq ´ 1. Let H1 ¨ ¨ ¨Hm be all the non isomorphic π-structures on
a free group of rank ď 2rkpGq ´ 1. Hence H0 “ ˚mi“1Hi satisﬁes the properties we need.
The idea behind this is that of preserving some more information on the set of solutions
in F, rather than studying the set of solutions in a larger model. We are now in a position to
state a very basic Makanin-Razborov type result:
Proposition 4.2.2. For any ﬁnitely generated graded restricted group GA,pPiqiPI there is a
ﬁnite family MRpGq of closed graded π-resolutions such that
G Ă
ď
RPMR
FctpRq
Proof. The proof is by induction on the well-founded partial order ďr–ďrkpGq ˆ ďZ . If
GA,pPiqiPI is freely decomposable, let
G “ `˚kl“0Gl˘ ˚ Fl
be a Grushko decomposition of G relative to tA,PiuiPI , where A ď G0 and no Pi is conjugate
into the free factor Fl . Let Aplq be A in case l “ 0 and t1u otherwise and Iplq the set of those
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i for which Pi is conjugate into Apiq. We can assume that Pj ď Gl for any j P Iplq. For each
0 ď l ď k there is by induction a ﬁnite family of graded π-resolution tpRjl qpJ
j
l
,rj
l
q
Aplq ujPΛl such
that
MorpGlAplq,KAplqq “
ď
jPΛi
FctsldppRjl qAplqq
Let pGjlqAplq,pP l
i
qiPIj be the top graded π-limit group appearing in R
|.
For each choice of a tuple j¯ “ pjlqki“0 Ă Λ0 ˆ¨ ¨ ¨Λk we can construct a graded π-resolution
pRj¯qpJ j¯ ,rj¯qA of GA,pPiqiPI , where ΔRr
j¯
is trivial, the children of rj¯ contain the groups tGjil , λukl“1
and Fl with the appropriate additional structure, the map η
Rj¯
Rj¯
, rj¯ is the obvious quotient,
Rj¯Aærjl
l
“ pRjll qpJl,r
jl
l
q
Al
and Fl is terminal. Clearly any morphism from GA to KA factors
solidly through some of the π-resolutions constructed this way.
Suppose now GA,pPiqiPI is freely indecomposable. If GA,pPiqiPI is solid add the graded
resolution Rsol whose single node contains the pair pGA,pPiqiPI ,ΔJSJq, where ΔJSJ is an
abelian* JSJ decomposition of GA,pPiqiPI . Chose a marking x of GA and let F be the ﬁnite
family of maximal ﬂexible limit quotients of sequences from GA,pPiqiPI to KA with respect to
x and the action of K on its Cayley graph.
Each q : GA Ñ LqA P F is proper, so we can apply the induction hypothesis to LqA,pPiqiPI ,
which results in a ﬁnite setMRq of resolutions of LA such thatMorpLqA,KAq “ Ť
qPM
FcsolpRqq.
For each RpJ,rqA P MRq construct a graded π-resolution R1pJ
1,r1q
A of G
qAPI by attaching a
new root r1 associated to LA and letting pΔR1qr1 “ ΔJSJ and taking q as ηr1R1 . Given any
ﬂexible f P MorpGA,pPiqiPI ,KAq, there is by deﬁnition some σr P ModpGA,pPiqiPI q such that
f ˝ σr “ f 1 ˝ q for some q P M.
It is obvious how to extend some essential system of curves of f 1 through R P MRq
to some essential system of curves of f through the corresponding R1 . In case GA is not a
restricted π-limit group we know that there is some ﬁnite set MQpGAq of quotients of LA to
A-restricted limit groups such that every morphism from GA to KA factors through one of
them. This clearly reduces this case to the previous one.
4.3 Strict π-resolutions
Deﬁnition 4.3.0.1. Suppose we are given a restricted π-limit groups GA and HA, as well as
a geometric abelian decomposition Δ of GA, we say that a morphism g : G Ñ H is strict with
respect to G,Δ if for any sequence phnqn of morphisms from GA to FA there is a sequence of
automorphisms σn P ModpGAq such that phn ˝ g ˝ σnqn has trivial limit kernel as well.
Remark 4.3.1. The former is equivalent to the fact that for any (some) sequence phn : G Ñ Fqn
with trivial limit kernel there are σn P ModpGA,Δq such that lkern hn ˝ h ˝ σn “ t1u.
Given a geometric abelian tree T of G we let T f be the G-tree obtained by folding together
for each abelian type vertex v all the edges incident to v which be long to the same Per˚pvq-
orbit. Denote by ef and vf the image in T f of an edge e and a rigid type vertex v respectively.
All those edges and vertices of T not involved in the folding can be thought of as identical to
their image in T f .
Given a rigid vertex v of T , Stabpvf q, is the subgroup of G generated by Stabpvq and Perpvq
for all w P V Ta of abelian type adjacent to v, what one usually refers to as the envelope of v.
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Deﬁnition 4.3.1.1. We say that a homomorphism between groups G and H is formally strict
with respect to a geometric abelian tree T of G if:
i) For any rigid type vertex v of T f , f is injective on Stabpvq.
ii) For any e P E, f is injective on Stabpeq
iii) For any surface type vertex v of T f the image fpStabpvqq is non-abelian.
The following fact is well-known in the standard case (see for example [BF09] and [Wil09])).
Lemma 4.3.2. A morphism f from a restricted π-group GA and a restricted π-limit group
LA which is formally strict is also strict.
Proof. The implication from right to left is immediate. Given any of the standard generators
of τ P ModpRA,Δq it is easy to check by inspection that τ restricts to an inner automorphism
on:
i) Stabpvq for any rigid type vertex v P T f .
ii) Stabpeq for any e P E
Hence the kernel of the restriction of f and f ˝ τ to any of those groups coincide. Moreover,
for any surface type vertex v P T f , τ takes the image of Stabpvq to a conjugate in G, hence
f ˝ τ sends it to an abelian group if and only if f does.
The converse can be shown using a generalization of the method ﬂeshed out in [Wil09].
See section 5.6 for more details.
In particular, if such a formally strict morphism exists GA is also a restricted π-limit group.
Deﬁnition 4.3.2.1. A restricted π-resolution RpJ,rqA will be called strict if and only if each
map ηλλ is strict with respect to pΔRqλ. It will be called quasi-strict if the property holds for
any λ ‰ r and the root r has a single child and is associated to a trivial decomposition.
Lemma 4.3.3. For any graded π-group GA,pPiqiPI there is a ﬁnite family S of closed quasi-
strict graded π-resolution of GA,pPiqiPI such that any morphism from GA to KA factors solidly
through one of them.
Proof. Start with each RPpJ,rqMRpGA,pPiqiPI ,Fq of LA,pPiqiPI which is not strict. For each
λ P pJ, rq let Hλ “ FctpRæλq Ă MorpARλ ,FAλq. The fact that the resolution is not strict
implies that for some λ P J any limit quotient of morphisms in Hλ is proper; let λ0 be some
maximal index in J for which this is the case and MQλ the associated ﬁnite set of maximal
quotients.
For each p : ARλ Ñ LAλ P MQλ we consider all possible resolutions obtained by replacing
Ræλ with some π-resolution R1pJ
1,r1q P MRpLpAλq in the obvious sense. Let RepλpRq be the
ﬁnite family of all the π-resolutions obtained as we let p range within MQλ. Clearly any
morphism factoring through RλA factors through some R1A P RepλpRq.
Iterate the operation in parallel on each R P RepλpRq as long as it is possible. We can
represent the course of this substitution procedure using a rooted tree pT, ρq each of whose
nodes τ indexes some π-resolution Rτ . Each pair τ ă τ 1 corresponds to the derivation of Rτ
from Rτ 1 by performing a substitution as described above.
If we manage to prove that T is ﬁnite, then we are done. Any resolution appearing
at a leaf of T will be strict. Moreover, in that case the union of the π-resolutions which
appear at the leaves of T at the starting π-resolution ranges within MRpGA,pPiqiPI q will meet
our requirements. In virtue of Ko¨nig’s lemma this amounts to showing that T contains no
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inﬁnite branches. A π-resolution resolution can be seen as an element of the partial order
Tr :“ TrpPL,ďrk ˆ ďZq described in subsection 1.4, so the result follows from the somewhat
more general fact that pTr,ďTrq is well-founded (the map τ ÞÑ Rτ P Tr is strictly monotonous
by construction).
Although in general it is not possible to capture all morphisms from LA to a free KA using
ﬁnitely many strict restricted π-resolutions , there is always at least one.
Lemma 4.3.4. Let LA be a freely indecomposable restricted limit group and ΔJSJ its JSJ
decomposition. Then LA admits a non-injective ΔJSJ -strict morphism φ : LA Ñ KA. As a
consequence, any such LA admits a strict π-resolution RpJ,rqA .
Proof. Fix a tuple of generators of L. For each n P N we know a morphism fn : LA Ñ FA
which is inyective on the ball of radius n in the Cayley graph. Now take τn P ModpLA,ΔJSJq
such that fn ˝ τn is short in the sense of 3.2.1. Any convergent subsequence of pfnqn will have
non-trivial limit kernel. The second statement can be proven by induction using equational
noetherianity, as usual.
4.4 Well-separated π-resolutions
A well-separated graded π-resolution is a special type of quasi-strict graded π-resolution RpJ,rq
to which is possible to assign an completion (see section 5.3). More precisely, for any λ P Jˆ
not of free product type there is a distinguished set
DFtpλq Ă Chpλq X lvpJq
so that the group at μ P DFtpλq is free and the following conditions hold:
i) For every vertex v of non-surface type the image of pΔRqλv by ηλλ is contained in Rμ
for some μv ă λ.(1)
ii) For μ ă λ, if Rμ does not intersect the image of a non-surface type vertex μ P lvppJqq.
Moreover, Rμ is a free factor of the image of the subgroup generated by some unique
surface type vertex group pΔRqλv and the Bass-Serre elements associated to edges
incident to v.
iii) If pΔRqλ consists of a single vertex of surface type or non-cyclic abelian type, then
Chpλq “ DFtpλq. .
iv) If Rλ is free and does not carry a constant or parameter group, then λ P lvpJq.
We will refer to λ P DFtpλq as a dropping node at λ and to Rλ as a factor dropping at λ. Let
also nDFT pλq “ ChpλqzDFtpλq.
Observe that the second condition implies that no λ P DFtpλq can carry any parameters
or constants. We will let DFtpT q “ Ť
λPJˆ DFtpλq and DFT “ pJqzDFtpT q.
Note that leaves in DFtpλq are not necessarily the only ones for which Tμ is free. Also
that the fact that the resolution is strict implies ηλR is injective on P “ Per˚pvq, whose image
is necessarily elliptic in the free decomposition ˚λąμRμ, as otherwise the set of its elliptic
elements is the kernel of a map onto Z containing the ﬁnite index subgroup generated by all
incident edge groups (see 2.1.8). If Per˚pv, pΔRqλq is cyclic, the fact that R is well-separated
implies that the image of some ﬁnite index subgroup of P is elliptic, implying that the same
holds for P itself. This leads to the following observation:
(1)It is important that it is contained as opposed to merely conjugate into it.
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Remark 4.4.1. Given any path ru1, u2, ¨ ¨ ¨ums of the underlying graph pV,Eq of pΔRqλ con-
taining only abelian an rigid subgroups, all Δuj for uj P Vs or Perpujq for uj P Va project
into the same factor Rμ. Moreover, the Bass-Serre element associated to the edge ei from ui
to ui`1 maps into Rμ as well.
Deﬁne DFtpR, λq as the set of μ such that Rμ does not contain the image of a non-surface
type vertex of pΔRqλ, and nDFT pλq as ChpλqzDFtpR, λq.
By the dropping component at λ we intend DCtpR, λq :“ ˚μPDFtpR,λqRμ and by the
non-dropping component at λ we intend NDCtpR, λq :“ ˚μPnDFT pλqRμ.
4.5 Taut π-resolutions
The fact that a morphism factors through a resolution provides plenty of information about
it. Unfortunately, not enough for the veriﬁcation process of @D formulas, which relies on a ﬁne
control of both completion and shortening. This is what motivates the introduction of taut
π-resolutions; properly speaking they consist of a resolution together with some additional
information on each of its nodes, which determines a restricted notion of factoring. Suppose
we are given a group G, a geometric abelian decomposition Δ of G, an essential system of
curves δ in Δ. Recall that in this situation the image Gpδ admits a free decomposition of the
form:
p˚mi“1Aiq ˚ p˚ΠPPinchexpΔ,δqπ1pΠqq ˚ Fb1pXcδ q (4.1)
Given a homomorphism f : G Ñ H we say that f is taut with respect to δ if:
• f pinches δ
• f¯ does not pinch any essential simple closed curve in any of the surfaces in PinchinpΔ, δq
• The external rank of Δpδ is maximal among all possible choices of δ for which the ﬁrst
two properties are satisﬁed.
Suppose now that we are also given a π-structure G on G. For any surface type vertex v
the group ModpG,Δq restricts to some ﬁnite index subgroup of Outδpπ1pΣvqq, corresponding
to a ﬁnite index subgroup of ModpΣvq. For each such v chose a set Xv of representatives of
the action of the latter on the family of all essential systems of curves on Σv; this is ﬁnite.
Denote by EsspG,Δq (the result does not depend on A) the family of all the essential systems
of curves on Δ obtained by picking some δv P Xv for each v of surface type. The discussion
above implies that this is ﬁnite. By a taut structure on Δ we intend an essential system of
curves in Δ such that Σv X δ P EsspΣvq for all vertices v.
Deﬁnition 4.5.0.1. A taut restricted π-resolution of a restricted π-group GA is given by
pRpJ,rqA , δλqλPpJq, comprising a well-separated restricted π-resolution RpJ,rqA and for each λ P J
a taut structure on δλ on Δ such that for λ P Jˆ :
• ηRλ is taut with respect to δλ
• tTμ |μ P nDFT pλqu are precisely the images of those free factors in the ﬁrst term of 4.1.
• tTμ |μ P DFtpλqu are each one a maximum rank free image of the remaining factors.
We will refer to pΘλqλ as a taut structure on RA.
By a concretion of RA “ RArΘs we intend a concretion pfλ, τμqλPpJq,μP ˆpJq of RA such
that for all λ P pJq fλ ˝ σλ is taut with respect to δ for some σλ P ModπAλppΔRqλq, where
σλ “ pτλq´1 in case λ P Jˆ . A morphism from GA to FA factors through RArΘs if and only
if it belongs to some taut concretion of RArΘs. If we are additionally given an additional
graded structure on the underlying π-resolution talk about a taut graded π-resolution .
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Recall we are allowed to have one non-strict map at the top of the π-resolution , provided
the geometric abelian decomposition at the top is trivial. We will say that a taut graded
π-resolution RrΘs is closed if R is closed as a graded π-resolution and δλ “ H at any leaf λ.
Lemma 4.5.1. Suppose we are given a graded π-limit group GA,pPiqiPI and a family G of
morphisms from GA to some free KA. Then there is a ﬁnite family TMRpFq of closed taut
resolutions with the following properties:
i) Any morphism in G factors solidly through one of them.
ii) For each RpJ,rq and any δλ the restriction of ηλR to each of the inner factors of Δcδ is
the limit quotient of a sequence of factorizations at λ of morphisms in G. (2)
Proof. To begin with, deﬁne the notion of a pseudo-taut graded π-resolution in the same way
as a taut one, by replacement the requirement that the π-resolution is strict with the weaker
one that the groups assigned to those edges of pΔRqλ adjacent to a surface type vertex group
to be mapped injectively by ηλR. We modify the deﬁnition of a concretion accordingly: the
map fλ is not required to be injective on boundary subgroups of surface type vertex groups
of pΔRqλ.
Claim 4.5.2. Given any GA,pPiqiPI and G as above, there is a ﬁnite family MRqtpGq of closed
quasi-taut graded π-resolutions such that every morphism in G factors solidly through one of
them and property (ii) holds.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the ďrk ˆ ďZ of G, using a very similar construction to
that used in 4.2.2. In view of this, we will merely underscore the diﬀerences between both
constructions. By the arguments employed there we can assume that GA,pPiqiPI is a freely
indecomposable graded π-limit group, with abelian* JSJ decomposition ΔJSJ .
First of all, for any e P ΔJSJ one of whose endpoints is of surface type let Ge the family of
all those morphism in e which kill Δe. Let MQe the ﬁnite family of maximal limit quotients
of sequences of morphisms in Ge. Applying the induction hypothesis to each of them we can
easily obtain a family MRqtpGeq satisfying the required conditions with respect to the family
Ge. Let Gndeg be the family of all those f P G which do not belong to any of the Ge above. We
can write Gndeg “ Ť
δPEss
Gδ, where Gδ is the family of all those f P G such that f ˝ τ pinches
δ P Ess :“ EsspG,ΔJSJq for some δ P Ess and the external rank associated to δ is maximal
for that property. If δ ‰ H, then consider the inner factors of G1 ¨ ¨ ¨Gk of Gpδ . We can assume
that A ď G1 and Pi ď Gji for any i P I and some 1 ď ji ď k. For each f P G denote by f¯ the
unique map such that f “ f¯ ˝ pδ and for any 1 ď j ď k by Gδ,j the collection tf¯æAj | f P Gu.
Let MRj the ﬁnite collection of graded π-resolutions of GAi,pPiqiPIi obtained applying the
induction hypothesis to the Gδ,j , where Ai “ A X Gi and Ii “ tj | ij “ iu. Given any tuple
pRqj P MRqt1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨MRqtk for all 1 ď j ď k we can construct a pseudo-taut π-resolution of
GA,pPiqiPI with pGA,pPiqiPI ,ΔJSJ , δq at its root r, where ηrR “ pq1 > q2 ¨ ¨ ¨ qkq ˝ pδ and qj is the
quotient map of Gj onto Rj . Denote by MRqtδ the collection of all of them. If δ “ H then we
proceed exactly as in the proof of 4.2.2. If GA,pPiqiPI is solid, we have to take both the trivial
π-resolution where GA,pPiqiPI is the only vertex and those coming from applying the induction
hypothesis to the maximal ﬂexible G-quotients. By the latter we mean the limit quotients of
ﬂexible sequences whose members are of the form f ˝ τ , where f P G and τ P ModpGA,pPiqiPI q.
It is easy to check that the union p Ť
ePEΔJSJ
MRqte qYp
Ť
ePEss
MRqtδ q meets all of our demands.
(2)This is in fact stronger than what will be needed in the analysis of @D-sentences.
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One can use the same argument as in the proof of 4.3.3 to replace each R in MRqt by
ﬁnitely many taut π-resolution capturing all the morphisms which factor through it. This time
each of the nodes in the rooted tree pT,ď, rq is assigned some pseudo-taut RJαα , satisfying
property (i) of the statement of the lemma. Denote by Gα the family of all the morphisms of
G which factor through it.
There is essentially one single obstruction to the termination of the process at any given
node α P T, namely, that for some λ P Jα the map ηλR is not the limit of a sequence of
factorizations at λ of members of Gα; note that this is necessarily the case if Rα fails to be
strict (3).
Chose some maximal λ witnessing this failure. Let Δ “ pΔRqλ and G¯λα be the set of all
factorizations at λ of morphisms from Gα. This implies for some child μ of λ which is the
image of an inner factor Gμ of Δ
p
δα
λ
all f P G¯λα factor through q ˝ ηλRα for q in some ﬁnite
family MQλα of proper quotients of Rαλ. At each children of α we place the taut π-resolution
obtained by replacing (the construction is described in more detail in the proof of 4.3.3) Rαæλ
by some member of MRqtpG¯μq (composing ηλRα with the top quotient map of the latter). Just
as in 4.3.3, the process must eventually stop.
(3)We can always assume the root has a trivial decomposition and a single child π-resolution .
Chapter 5
π-Towers
5.1 Deﬁnition
Although π-limit groups admit a fairly regular description in terms of resolutions, as seen in
the previous section, for many purposes one must restrict oneself to the smaller class of those
having a π-tower structure, which we now go on to deﬁne.
Deﬁnition 5.1.0.1. By a π-tower structure we will intend a (a priory) weak well-separated
πresolution T “ T pJ,rq where for each λ P pJˆq not of free product type the following conditions
are satisﬁed:
a) The graph X “ pV,Eq underlying the decomposition pΔT qλ is a bipartite graph, V “
V1
š
V2, where V1 ‰ H and V2 consist precisely of those vertices of rigid type.
b) Each v P V2 of abelian type has incidence number at most 1 (incidence number 0 implies
the whole group is abelian).
c) There is a bijective correspondence between V1 and the set nDFT pλq assigning to each
v P V1 some μv P nDFT pλq for which pΔT qλv “ Tμv .
d) The map ηλR restricts to the identity on pΔT qλv for any v P V1. Observe that the
collection pΔT qλv for v P V1 generate a group isomorphic to their free product.
A restricted (graded ) π-tower is simply a restricted (graded ) π-resolution whose underlying
π-resolution is a π-tower.
If a restricted π-tower TA is closed, we will refer to it as a π-tower structure for ASλ . If
a collection Λ Ă lvpJqzDFtpT q exists such that declaring ASλ for λ P Λ as a parameters
makes TA into a closed graded resolution, we refer to it as a tower structure for TrA relative
to tTλuλPΛ. Conversly, we will refer to TrA as the top of the π-tower.
The way towers are described in most of the literature, the fundamental group of a closed
surface must belong to the very bottom of the tower, while the existence of a homomorphism
with non-abelian image from this fundamental group to the free group with is expressed in
terms of the surface having characteristic ď ´2.
Let now TA be a restricted π-tower relative to the collection tTλuλPΛ. Observe that if in
the situation above λ P nDFT pλq, and μ ą λ, then Tλ is a rigid vertex of pΔRqμ and hence is
contained in Tμ. Iterating the argument one can easily see that in fact Tλ ď Tr in this case.
Denote by tlfpJq the set of minimal nodes in nDFT pT q. The group generated by tTλuλPtlfpJq
is isomorphic to ˚λPtlfpJqT
λ.
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As a convention, we denote the π-group on top of a closed π-tower with the same letter, so
unless otherwise speciﬁed, by TA we will always mean T
r
A and so on. We will also sometimes
improperly refer to TA itself as a π-tower instead of as a group admitting a π-tower structure.
5.2 Closures
Let T pJ,rqA be a restricted π-tower structure and M a maximal non-cyclic abelian subgroup
of T . Clearly the set of those λ P nDFT for which some conjugate of M intersects Rλ non-
trivially is a descending branch r “ λ0 ą λ1 ą λ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨λm in J . Up to replacingM by some of
its conjugates, we can assume that Mλj “ M XTλj is non-trivial. Given λ, let rj “ rkpMλj q.
We claim that rj ą rj`1 for some 0 ď i ď m ´ 1 if and only if M is conjugate to ZGpAq,
where A is some abelian vertex group of pΔT qλj attached to the rigid vertex group Tλj`1 of
pΔT qλj . It is easy to see that there can be no growth in the case λj is not of free-product
type, so we might as well assume it is of ﬂoor type. All non-cyclic abelian subgroups of Tλj
are elliptic in pΔT qλj .
Now, since M X Tλj`1 ‰ t1u, if M did not intersect any abelian vertex group of pΔT qλ,
then the rigid vertex group Tλj would be the only one into which one might conjugate Mλj ,
contradicting the growth in rank. On the other hand, centralizers in surface groups are cyclic,
so necessarily M contains a conjugate of an abelian vertex group, as desired. Let us note in
passing that this shows that:
Lemma 5.2.1. Any maximal non-cyclic abelian subgroup of Tr is either conjugate into some
of the abelian vertex groups in the decomposition associated to some node of the tower or can
be conjugated into Li for some 1 ď i ď m.
Consider ﬁrst the case in which λm neither belongs to Λ nor is of isolated abelian type
(observe this includes the possibility that Tλm is cyclic). Let us give a closer look at Tλm . In
case λm is of free-product type Mλm has to be hyperbolic in the corresponding free product,
hence cyclic. In the ﬂoor case the minimality of λm implies Mλm cannot intersect a conjugate
of a rigid type vertex non trivially, hence (M is maximal) neither a conjugate of an abelian
type vertex. On the other hand, maximal abelian subgroups of surface groups and free groups
are cyclic, so Mλm has to be cyclic in every other case as well.
Whenever Mλm is cyclic we will refer to M as a pegged abelian group and to any generator
of the conjugate of Mλm in M as a peg of M . Let PM denote some system of representatives
of the conjugacy classes of pegged non-cyclic maximal abelian subgroups of T .
In case Mλm is an isolated abelian vertex group, we will say that M is free hanging non-
cyclic abelian and refer to the unique conjugate of Mλm contained in M as the bottom of
M , denoted by botpMq. Let FHMpT q stand for the collection of representatives of conjugacy
classes of free hanging non-cyclic abelian groups. We remark that if Λ “ H, any non-cyclic
maximal abelian group is conjugate to an element of PMpT q Y FHMpT q.
Deﬁnition 5.2.1.1. Suppose we are given a closed restricted -π-tower T JA . By a closure of
T we intend a pair pκ,SJAq where SJA is a π-tower with the same index set and dropped nodes
as TA and κ an injective morphism
κ : Tr ˚ p˚λPDFtpT qTλq Ñ Sr ˚ p˚λPDFtpSqSλq
compatible with the quotient maps in the two resolutions and such that:
i) λ is of free product type in S if and only if it is in T
ii) If λ P lvpJq then κ restricts to an isomorphism between Tλ and Sλ, unless the ﬁrst is
the image of a free hanging non-cyclic abelian group, in which case the codomain of
the inclusion is abelian as well and contains the image as a ﬁnite index group.
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iii) For any other λ P J there is a vertex type preserving isomorphism φ between the
underlying graphs of the decompositions Δ “ pΔT qλ and ΔS “ ΔSλ such that κpteq “
tφpeq, κ restricts to embeddings of ΔTe into ΔSφpeq and of Δ
T
v into Δ
S
φpvq. Moreover,
κpΔTv q is equal to ΔSv if v is of surface type and a ﬁnite index subgroup if it is of
abelian type. The image in Q of ΔSv and Δ
T
v are the same.
Incurring in a certain abuse of language we sometimes refer as the underlying group SA itself
as a closure of TA.
Notice that given a system of representatives M of the conjugacy classes of non-cyclic
maximal abelian subgroups of TA and SA a closure of TA, the group S is the fundamental
group of a star shaped graph of groups, with T in its center, and a free abelian group M¯
amalgamated to T over the ﬁnite index subgroup M at each of the other vertices.
Observation 5.2.2. In case M is pegged, its peg is a peg of M¯ .
Proof. All we have to show is that any peg p in T has no proper roots in S either. If some
non-trivial element of M¯ could be conjugated to a rigid vertex group of the decomposition in
pΔT qλ in which p is hyperbolic, then the same would be true for some ﬁnite power in M of
said element, contradicting choice of p. In general, suppose we are given a reduced simplicial
G-tree T in which no non-trivial element ﬁxes an inﬁnite axis and H ď G, with minimal
tree TH Ă T , so that the natural map from HzTH to GzT is injective on edges. Then any
hyperbolic element h P H lacking a proper root in H also lacks one in G. Indeed, suppose
this is not the case, so that there some g P G and n P N such that gn “ h.
We claim that g preserves TH . By assumption action of g preserves the orbits of edges
of A “ Axphq by the action of G. If we pick e P A this implies the existence of some
k P H such that k ¨ e “ g ¨ e. Since both e and g ¨ e point in the same direction along A,
necessarily Axpkq “ A. It follows that k´1g ﬁxes A, which by assumption can only be the
case if g “ k.
We say that a morphism f which factors through TA is primitive if fpMq “ ZFpMq for
any M P MA. We say that f extends to some closure SA of TA if it extends to a morphism
from SA to FA factoring through SA.
Deﬁnition 5.2.2.1. By a covering system of closures of a restricted π-tower T JA of (1) we
intend a ﬁnite family CL of closures of T JA with the property that every morphism f : TA Ñ FA
factoring through TA extends to some f¯ : SrA Ñ FA factoring through SA for some SA P CL.
This extends to a homomorphism f¯ : SA Ñ HA if and only if for any M P FHM the
restriction fM :“ fˆæM extends to fM¯ : Mˆ Ñ H (notice that these, and thus f¯ , are unique).
The necessary and suﬃcient condition for this extension to factor through SA is precisely that:
i) fM¯ pM¯q “ fM¯ ppgM q for any M P MA
ii) fM¯ pM¯q ď fM¯ pbotpM¯qq for any M P FHM
An obvious but important observation that can be drawn from this is that if some primitive f
as above extends to SA then any f 1 such that the maps fM : M Ñ fpMq and f 1M : M Ñ f 1pMq
diﬀer by a π-automorphism of their images will also extend to SA. In particular, only primitive
morphisms are needed to test whether a system of closures is covering or not.
It can come in handy to modify T by turning all maximal non-cyclic abelian subgroups into
pegged ones, as described below. Let Tˆ be the group obtained by amalgamating Mˆ :“ M‘ZM
over M to T for each M P FHM, where ZM is isomorphic to Z. For each M P MA :“
(1)A covering closure in Sela’s terminology.
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PMYFHM let pgM be either a peg of M in T in case M P PM or a ﬁxed generator of ZM
otherwise. Denote by pgqpT q the collection all q P QFHM with the property πpZM q “ πpMq
for any M P FHM. For any pgqpT q denote by TqA the restricted π-group with underlying
group Tˆ in which πppgM q “ qM and the rest of the structure stays the same. There is an
obvious restricted π-tower structure pT qqpJ,rqA , obtained by enlarging the appropriate vertex
groups of pΔT qλ for λ P J . At the bottom of the new tower, for each λ P lvpJq for which
Tλ “ botpMq for some M P FHM we ﬁnd a retraction ηT qλ from ZM ‘ botpMq to ZM instead.
Here ZM is the unique vertex group of an obvious (degenerate) decomposition, making pgM
a peg of Mˆ . We will refer to any such TqA as a pegging of TA. For any morphism f which
factors through T there is some q P pgqpMq such that f admits a ’good’ extension fˆ to TqA,
i.e., one for which fˆ : TqA Ñ GA factors through TqA and with the additional property that
fˆpMq “ fˆpxpgM yq in case M P FHM.
Deﬁnition 5.2.2.2. Let K be a positive integer divided by |πpMq| for any M P MA. An
atomic K-congruence condition on TA is given by a tuple C “ pq, pξPM qPMPMAq, where
q P pgqpT q and for each M P MA the map ξM is a homomorphism from Mˆ to Z{NZ. We say
that a primitive f factoring through TA satisﬁes C if there is an extension fˆ : TqA Ñ HA of
f such that fˆpMq “ fˆpxpgM yq for all M P FHM and for all M P MA and m P M equality
fˆpmq “ fppgM ql holds for some l P ξpmq P Z{KZ. A K-congruency condition is a union of
K-congruency conditions.
The intersection of a pq,Kq and a pq,K 1q atomic congruency conditions is a (possibly
empty) lcmpK,K 1q atomic congruency condition and that the complement of a congruency
condition is again a congruency condition. Note that the condition might be empty even being
satisﬁed by some non-primitive f . Our goal now is to show the following:
Lemma 5.2.3. Given a ﬁnite family CL of closures of a restricted π-tower TA, a primitive
morphism f : TA Ñ HA factoring through TA extends to one of the resolutions in CL precisely
in case it satisﬁes certain congruence condition.
Suppose we are given a family F of sequences of primitive maps factoring through TA We
say that F is congruence complete if and only if for any non-empty congruency condition C
there is pfnqn P F such that fn satisfying C for n big enough.
Corollary 5.2.4. Let TA be a restricted π-tower and F a congruency complete family of
sequences of morphisms from TA to FA factoring through TA. Then any ﬁnite family CL of
closures of TA with the property that fn eventually extends to some SA in CL for any pfnqn P F
is a covering system of closures.
Proof. (of 5.2.3) Fix SA P CL and let f be primitive factoring through TA and conforming to
some q P Q. Recall the discussion after deﬁnition 5.2.2.1. Since M has ﬁnite index in M¯ and
pgM is primitive in M¯ in case M P PM, for M P MA, the basic theory Z-modules tells us
that there are bases tpgM ,mjurj“1 of Mˆ and tpgM , m¯jurj“1 of ¯ˆM and positive integers kj for
1 ď j ď r such that mj “ m¯kjj . Let KM “ lcm tkj |πpMq| | 1 ď j ď ru. Consider M P PM
ﬁrst. For each 1 ď j ď r, let ej the unique integer such that fpmjq “ zej , where z “ fppgM q.
Clearly, whether fM has an extension to M¯ satisfying (i) above depends only on whether each
fpmjq has a kj-th root in xzy, hence only on the tuple prejsqrj“1 P pZ{NZqr. The same is true
ﬁr the question of whether this extension is in fact a π-morphism, i.e., whether the kj-th root
of fpmjq is mapped to πpm¯jq by π, since |πpMq||K.
In the case of M P FHM, it is a priory not enough for us that fpmjq has a kj-th root,
in order for (ii) to be satisﬁed we need that fpmjq “ fpnjq for some nj P botpMq which itself
has a kj-th root in M¯ . This follows from the fact that ZpfM pMqq “ f¯M pM¯q “ fM pMq.
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5.3 Completions
LetRJA be a graded well-separated π-resolution for which the π-group at any leaf is a restricted
π-limit group. We will assume that all the pΔRqλ are normalized, as deﬁned earlier (if not,
the construction can be done using their normalization instead). By adding edges to groups
of surface type (possibly making the tree non-minimal) we can guarantee that
In this section we describe the construction of a so called completion of aa well-separated
π-resolution R: this will be a restricted (graded ) π-tower SpJ,rqA over the same index set,
together with certain compatibility data. The standard construction for plain groups can be
found in [Sel03]. First of all, for each λ P J we have an injective morphism ιλ : RλA Ñ SλA.
This is an isomorphism in case λ P lvpJq or pΔRqλ consists of a single non-rigid type vertex
(so the associated group is a closed surface group or a free non-cyclic abelian group.
If λ is not of free product type and pΔRqλ has at least one edge, Let Tλ “ ČpΔRqλ and
Tˆ˚λ the Rλ-tree obtained by normalizing ČpΔSqλ sliding all edges between a rigid and a surface
type vertex. Then there is also an isomorphism of geometric abelian trees Θλ T
f
λ (as described
in the previous subsection) and some subtree of Tˆ˚λ such that:
i) ηλS ˝ ιλ “ ˚μăλιμ ˝ ηλR.
ii) For each concretion pfλ, τμqλPJ,μPJˆ of RA, there is a concretion pgλ, τμqλPJ,μPJˆ such
that fλ “ gλ ˝ ιλ for each λ P J .
iii) Θλ is equivariant with respect to ιλ, i.e., for each g P Sl and x P T fλ we have Θλpg ¨xq “
ιλpgq ¨ Θλpxq.
iv) Each abelian vertex group of Tλ is mapped by Θ into an abelian group of Tˆ
˚
λ .
v) The star around each surface type vertex of Tλ is mapped isomorphically onto the star
of a surface type vertex of Tˆ˚λ .
We construct QRSæλ and the embedding ιλ by induction on ď. For λ P lvpJq let Sl “ Rl
and ιλ the idenity. Now, suppose that QRSæλ is deﬁned for μ ą λ and that same is true for
the embeddings ιpμq. There are two cases to consider. If λ is of free product type, then we
simply let Sλ be ˚λąμSμ and ηλS the map >μăλιμ. In the next section we will deal with the
case in which pΔRqλ is non-tivial and ηλR non-injective. All along the way we will use the fact
that any towers having restricted π-limit groups at its leaves is itself a limit group.
5.3.1 Floor case
In order to ease the notation, we will denote >μăλιμ by κ, θ “ κ ˝ φ and by ι the map ιλ
to be constructed. In the same fashion, we will rename ηλR as φ, the new map η
λ,S
λ,S to be
constructed as η and Θλ as Θ. Let also G :“ Rλ and Gˆ the π-group Gλ. The geometric
abelian decomposition pΔRqλ puts the group Rλ into isomorphism with some π1pΔ, Zq. If
this decomposition consists of a single isolated vertex of surface of abelian type we then can
just set Sλ “ Rλ.
Let X “ pV,Eq be the underlying graph of Δ. Set also Hμ “ Sμ and H “ ˚λąμSμ. We
now describe the construction of a geometric abelian decomposition Δˆ, with underlying graph
Xˆ “ pVˆ , Eˆq. Its set of rigid vertex groups wil be precisely tHμuμPnDFT pλq. We also deﬁne
a π-structure to each vertex group a Δˆv. Later in the subsection we specify a maximal tree
Z˜ in Xˆ and show that the partial π-structures on vertex groups extend to a π-structure on
Gˆ :“ π1pΔˆ, Zˆq, which we take as Sl, and a morphism from it to H. As pΔSqλ we take the
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decomposition as the graph of groups Δ above. We start the construction of a graph of groups
Λ with underlying graph
pW,F q “ ptvμ, uˆ, wˆuμPNDCtpλq,uPVa,wPVs , tev, ev, fˆ , fˆuvPVa,αpfqPVsq
To begin with, set Λμ “ Sμ. For any w P Va let Pv “ pPerpvq, πæq and chose some Kv such
that pΔw, πæq “ Pv ‘ Kv. Since ι is injective on Pv the morphism η injects P into Hμw for
some rigid vertex w P V . In correspondence, the new graph includes vertex wˆ and a single
edge ew from wˆ to vμw . Let Opwq denote the set of those edges e from w to a vertex distinct
from the ﬁrst edge in the unique path in Z from w to v0. Let Qw “ CHμw pθpΔwqq. As Λwˆ
we take the group Qw ‘ K 1w ‘ pxt¯eyOpwqqab, where K1w is a copy of Kw isomorphic to it via
some αw. We endow Λwˆ with a π-structure restricting to πHμw and to πK1w respectively on
the ﬁrst two direct summands in the expression above and sending each of the generators t¯e
to the identity. As Λew we take the leftmost summand in the previous decomposition and as
iew simply the identity map. Our ζv will be the π-isomorphism θæKw ‘αv between pΔwπæΔwq
and the subgroup of Λw given by Pw ‘ K1w.
To continue, we associate to each u P Vs a new vertex uˆ and as Λuˆ we take some copy of
Δu, isomorphic to it via some isomorphism ζu. For each e originating at u there is μe ă λ
such that ηpΔeq Ă Hμe . To e we associate some eˆ, originating at u, with αeˆ “ vμu . We let
Δeˆ “ ζupΔeq. As ieˆ we take the map θ ˝ ie ˝ ζ´1u to Δe. The fact that Δ is a commutative
transitive graph of groups does not guarantee that Λ is one as well, as the images of two
elements in non-conjugate maximal abelian subgroups might as well commute. By induction
on the size of J , one can assume, however, that the Hμ are limit groups and, therefore,
commutative transitive.
Dealing with this issue involves three steps. First of all, for each w P Va we chose δv P Hμw
so that Qδww “ Qδw1w1 whenever Qw and Qw1 are conjugate (which implies μw “ μw1). Then
replace the vertex group Λw by its formal conjugate Λ
1
w “ Λδww Ă π1pΛævμw ,ew,wˆ, tewuq. By
this we mean that Λ1w inherits the π-structure πpδwq-conjugate to that on Λw as well. The new
left summand is still a subset of Hμw and as iew we can take the inclusion again. The operation
does not aﬀect the partial πisomorphism type of the fundamental group. Accordingly, we can
see ζw as an injective π-morphism of Δw into pΛ1wqδ´1w , coinciding with θ on Kw.
After the operation is completed, we can assume that for any two w,w1 P Va if two
conjugates of the images of Λew and Λew1 in Hμ for μ “ μw “ μw1 commute, then they
coincide, in which case we say that w and w1 are equivalent. For each μw fold together all
the edges from vμ ending in the same equivalence class rws. The vertex group associated to
any of the new vertices ˆrws is the amalgamated product of Λw1 for w1 „ w over the common
peripheral subgroup. At this point we replace any of those groups by their abelianization:
Prws ‘ p
à
w„w1
Kw1q ‘ p
à
ePOpw1q,
w1„w
seq
Here se stands for the image of the generator t¯
δw
e of Λw. We keep the notation t¯e for s
δ´1w
e .
Notice that since peripheral subgroups are mapped injectively by this quotient, the what we
are left with is still a graph of groups. The fact that the quotient group inherits a π-structure
from the amalgamated free product follows from the following:
Claim 5.3.1. Let w,w1 P Va such that w „ w1. Then rπpΔwqπpδwq, πpΔw1qφpδwqs “ 1.
Proof. Let φ “ ι ˝ η. Observe that πpΔuq “ pπ ˝ θqpΔuq Ă CHμw pPuq for u P tw,w1u. Now,
we know that Hμw is a π-limit group, hence CSA. Since P
δw
w and P
δw1
w1 are contained in some
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maximal abelian subgroup, the same is true for θpΔδww q and θpΔδw1w1 q. Hence
1 “ rπpφpΔw1qδw1 q, πpφpΔwqδwqs “ rπpφpΔw1qqπpδw1 q, πpφpΔwqqπpδwqs “ rπpΔw1qπpδw1 q, πpΔwqπpδwqs
The previous embedding ζw corresponds now to one of Δw into Δˆ
δ´1w
ˆrws , for which we employ
the same term. Extend the notation by letting ζv “ θæΔv : Δv Ñ Δˆμv for v P Vr.
Remark 5.3.2. Let e P E and v “ αpeq. Then ζvæΔe is equal to:
i) θæΔe in case v P Vr Y Va
ii) innt´1
eˆ
˝ θ ˝ innteæΔe “ innθpteqt´1eˆ ˝ θæΔe in case v P Vs
We ﬁrst specify the restriction of η to each vertex group of Δˆ. This is the identity on
every Δˆvμu , as required by the deﬁnition of a tower. On Δˆ ˆrws with w P Va, we let η kill any
of the generators of the form t˜e for w
1 „ w and e P Opwq. On the direct summand which is
the image of Kw1 in Δˆ ˆrws we let the restriction of η coincide with innδv ˝ θ ˝ ζ´1v ˝ innδ´1v . The
map ηæΔ ˆrws is a π-morphism since both θ and ζv are. In case v P Vs, we let ηæΔˆvˆ “ θ ˝ ζ´1v .
This, again, preserves the π-structure. The identity η ˝ ζv “ θ clearly holds for every v P V .
Notice that removing the set O of all those eˆ associated with edges e P EzZ does not
disconnect Xˆ. This means it is possible to chose a maximal subtree Zˆ of Xˆ which does not
intersect O. For each v P V let Φpvq P Vˆ be either:
• The unique vμ such that ηpvq Ă Gμ
• ˆrvs in case v P Va
• vˆ in case v P Vs
Given edges e P EzZ and f P EˆzZˆ denote by te P π1pΔ, Zq and tˆf the Bass-Serre elements
associated to e and f in the respective graph of groups.
We now have to check that both the map η and the partial π-structure deﬁned on vertex
groups extend to the entire Gˆ. In view of the fact that ηæH “ IdæH and that every edge
in Eˆ has an endpoint in some of the vμ, this is equivalent to the existence for all e P Eˆ of
qe “ ηpteq P Gˆ such that the equality
ie “ innqe ˝ ηæΔˆe : Δˆe Ñ Hμe
is satisﬁed for all e P XˆzZˆ. Note that any such edge is adjacent to some surface type vertex.
So suppose that e “ fˆ for some f originating at w P Vs. Then:
ie “ θ ˝ if ˝ ζ´1w “ θ ˝ inntf ˝ ζ´1w “ innθptf q ˝ θ ˝ ζ´1w
We also have ηæΔe “ θ ˝ ζ´1w . So letting qe “ θptf q does the job. Note that in virtue of the
way in which we chose Zˆ, in case te “ 1 we have qe “ 1, while tf “ 1 in this case by virtue
of the choice of Zˆ. In the same fashion, setting πpteq “ πpθptf qq extends the π-structure on
vertex groups to a global one compatible with the previous collapse map.
5.3.2 The morphism ι
Chose a reference vertex v0 P Vr Y Va. If the group A of constants is not-trivial, then we
can assume that A Ă Δv0 . The construction depends on the assignment, to each v P V of a
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conjugating element γv P π1pΔˆ, Zˆq. With this information one deﬁnes a morphism ιv from
each Δv into Gˆ, given by innγv ˝ ζv.
The choice of γv is completed with the assignment of an element re P Gˆ for each e P E in
such a way that the map sending te to re and restricting to ζv on Δv extends to a morphism
ι from GA to GˆA with the properties sought for. In particular re “ 1 for e P Z. The condition
for an extension which is a group homomorphism to exist is that the equation
innre ˝ innγv ˝ ζvæΔe “ innγw ˝ ζwinnteæΔe
holds for all e P E from v to w (recall that te acts like ie on Δe seen as a subgroup of G).
Equivalently:
innγvreγ´1w ζvæΔe “ ζw ˝ innteæΔe
In order to deﬁne γv, consider the unique simple path v0, e0, v1, e1, ¨ ¨ ¨ vk, ek, vk`1 “ v
contained in Z. We let γv “ gkgk´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ g0, where gj is equal to:
i) t¯ej P Δˆ
δ´1
j
vˆj
in case vj P Va and vj`1 P Vr
ii) t´1eˆj in case Vs X tvj , vj`1u ‰ H (possibly 1)
iii) 1 in case vj P Vr and vj`1 P Va
As for re, it is enough to deal with the case in which v “ αpeq P Va. If w “ ωpeq, then we
let re be equal to:
i) γ´1v t¯eθpteqγw in case w P Vr
ii) γ´1v teˆγw in case w P Vs
For e P E from a vertex v to a vertex w we distinguish several cases:
i) None of w, v belongs to Vs. In this case we have:
ζw ˝ innteæΔe “ θ ˝ innteæΔe “
“ innθpteq ˝ θæΔe “ innγvreγ´1w ˝ ζvæΔe
ii) One of w, v belongs to Vs, let’s say w does. Then ζvæD “ θæD while ζwæΔe “
innθpt´1e teˆqθæΔe and:
ζw ˝ innteæΔe “ innθpt´1e qteˆ ˝ θinnteæΔe “
“ innθpt´1e qteˆ ˝ innθpteqθæΔe “ innteˆ ˝ θ “
“ innγvreγ´1w ˝ θæΔe “ ζwæΔe
We note a couple of properties of the choice of γv and their implications for ι.
i) γv0 “ 1 imples that ι is a restricted morphism,
ii) πpγvq “ 1 for any v (recall that πpteˆq “ 1 in case e P Z but eˆ R Z), which implies the
restriction of ι to any vertex group is, just as ζv is, a π-morphism.
iii) ηpγvq “ 1 for all v P V , as ηpteˆj q “ 1 always in case (ii) of the deﬁnition of gj . This
implies that η ˝ ιæΔv “ θæΔv . Since also ηpιpteqq “ θpteq for each e P E (as θpteˆq “ te)
we deduce that η ˝ ι “ θ.
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5.3.3 The embedding Ψ, injectvity of ι
The following will use the assumption that Gˆ is a limit group so, in particular, CSA. Recall
Z lifts to a subtree Z˜ of the covering G-tree T “ ˜pΔ, Zq and that if we let v˜ and e˜ stand for
the images of v and e respectively, then StabpT ; v˜q “ Δv and StabpT ; e˜q “ Δe for all v P V
and e P E. Additionally, any e P EzZ can be lifted to e˜ P ET in such a way that if we let
the tuple pZˆ, Zˆ Y te˜uePE , pge˜qePEzEq is a presentation of the action of G on T , where ge˜ “ te
(in particular αpe˜qZ˜ for such e). The graph of groups Δˆ is not normalized, as vertices of
surface type are connected to vertices of rigid type. However, for each e P E, ending in some
v P Vs, However, for any edge e P Tˆ originating in a vertex of surface type there is a unique
edge f with αpfq of abelian type such that Stabpeq Ă Stabpfq. Sliding each such e over the
corresponding f yields a Gˆ-tree Tˆ˚ which is normalized. We denote by e˚ the edge of Tˆ˚
resulting from the slide of the edge e of Tˆ . Any other edge or vertex of the tree Tˆ˚ can be
thought of as identical to the corresponding ones in Tˆ . We will deﬁne a map Ψ from V T to
Tˆ˚ and then prove it extends to a cellular map from T f to Tˆ˚ for which we keep the same
name mapping the star of any vertex v injectively into the one around Ψpvq, bijectively in
case v is a surface-type vertex. At that point one can apply the following easy fact:
Fact 5.3.3. Any locally cellular map f : T Ñ T 1 between G-trees injective on stars of vertices
is an isomorphic embedding.
From this we will prove the map Θ to be a graph embedding.
Corollary 5.3.4. The morphism ι is injective.
Proof. If g P Gzt1u does not ﬁx T f , the same is true for ιpgq and Tˆ˚, so ιpgq ‰ 1. There might
be non-trivial elements g P G acting trivially on Tv. Since the restriction of ι to any stabilizer
of T f is injective, though, in this case ιpgq ‰ 1 as well.
of the existence of Ψ. We ﬁrst deﬁne Ψ on V˜ “ V by letting Ψpv˜q “ γ´1v ¨ ˜Φpvq for v P V .
After that we extend Ψ equivariantly to the whole V T . That is, we send any v P V T of the
form g ¨ v0 for v0 P Z˜ to ιpgq ¨Ψpv0q. This is well deﬁned since ιpΔvq stabilizes Ψpvq for v P V˜ .
Claim 5.3.5. Given e P T the vertices Ψpαpeqq and Ψpωpeqq are adjacent in Tˆ˚
Proof. Let v “ αpeq and w “ ωpeq. The map Ψ preserves vertex type, hence v1 :“ Ψpvq
and w1 :“ Ψpwq are two vertices of distinct type (one of them abelian). The fact that
t1u ‰ ιpStabT pvq X StabT pwqq Ă StabGˆpv1q X StabGˆpw1q implies v1 and w1 are adjacent.
Indeed, otherwise some diameter 2 segment of Tˆ˚ centered at a vertex of non-abelian type
would be ﬁxed by a non-trivial element, which is impossible, since Tˆ˚ is in normal form.
For any e P ET we let Ψpeq be the edge given by the previous claim. One needs to show
that the map Ψ folds exactly as much as the quotient map from T onto T f , namely:
Lemma 5.3.6. Any two edges e, f of T with αpeq “ αpfq “ v have the same image by Ψ only
if:
• v is of non-rigid type and e “ f
• v is of abelian type and e and f are in the same orbit under the action of the peripheral
subgroup of Stabpvq
Proof. Since the stabilizers of rigid vertices of Tˆ˚ are CSA, the proof amounts to showing
that for u P V T of non-rigid type:
i) For any e P ET the intersection StabGpvq X StabpΨpeq, Gq is equal to:
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• PerpT ; vq if e is adjacent to u P V Tr and v P V Ta
• StabGpeq otherwise
ii) For any edges e, f of T originating at a common non-rigid vertex v and which are in
diﬀerent orbits by the action of Stabpvq, their images Ψpeq and Ψpfq lie in diﬀerent
orbits by the action of StabGpvq.
Local injectivity at rigid type vertex v depends on the fact that the geometric abelian decom-
position Δ is normalized. Edges incident at v in diﬀerent orbits will have mutually stabilizers
non-conjugate in StabGpvq, so the same holds for their images by Ψ with respect to ιpStabpvqq.
As usual, it is enough if we check the desired properties for the lifts of vertices in V . Start
by considering v P Va. Then Ψpv˜q “ g ¨ x, where x “ ˜ˆrvs and g “ γ´1v δv. Of course for any
two w,w1 adjacent to v˜ which are of diﬀerent type their images are of diﬀerent type as well,
so they lie in diﬀerent orbits; the same is true in case w,w1 are both of surface type.
Suppose we are given an edge e from v to some vertex of surface type w. The deﬁnition
of the attaching maps in Δˆ reformulates as saying that Stabp˜ˆeq “ θpStabGpeqq Ă Hμv . Now,
Ψpe˜q is a translate of ˜ˆe˚, so the group StabpΨpe˜q, Gˆq is a conjugate in Gˆ of θpΔeq. Since
ιpStabpe˜qq “ ιpΔeq is of that form as well and Gˆ is CSA(2) . As ι is injective on Δv, this
proves (i) for those edges ending in a surface type vertex.
A more careful analysis is needed to deal with adjacent rigid type vertices. To begin with,
let REv be the set of all e P E from v to a vertex of rigid type and RVv “ tωpequePREv . For
each u P RVv we have Φpuq “ vμv , lifting to some yu P Z. For any e “ pv, uq P E, with
u P RVv the lift e˜ P ET ends in the vertex teu˜. Now, Ψpu˜q “ γ´1u ¨ yu, so by equivariance we
get:
Ψpωpe˜qq “ ιpteqγ´1u ¨ yu (5.1)
Remember that Ψpv˜q “ γ´1v δv ¨ x. To each e “ pv, uq P REv we know there is an element he
which is either 1 or of the form t¯e˘ P Δδ
´1
v
˜rvs and:
• If e P Z, then γu “ heγv. So, as te “ 1, the equation (5.1) yields Ψpωpe˜qq “ γ´1v h´1e ¨ y
• If e R Z, then ιpteq “ γ´1v h´1e θpteqγu, so in this case we get
Ψpωpe˜qq “ γ´1v h´1e θpteq ¨ y “ γ´1v h´1e ¨ yu
recall that θpteq belongs Hμv .
Now, for any distinct e, e1 P REv the element heh´1e1 R ιpΔvqγ
´1
v “ ζvpΔvqδ´1v Ď Δδ
´1
v
ˆrws , and
therefore Ψpe˜q and Ψpe˜1q lie in diﬀerent orbits with respect to the action of ιpStabpv˜qq “ ιpΔvq.
Remember, moreover, that Δv “ Pv ‘ Kv, where Pv is Perpvq, and the map ζv has been
constructed in such a way that it sends Pv to Δˆ
δ´1w
ervs Ă Δˆδ
´1
w
ˆrvs and Kv into some complementary
factor Δˆ
δ´1w
ˆrvs . This clearly implies the property (i) for v˜.
5.3.4 Factoring
We shall now prove that for any morphism f : GA Ñ FA factoring through the π-resolution
RpJ,rqA there is one fˆ : RλA Ñ GA factoring through SpJ,rqA such that f “ fˆ ˝ ι. We claim the
statement reduces to the following lemma:
(2)It admits a commutative transitive geometric abelian decomposition with CSA rigid type vertex groups.
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Lemma 5.3.7. For each λ P Jˆ (of non-free product type) and each σ P ModppΔRqλq there is
σˆ P ModpPModpGSla;Aqq such that
σˆ ˝ ιλ “ ιλ ˝ σ (5.2)
Indeed, in that case given a concretion pfλ, σμqλPlvpJq,μPJˆ of RA let pfˆλ, σˆμqλPJ,μPJˆ be a
concretion of SA such that fˆλ “ fλ for λ P lvpJq. Given λ P J it is straightforward to prove
by induction that fˆλ ˝ ιλ “ fλ. This is trivial in case j P lvpJq. Otherwise we have:
fˆλ ˝ ιλ “ >μăλfˆμ ˝ ηλ,Sλ,S ˝ σˆλ ˝ ιλ “
“ >μăλfˆμ ˝ ηλ,Sλ,S ˝ ιλ ˝ σλ “ >μăλfˆμ ˝ >μăλιμ ˝ ηλ,Rλ,R ˝ σλ “
“ >μăλfˆμ ˝ ιμ ˝ ηλ,Rλ,R ˝ σλ “ >μăλfμ ˝ ηλ,Rλ,R ˝ σλ “ fλ
Where the ﬁrst equality follows from the properties satisﬁed any concretion of SA, the second
from equality 5.2, the third from the properties of the family pιλqλPJ , the ﬁfth by the induction
hypothesis and the last one by the equalities valid for any concretion of RRA.
of 5.3.7. First of all, notice that it is enough to prove the property for a set of generators
of PModpΔq. Indeed, suppose that extensions σˆ and τˆ exist for σ, τ P PModpΔq. Then
ι˝σ ˝ τ “ σˆ ˝ ι˝ τ “ σˆ ˝ τˆ ˝ ι, so ˆσ ˝ τ “ σˆ ˝ τˆ satisﬁes the condition Obviously, for innc we can
take ˆinnc “ innιpcq. Contrary to the deﬁnition, to make the notation lighter when denoting
the generators of the π-modular group we will refer to edges and vertices of V rather than to
their lifts in the fundamental trees T and Tˆ . In virtue of 2.5.2 it is then enough to prove the
lemma for σ of the following form:
i) A Dehn twist automorphism τe,c where e P EzZ and e˜ “ pv˜, v˜1q points away from v˜0,
where c P Δv, one among tv1, vu is of rigid type and the other of abelian type.
ii) A natural extension ρ¯pceqαpeq“v,
ePE
of some ρ P ModpΔvq for some v P Z of surface type.
iii) A vertex group automorphism ρ¯p1eqαpeq“v,
ePE
extending some ρ P AutpΔvq which ﬁxes
PerpT ; vq, for some v P Z of abelian type.
Moreover, in the last two cases we can assume that ce0 “ 1 for the unique e0 P Z˜ originating
at v and pointing towards v0. Start with case (i) and let x “ ˆrvs. We will assume v is of
abelian type, the other one being idetical. Remember that Δˆrvˆs can be written as P ˆrvs ‘À
u„v
Lu ‘ À
fPOpvq
xt¯f y, where Lu “ pK 1vqδu for K1v Ă Gˆ isomorphic via ζu to Kv. Consider the
automorphism ξ of ˆDeltax ﬁxing the two leftmost direct summands in the expression above
and sending t¯e to ζvpcqδv t¯e and thus t¯e to ζvpcqt¯e. Let ξ¯ be its extension to Gˆ with trivial
twisting elements. Let us check that σˆ “ ξ¯ serves as the appropriate lift. We ﬁrst check the
behaviour of σˆ on a vertex group Δu of Δ. Notice that in any case ξ¯ ˝ ζu “ ζu, since x has a
single incident edge. There are two cases:
• If e˜ R rv˜0, u˜s , so that σæΔu “ IdΔu , then γu is the product of elements of the form t¯f
for f ‰ e or of the form tfˆ for f P EzZ, hence ξ¯pγuq “ γu.
ξ¯ ˝ ιæΔu “ ξ¯ ˝ innγuζu “
“ innξ¯pγuq ˝ ξ¯ ˝ ζu ˝ σæΔu “ ι ˝ σæΔu
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• If e˜ P rv˜0, u˜s, then σæΔu “ inncæΔu . Going back to the deﬁnition of γv, we can write
γv “ gt¯eγv where γv and g are products of Bass-Serre elements of Δˆ and elements of
Δw for w ‰ u or elements of Δx in a direct summand of Δu ﬁxed by σ. Hence
ξ¯pγuq “ gζvpcqt¯eγv “ gt¯eγvζvpcqζv “ γuιpcq
So that: .
ξ¯ ˝ ιæΔu “ innγuιpcq ˝ ξ¯ ˝ ζu “
“ innιpcqinnγu ˝ ζu “ innιpcq ˝ ιæΔu “
“ ι ˝ inncæΔu “ ι ˝ σæΔu
Let us now check the equality on tf ‰ 1, for f P E from an edge u to an edge w. If e ‰ f ,
then σpteq “ c´1u tfcw, where the assignment x ÞÑ cx P t1, cu is as in the deﬁnition of a Dehn
twist. For any w P V we know from the previous case that ξ¯pγwq “ γwιpcwq. On the other
hand ιptf q was deﬁned as γ´1u fγw, where f “ t¯fθptf q in case w P Vr, and tfˆ in case w P Vs.
Note that ξ¯pf q “ f .
ξ¯pιptf qq “ ξ¯pγ´1u fγwq “
“ ξ¯pγuq´1ξ¯pf qξ¯pγwq “
“ ιpcuq´1γ´1u fγwιpcwq “
“ ιpcuq´1ιptf qιpcwq “
“ ιpc´1u tfcwq “ ιpσptf qq
as desired. If e “ f , then σpteq “ c´1te and u “ v. Also cu “ cw “ 1. Now ιpteq “
γ´1v t¯eθpteqγw, so that:
ξ¯pιpteqq ““ ξ¯pγ´1v t¯eθpteqγwq “
“ γ´1v t¯eθpcq´1θpteqγw “
“ γ´1v t¯eζvpc´1teqγw “
“ ιpc´1teq “ ιpσpteqq
We now deal with case (ii). Here ρ extends an automorphism of Δv for some v P V of surface
type. Let Or be the set of all e P E with αpeq “ v and Oˆr “ teˆ : e P Oru. As σˆ we take
¯ˆ
ξ “ ¯ˆξpcˆeq, where ξ “ ζv ˝ ρ ˝ ζ´1v and cˆeˆ “ ιpceqγ
´1
v for each e P Oˆr. Extend the assignment
e ÞÑ cˆe to Vˆ and the whole of E as described in deﬁnition 2.5.2 (by lifting to the fundamental
domain). We start by showings the following:
Lemma 5.3.8. The following equalities hold for u ‰ v:
cˆΦpuq
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpγuq “ γuιpcuq
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpγvq “ γv
Proof. For x P Va observe that σˆpt¯eq “ t¯c ˆrvse for any of the generators t¯e P Δˆrxˆs, as δx belongs
to a vertex vμ for which cˆvμ “ c ˆrxs. Let v0 “ undefined, um “ u be the unique simple path
in Z from v0 to u. There are two possibilities:
i) In case v ‰ ui for all i, let 0 ď i1 ă i2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ il ď m enumerate the (possibly empty)
set of those indices i for which ei is incident to a rigid type vertex and eˆi R Z; extend
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the notation by letting i0 “ 0 and il`1 “ m. Then, for 0 ď j ď l, the value cˆΦpuiq is
constant, say equal to cj for all i P pij , ij`1s. If we let fj “ eˆij , then of course
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqptfj q “ cˆ´1αpfjqtfj cˆωpfjq “ c´1j tfjcj`1
Now, we know that γu “ altflal´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tf1a0, where aj is the product of either elements
in some Δx and cΦpxq “ cj , or of the form tfˆ , where Φpαpfqq “ Φpωpfqq “ cj . We
conclude that
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpajq “ acjj for all j. Since cu “ 1 and cv0 “ 1 we have:
cˆΦpuq
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpγuq “ clpacll pc´1l tflcl´1qacl´1l´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ac00 q “
“ altflal´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tf1a0 “ γu “ γuιpcuq
ii) In case v “ ui˚ for some i˚, this index unique. Observe also that for any e P E
originating at v and such that eˆ R Zˆ, ¯ˆξpcˆeqpteˆq “ cˆ´1eˆ teˆ. We can write γu as gγv, where g
corresponds to the subpath ui, ei ¨ ¨ ¨um. Now, ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγvq “ γv, as cˆeˆi “ cˆui “ ei˚´1 “ 1
for i ă i˚. Similarly, ¯ˆξpcˆeqpgq “ cˆ´1Φpuqgcˆeˆu , where eu is the ﬁrst edge in the path from
v to u in Z. Since cˆeˆu “ ιpceuq, we get
cˆΦpuq
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpγuq “ gcˆeˆuγu “ gιpcuqγ
´1
v γv “ gγvιpcuq “ γuιpcuq
We can now check the equality on Δu, for any v ‰ u P V . Note, ﬁrst of all, that
σ ˝ ιæΔu “ innιpcvq ˝ ιæΔu . On the other hand, since ζupΔuq Ă Δˆ ˆΦpuq, we get
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeq ˝ ιæΔu “ inn ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγuq ˝
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeq ˝ ζu “
“ inn ¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpγuq ˝
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeq ˝ ζu “ inn ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγuq ˝ cˆΦpuq ˝ ζu “
“ inn
cˆΦpuq
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpγuq ˝ ζu “
“ inncˆγu ιpcuq ˝ ζu “
“ innιpcuq ˝ inncˆγu ˝ ζu “
“ innιpcuq ˝ ιæΔu “ ι ˝ inncuæΔu “
“ σæΔu
As for v itself,
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeq ˝ ζv “ ζv ˝ ξæΔv by deﬁnition, hence:
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeq ˝ ιæΔu “ inncˆ ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγvq ˝ ζu ˝ ξæΔv “
“ innγv ˝ ζv ˝ ξæΔv “ ι ˝ σæΔv
All is left to check is that
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpιptf q “ ιpσptf qq. Let us ﬁrst check the case in which f P EzZ
originating at a vertex u ‰ v and ending at a vertex w. We have σptf q “ pcuq´1tfcv, hence:
ιpσptf qq “ ιpcuq´1ιptf qιpcwq “
“ pγ´1u cˆΦpuq ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγuqq´1pγ´1u fγvqγ´1w cˆΦpuq ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγwq “
“ ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγuq´1pcˆ´1Φpuqf cˆΦpwqq ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγwq “
“ ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγ´1u fγwq “ ¯ˆξpcˆeqpιptf qq
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Here f is equal to either f “ t¯fθptf q or tfˆ . Up to taking inverses, the only case left case is
that in which f originates at v. Then
¯ˆ
ξpcˆeqpγvq “ γv and using 5.3.8 again we get:
ιpσptf qq “ ιptfcf q “ γ´1v tfˆγwιpcwq “
“ γ´1v tfˆ cˆΦpwq ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγuq “
“ ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγ´1v q ¯ˆξpcˆeqptfˆ q “
“ ¯ˆξpcˆeqpγ´1v tfˆγwq “ ¯ˆξpcˆeqpιptf qq
In case (iii) one can take as σˆ a vertex group automorphism extending an automorphism
of Δˆrvˆs supported in the direct summand K
1cw
v corresponding to v. This case lacks the minor
subtleties of the previous two and is left for the reader.
In all these cases, it is clear that if σ is an π-modular automorphisms and the twisting
element ce maps to the center of Q then the lift σˆ constructed above is a π-modular automor-
phism of Δˆ. Likewise, if σ ﬁxes A the same is true of σˆ. This concludes the proof.
Remark 5.3.9. It follows from the proof that if R is well-separated (taut) the same is true for
its completion. In the latter case the extension of a morphism factoring in a taut fashion does
as well.
5.4 π-test sequences
In [Sel03], a certain class of sequences of homomorphisms from a group endowed with a tower
structure to the free group, called test sequences, are deﬁned in terms of a certain (long) list
of combinatorial conditions. Roughly speaking, the goal of the deﬁnition is, to ensure that
the image of a ﬁxed tuple of generators by the test sequence (often itself denoted by the term
’test sequence’) eventually escapes any diophantine condition not already witnessed within
the tower. This will be made more precise in the last chapter.
For our purposes all we need is test sequences which are morphisms of π-groups, what we
call π-test sequences. In an attempt to make the reading easier for the reader, our presentation
diﬀers slightly from that in [Sel03]. The deﬁnition of a π-test sequence provided below is
(regardless of π) is in fact weaker than the version presented there, as it regards the geometric
properties of the sequence in isolation from which we immediately draw a couple of simple
consequences. The next section is devoted to the proof of the existence of a family of test
sequences with certain properties. In Sela’s terms this would be phrased as the existence of
test sequences, without further qualiﬁers.
Given a pegging TqA of TA, it will be convenient to replace the π-tower structure inherited
from TA by what we will call a ’reﬁnement’ of TA. The underlying index tree J˚, node groups
and graph of groups decomposition Tλ will be again essentially independent of q. being the
for each T . Decompose the complement of the peripheral group of each abelian vertex group
appearing in T into a direct sums of cyclic groups; let CS the collection of all the resulting
cyclic groups and SG be that of all the surface type vertex groups appearing along R. The
properties we need T qA to have are as follows. Firstly for each λ P pJˆq either:
a) λ is of free product type, with exactly two children
b) pΔT qλ has exactly one vertex v of non-rigid type and either pΔT qλv is conjugated to a
member of SG or else v is of abelian type, pΔT qλ contains at least a rigid vertex and
pΔT qλv is the direct sum of its peripheral group with a cyclic group conjugated to one
in CS.
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Secondly, any group in SG or in CS appears at some node of ﬂoor type in the way described
above.
We start by placing TqA at the root r (same as before) of our tower. Assume that for some
λ P J , the group Tλ already appears as Tλ for some λ˚ P J˚ which is a leaf of the partial
resolution. We extend our partially constructed tower T by attaching at λ a resolution at
whose leaves we ﬁnd precisely all the T¯μ for μ ă λ, μ P lvpJq, as described now. Assign an
order v1, v2, ¨ ¨ ¨ vmS to the non-rigid surface groups appearing in Δ “ pΔT qλ. In case vi is of
abelian type, pick up an ordered base pmji qnij“1 of the complement of the peripheral subgroup
of Δui and let M
j
i “ xmki ynik“1.
If removing v1 from |Δ| does not disconnect the graph, after renumbering the vi, we can
assume it does not disconnect our reference spanning tree either. At the nodes nDFT pλq
we take the fundamental groups of each of the resulting connected components with respect
to the restriction of the spanning tree. We proceed by removing the vertices of non rigid
type of those components in the order speciﬁed by the given numbering, working with each
of the components in parallel. If the vertex vi is of abelian type, we add a chain λ
˚ “
μ0 ą μ1ą ¨ ¨ ¨μn1 , where Tμl is the amalgamated product of Mni´li ˚PerpMiq H, for H is the
fundamental group of the graph of groups obtained removing vi. If λ P J is of free product
type, we can dislodge free factors one by one in a series of nodes of free product type with
only two factors.
In addition to this, we will impose a linear order, denoted by Ÿ, on J˚. On the set of
children of any ﬁxed λ P J˚, we deﬁne Ÿ arbitrary, except for the constraint that the child
carrying the constants must be the minimum element. Finally, given any pair of distinct
nodes λ1, λ2 P J˚, consider their lowest upper bound ν and suppose that λi ď μi for μi ă λ
for i P t1, 2u. We let λi Ÿ λj if and only if μi Ÿ μj , where ti, ju “ 1, 2. This is a standard
construction: it corresponds to a depth-ﬁrst search of the nodes of the tree.
Deﬁnition 5.4.0.1. Let T pJ,rqA be a restricted π-tower structure of a group GA over π-limit
groups tTλuλPΛ and suppose that for each λ P Λ we are given a sequence pgλnqn of morphisms
from ASλ to FA with trivial limit kernel. We will say that a sequence pfnqn of morphisms
factoring through TA is a π-test sequence relative to the family tpgλnqnuλPΛ if and only if it
has trivial limit kernel, pfnæTλqn is equal to some subsequence pgλnqn up to postcomposition
by an inner automorhisms and the following properties are satisﬁed.
For any λ P JzΛ˚, where Λ˚ Ă lvpJ˚q is the set of leaves corresponding to those in Λ, we
require the sequence fλn to be unbounded and metrically convergent and the action of T
λ on
a limiting tree Y associated to the sequence pfλn qn, where fλn :“ fnæpT˚qλ to be as follows:
(FG) If λ P lvpJzΛ˚q, (which implies Tλ is unrestricted) Y is a geometric realization of a
simplicial Tλ-tree S, with a single orbit of trivially stabilized vertices and as many orbits
of trivially stabilized edges as the rank of the free group.
(FP) If Tλ is of free product type, with children μ1 and μ2, then Y is equivariantly isomorphic
to the geometric realization of the simplicial action associated with the free product
Tμ1 ˚ Tμ2 .
(Fl) If Tλ is of ﬂoor type then the action of Tλ on Y admits a decomposition pS, Yp´q, pp´qq
as a graph of actions. in which S is the tree dual to Γ. There are two cases, according
to the type of the unique non-rigid vertex u of pΔT qλ:
(S) If u is of surface type, then Γ “ pΔT qλ and for any surface type vertex u P V S,
the action of StabSpuq on Yu is dual to an arational measured foliation on Σu and
is not the pullback of any similar action by the map induced by a covering map
q : Σ Ñ Σ1, while the action of the stabilizers of rigid vertices is trivial.
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(A) If u is of abelian type, in which case Y is isomorphic to the geometric realization
of the tree dual to an HNN extension, where the vertex group is that of the single
rigid type vertex of pΔT qλ and the Bass-Serre a generator of a non-peripheral direct
summand of Stabpuq.
In cases (FG) and (FP) above we also impose that for any ﬁnitely generated restricted
π-limit group HAλ containing pTA˚ qλ and any diverging subsequence of extensions phknqn ofpfknqn to HA with trivial limit kernel and limiting tree Z either Tλ is elliptic in Z or its
minimal tree ZTλ satisﬁes:
For any h P H, if Z X h ¨ Z is non-degenerate, then h P Tλ. (:)
We also require:
Tμ grows faster than Tν under the sequence pfnqn for μ Ÿ ν. (::)
As we will see in the course of the construction, the condition that the sequence pfnqn
has limit kernel is to a certain extent redundant, and can be pulled up from the bottom of
the tower even if one starts with a slightly weaker (but somehow cumbersome) deﬁnition. We
note in passing the following:
Observation 5.4.1. Let T pJ,rqA be a π-tower structure of a group G and H a subgroup of G.
There is a unique minimal λ P J0 such that H can be conjugated into Tλ.
Proof. It follows easily from the following two facts:
i) Given a retraction r of a group G onto some H ď G, two subgroups K1,K2 ď H are
conjugate in K if and only if they are conjugate in H.
ii) Given a free product G “ ˚mi“1Gi, a subgroup H ď G can be conjugated into Gi for
at most on value of i.
Lemma 5.4.2. Fix λ P J˚ and let G be Tλ, H ﬁnitely generated containing G and gn an
extension of fλn to some ﬁnitely generated H for each n P N such that lkern g “ t1u, with
limting tree Y .
Assume that H is freely indecomposable relative to tGu Y A, where A is the family of
all the subgroups of H elliptic in Y . Then the action of H on Y admits a decomposition
as a tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq in which each vertex action is either of Seifert (surface),
axial or simplicial type. If G is elliptic in Y , then all the the simplicial components are non-
trivially stabilized. If G is not elliptic in Y , denote by L either the non-rigid type vertex
group of pΔT qλ in cases (S) and (A) or G in case (FG). Then there is a unique orbit of
non-degenerate components and the minimal tree YL is equal to one of them Yv0 .
• In case (FG) we have G “ H.
• In cases (S) and (FP) the group Stabpv0q coincides with L and all the points of inter-
section betweeen YL and other non-degenerate components are non-trivially stabilized in
L.
Proof. First, observe that if the group Tλ is itself elliptic in Y , then H cannot be freely
indecomposable relative to the family of all point stabilizers of Y . If it is not elliptic, the
same is true in cases (S) and (A) of the deﬁnition of test sequences, since then Tλ is freely
indecomposable relative to its rigid vertex groups, which are elliptic in Y in virtue of the
properties of test sequences. This means that the ﬁrst alternative of 3.1.17 does not hold, and
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we can decompose Y as a normalized tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq of the desired type, with
no trivially stabilized simplicial edges.
So assume now that Tλ is not elliptic. Consider (S) ﬁrst. Let the action on Z be dual
to an arational measured folitation F0 on Σ0. Observe that since the action of the vertex
surface group is indecomposable and non-linear Z Ă Yv0 for some component Yv0 of Seifert
type. Of course, this implies L ď StabpYv0q. Now, boundary subgroups of L ﬁx points in
Yv0 , hence they are contained in the ones associated to boundary components of Σ. In virtue
of the results of [Sco78], the embedding of L into π1pΣq is induced by some covering map
q : Σ0 Ñ Σ. The deﬁning properties of test sequences imply q has to be a homeomorphism,
hence L “ Stabpv0q. In (A), the minimal tree Z “ YL is a line which according to 3.1.16 has
to be fundamental in Y and the conclusion follows from corollary 3.1.16. In (FG) and (FP)
and corollary 3.1.18 yields a decomposition pS, Yp´q, pp´qq of the required type which includes
Z as a vertex tree Yv0 . The full strength of (:) implies that Stabpv0q “ L.
Corollary 5.4.3. In the situation above, if Tλ is not elliptic in Y , there is a minimal sim-
plicial H-tree U in which Tλ is not elliptic and a Tλ-subtree (sub-geometric abelian tree ) W
of Y such that:
• If λ is as in case (FG), then Tλ “ H.
• If λ is as in (FP) U has trivially stabilized edges and W is equivariantly isomorphic to
the tree dual to the decomposition Tλ “ pTμ1qγλ ˚ pTμ2qγλ , where tμ1, μ2u “ Chpλq.
• In case λ is of ﬂoor type then W is equivariantly isomorphic as a geometric abelian tree
to the dual tree of the decomposition pΔT qλ. In case (S), StabTλpvq “ StabHpvq holds
for any non-rigid vertex v of W .
Any subgroup of H elliptic in Y is elliptic in U and stabilizes a rigid vertex of U in case λ is
of ﬂoor type.
Proof. Case (FG) is already dealt with in the lemma. In case (A) the conclusion follows
directly from lemma 3.1.16. In case (FP), we can apply lemma 2.3.1 to the skeleton S and
the simplicial tree underlying the action of Tλ on Yv0 . Recall that the stabilizers of edges of
S incident to v0 can only stabilize points of Yv0 which are non-trivially stabilized in T
λ and
is therefore elliptic in the associated simplicial tree. In case (S) the decomposition can be
obtained by collapsing all the edges of S which are not incident to a translate of v0. Each
edge of S incident to v0 corresponds to a point of YL stabilized by a boundary subgroup of L
and have that same stabilizer in H. This implies the union of the translates by elements of
Tλ of the star around v0 is isomorphic to the tree dual to pΔT qλ. A subgroup of H elliptic in
Y is elliptic in S. On the other hand any subgroup of Stabpv0q elliptic in Yv0 is contained in
the stabilizer of an incident edge group. This proves the last claim for cases (FG) and (S). In
case (A) the property was already contained in lemma 3.1.16.
5.4.1 Two basic properties of test sequences
Lemma 5.4.4. Assume T pJ,rqA is a closed tower structure of GA and that all members of a
given π-test sequence pfnqn : TqA Ñ FA restrict to the same embedding κ of the node group
HA which carries the constants into FA. Assume that for c P G either ZGpcq “ xcy or a peg
of ZGpcq. Then either of the following happens:
i) Some conjugate cg of c belongs to the terminal group of RA which carries the constants.
ii) For n big enough fnpcq is primitive in F.
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Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction none of the two options were true and let λ P
JzDFtpT q be minimal such that c is conjugate to some d P Tλ “ LAλ . LetK the amalgamated
product of M “ xd, uyab and L “ Tλ over xdy. Notice that this is a CSA group, since d
generates its own centralizer in L.
Then a metrically convergent sequence pgnqn of extensions of pfnqn to K exists so that
gnpuqkn “ fnpdq for some kn R t´1, 0, 1u. Let P “ K{lkergn n. The ﬁrst observation is that
ZQpdq ‰ xzy as for no n,m P N the element dmu´1 in the kernel of gn, and hence that L
does not map onto P . Clearly P is freely indecomposable relative to H, since free factors are
centralizer closed. Consider now the action of P on a limiting tree for the sequence L.
Observe that L is not elliptic in Y . Indeed, suppose for a second it is elliptic we claim
that then M must necessarily be elliptic as well. For M can only act by translations on its
minimal tree (abelianity of an action is clearly preserved by taking limits in the equivariant
Gromov topology ). On the other hand tlZpuq ď limn 1kn tlZpdq, so M in this case is generated
by elliptic elements. As a result there are points x, stabilized by M and y whose stabilizer
contains L such that Y is equivariantly isomorphic to a geometric realization of the tree dual
to the amalgamated product of Stabpxq and Stabpyq over the set-wise stabilizer of rx, ys (since
by superstability if an element of Stabpxq Y Stabpyq ﬁxes a non-degenerate segment of rx, ys
then it must ﬁx the entire rx, ys). But this is impossible, since implies that either d stabilizes
a non-degenerate tripod (if the index of the set-wise stabilizer of rx, ys in xu, dy is greater than
2) or that some element of M acts as a reﬂection on some inﬁnite line (if the index is equal
to 2).
So G is not elliptic in Y . It follows from minimality and our assumptions on d that λ
falls in one of cases (FP), (FG) or (S) and d is not elliptic in Y . On the other hand, consider
the decomposition of the action of P on Y as a tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq provided by
corollary 5.4.2. In case (S) let S0 Ă S be the miminal tree of L in S and Z “ ŤvPS0 Yv. In
the other ones let Z “ Yv for the unique v stabilized by L. Observation 3.1.13 implies that Z
is fundamental and StabpZq “ L in both. This means that P “ L, since Axpdq Ă ŤvPV S0 Yv
ﬁxed by u as well (in other words ug belongs to the limit kernel of pgnqn for some g P G ).
As a warm up before the proof of Merzlyakov’s theorem, let us give one of the simplest
and most natural examples of the idea behind test sequences.
Lemma 5.4.5. Let T pJ,rqA be a closed tower structure where A is full and malnormal in F,
u, u2 P Tˆ non-trivial elements of Tˆ and for some π-test sequence pfnqn relative to a ﬁxed
embedding κ of the level group carrying the constants into F and n big enough fnpu1q “
fnpu2qtn for some tn P F. Let κ be image of u1 and u2 are conjugate in Tˆ .
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that uj belongs to T
λj for the minimal λj P J˚ such
that uj can be conjugated to T
λ (this is well deﬁned in virtue of 5.4.3). Consider ﬁrst the
case in which λ1 ‰ λ2 and assume without loss of generality that λ1 Ÿ λ2. For simplicity
let Hi “ Tλi for i “ 1, 2 up to replacing pfnqn by a subsequence, a geometrically convergent
sequence pgnqn of homomorphisms from H1 ˚ H2 to F exist with the properties:
i) gnæH1 “ fnæH1
ii) gnæH2 “ inntn ˝ fnæH2 for some tn P F satisfying the property fnpu1q “ fnpu2qtn for
which sl˚1npfnpxqtnsq is minimal, where x is a ﬁxed tuple of generators of H2.
Let q : H1 ˚ H2 Ñ Q be the limit quotient of pgnqn and Y the associated limiting tree. We
can think of H1, H2 as a subgroups of Q, which necessarily satisﬁes equality u1 “ ut2 “ uts1 .
Property (::) implies Tλ1 ď G (hence u1) ﬁxes some ˚1 P Y which is the limit of the sequence
p˚1nqn. We claim that H2 is elliptic as well. Indeed, otherwise u2, not being conjugate to a
non-rigid vertex group of pΔT qλ, would have to act hyperbolically on Y , something clearly
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incompatible with being conjugate to u1. In view of this, let ˚2 P Y be ﬁxed by H2. Since
the action of H on Y is non-trivial, necessarily ˚1 ‰ ˚2. This implies that the action of
xH1, Hts2 y on its minimal tree in Y must be isomorphic to some geometric realization of the
tree dual to an amalgamated free product of the form H1 ˚E Hts2 , where E is the abelian
segment stabilizer of I “ r˚1, ˚2s, since superstability of the action implies for any g P H1
either g P E or g ¨ I X I “ t˚1u. But then 3.2.1 implies there is c P E and n big enough
sl˚1npgnpxqgnpcqq ă sl˚1npgnpxqq, and the element t1n “ tngnpcq contradicts the minimality of tn.
If λ1 “ λ “ λ2, then if Tλ carries the constants the claim is clear. If it does not, let
H “ H1 again, up to replacing pfnqn by a subsequence, a geometric convergent pgnqn of
homomorphisms form H ˚ xty to F exist such that:
i) gnæH1 “ fnæH1
ii) gnpu2qgnptq “ gnpu1q and tn :“ gnptq minimizes l˚1nptnq among those with that prop-
erty.
Let q : H ˚ xty Ñ Q be the limit quotient of pgnqn and Y the associated limiting tree.
We can identify H with qpHq, so that u1 “ uqptq2 ; this equation implies that Q is freely
indecomposable relative to H. If H is elliptic in Y , then it ﬁxes the limit ˚1 of the sequence
p˚1nq and an argument entirely analogous to the one used above shows that Y is isomorphic to
some geometric realization of an HNN extension with vertex group H and Bass-Serre element
t. An application of 3.2.1 contradicts the minimality condition for tn in this case. If H is not
elliptic in Y then neither are u1 and u2 and the intersection YH Xqptq´1 ¨YH must contain the
whole axis of u1. If λ falls in cases (FG),(S) or (FP) this implies right away that qptq P u1 and
we are done. If λ is as in case (A), we know that there is a decomposition of Q obtained from
pΔT qλ by enlarging the two vertex groups (the non-rigid one stays abelian), dual to some tree
S. If one among u1, u2 ﬁxes an abelian-type vertex of S, then the other must ﬁx that same
vertex as well and by the CSA property rqptq, u2s “ 1, implying that u1 “ u2.
If one of them is hyperbolic in S, then the other one must be as well. By inspecting their
normal form one can easily check that the only possible case in which they are not conjugate
in H is that in which, up to conjugation in Q (by diﬀerent elements) we have u1 “ r1a1,
u2 “ r2a2, where ai P A and the two elements r1, r2 P R are not mutually conjugate in R but
r1 “ rb2 for some b P BzH (boolean ’z’). This can be ruled out by induction hypothesis, so we
are done.
5.5 Existence of π-test sequences
Fix now a restricted π-tower structure T pJ,rqA relative to the the groups at the nodes of Λ ‰ pJq
and suppose that for each λ P Λ a sequence pgλnqn of morphisms from ASλ to FAλ with trivial
limit kernel is given. For the remaining of the section, let TA be a restricted π-tower which
has already been reﬁned, as described at the beginning of section 5.4 The goal of this section
is to prove the following result:
Proposition 5.5.1. For any q P pgqpT q there is a family F of test sequences of TA relative
to ppgλnqnqλPΛ such that:
• F is closed under taking subsequences
• F is closed under diagonal subsequences
• F is congruency complete
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5.5.1 Proof of proposition 5.5.1
The proof is by induction on the size of J ; the induction step involve showing the existence
of an adequate family of π-test sequences of T pJ,rqA provided such a family exists for TAæλ for
any λ P Chprq. We will refer to a family of divergent sequences satisfying the ﬁrst two points
above as a CSD family. It is not hard to see that a CSD family F corresponds to a descending
chain
HompG,Fq Ě rFs0 Ą rFs1 ¨ ¨ ¨
with trivial intersection, from which F is recoverable as the set of all sequences pfnqn such
that fn P rFsn. Clearly all sequences in such an F have trivial limit kernel if and only if for
any g P Gzt1u there is some n P N such that fmpgq ‰ 1 for all pfnqn P F and m ě n. If all
sequences in the family share a common limiting tree we say that the family is convergent.
Note that in this case there is some g P G which grows uniformly fast, by which we mean that
for any L ą 0 some n exists such that tlλfm pgq ą L for any m ě n and pfmqm P F .
Observation 5.5.2. Suppose we are given groups G1, G2 ¨ ¨ ¨m and for 1 ď i ď m a CSD family
Fi of convergent sequences in HompGi,Fq. Then there is a CSD family F of sequences of
homomorphisms from G1 ˚ G2 ¨ ¨ ¨Gm to F such that:
• pfnæGiq P Fi for 1 ď i ď m
• Given any tuple ppf jnqnq1ďjďm P F1 ˆ F2 ¨ ¨ ¨Fm there is some pfnqn in F such that
pfnæGiqn is a subsequence of pf inqn for 1 ď i ď m.
• pfnqn makes Gi grow faster than Gj for i ă j
Proof. Simply chose a ﬁnite set of generators Xi of Gi for 1 ď i ď m ´ 1 and take as F the
collection of all sequences pgnqn of maps from G1˚G2 ¨ ¨ ¨Gm such that pgnæGj qn P Fi and that
tlλ
f
j
n pxyq ď n ¨ tlλfj`1n pgj`1q for all n ą 0, 1 ď j ď m´ 1, x, y P Xj and some gj`1 P Gj`1.
Free groups, free products and small cancellation sequences
Fix a base B of a free group F. We say that x P F is cyclically reduced if the translation
length of its normal form is minimal among those of all of its conjugates. Alternatively, if the
the length of its normal form coincides with the translation length of its action on the Cayley
graph of F, i.e. if the orbit of 1 P CaylpFq by powers of x is contained in the axis of x. Any
element y P F can be expressed in a unique way as a product without cancellation of the form
u ¨ x ¨ u´1 so that x “ yu is cyclically reduced (see [LS15] for more details. Given elements
x, y (possibly equal) of a free group F, a common piece of x and y is a word in B˘ appearing
as a subword of the normal form of cyclically reduced conjugates xg and yh of x and y. If
x “ y, we additionally require that gh´1 R Zpxq. A tuple x “ pxjqnj“1 of cyclically reduced
elements of a free group F is said to have the small cancellation property C 1pkq for k P N if
any common piece of xi and x
˘
j for 1 ď i, j ď n has length smaller than mint|xi|, |xj |u.
Lemma 5.5.3. Let pF 1, π1q and pF 2, π2q be free π-groups, where πi and chose a base px1, ¨ ¨ ¨xmq
for F 1. Then for each m P N there is a morphism φm from pF 1, π1q to pF 2, π2q such that if
we let ymj “ ¯φmpxjq and zi,m be a cyclically reduced conjugate of yi,m then:
• The tuple pzm1 , zm2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ zmn q has property C 1pmq
• |yi,m| ą m for all 1 ď i ď n
• |yi,m||yj,m| ă 1 ` 1m for all i, j P t1, 2 ¨ ¨ ¨mu
• |zi,m| ě pm´1qm |yi,m|.
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Proof. Let R Ă F map bijectively onto Q via π and take L “ maxrPR |r|. Let n be the rank
of n. It is a well known fact that for any m a tuple y¯1m “ py11,m ¨ ¨ ¨ y1n,mq cyclically reduced
elements of F 2 of length ě m satisfying the three conditions above exists. The only thing left
is to ensure the compatibility of those tuples with the π-structure on both sides.
In order to do so, for each 1 ď i ď n, let ri,m P R be such that π1pxiq “ π2pyi,mq, where
yi,m “ y1i,mri,m. Let u be such that y1i,m “ wi,m ¨u, ri,m “ u´1si,m and yi,m “ wi,m ¨si,m. Here
the notation u ¨ v indicates the fact that the product is reduced, i.e., no cancellation between
a sub-word of the normal form for u and that for v takes place. As in the statement, let zi,m
be a cyclically reduced conjugate of yi,m. Since y¯m satisﬁes the small cancellation property,
if yi,m starts with the inverse of some ﬁnal subword w of zi,m, then |w| ď |si,m| ` 1m |yi,m|. In
short, |zi,j | ě m´2m |yi,j | ´ L. Furthermore, any piece of length C contained in some zi,m has
to contain another one yi,m of length ě C ´ L. Hence if we let P pu¯q stand for the length of
the biggest piece of z¯m not intersecting any of the ui,m then:
P p ¯z,mq
min1ďiďn |zi,m| ď
P p ¯y,mq ` L
m´1
m min1ďiďn |zi,m| ´ L
ď min1ďiďn |zi,m|
min1ďiďn |zi,m| ´ L p
1
m
` L
m
q
Clearly this term goes to 0 as m goes to inﬁnity, so we are done.
Observation 5.5.4. If a tuple px1, x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xnq of cyclically reduced elements of a free group
satisﬁes C 1p3q, it is automatically a base of the subgroup of the free group it generates, as in
particular it satisﬁes Nielsen property (see [LS15] for a deﬁnition).
We will call a sequence of morphisms fm satisfying the ﬁrst two properties listed in the
statement a small cancellation sequence with respect to the base px1, ¨ ¨ ¨xmq. If it also satisﬁes
the third we will say it is balanced. Note that given a sequence of balanced small cancellation
sequences ppfmn qnqmPN with respect to a certain base x of F1, the sequence pfnn qnPN is also a
balanced small cancellation sequence.
Lemma 5.5.5. Let H be a free group, x a base of H and pfnqn a balanced small cancellation
sequence of morphisms from H to some other free group F with respect to x. Suppose we are
given a ﬁnitely generated extension L of H and a sequence phnqn of maps extending fn with
trivial limit kernel and Y a limiting tree for phnqn. Suppose that H is not elliptic in Y and let
YH be the minimal tree of H. Then h ¨YH XYH can only be a non-degenerate segment in case
h P H and the action of H on YH is a geometric realization of the action of H on CaylxpSq
which assigns the same length to all the edges of CaylpS, xq.
Proof. It all comes down to the following easy observation:
Observation 5.5.6. Let px1, ¨ ¨ ¨xnq be a tuple of cyclically reduced elements of the free group
F. Let li be the translation length of xi for its action on the Cayley graph of F. The tuple
has property C 1pnq if for any h P F whenever Axpxiq and h ¨ Axpxjq overlap on a segment of
length greater than 1n min1ďiďmtl
CaylpFqpxiq necessarily i “ j and h P Zpxiq.
Assume thatH does not ﬁx a point in Y . Let νn “ min
1ďiď|x|
fnpxiq. Small cancellation implies
that 1 cannot be at distance greater than 1nνn from the axis of any fpxiq for 1 ď i ď m. On
the other hand, for any h P H, we have n´4n |h|νn ď |fnphq| ď m`1m |h|νn, the left inequality
following from that given a reduced word x	1i1x
	2
i2
¨ ¨ ¨x	rir at most 4n of the reduced word for
fnpx	jij q cancels out in the word fnpx	1i1 qfnpx	2i2 q ¨ ¨ ¨ fnpx	rir q. This implies that the functions
1
νn
l
CaylpFq
1 pfnp´qq converge point-wise to lCaylxpHq1 p´q and the action of H on YH is exactly
as desired. Suppose now that for some g P L the intersection YH X g ¨ YH is a non-degenerate
segment.
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Since YH is covered by translates of the axis of the xi, this implies Axpxiq and h ¨Axpxjq
overlap in a non-degenerate segment for 1 ď i, j ď m. This in turn implies that for some
α ą 0 and any n in some inﬁnite subsequence |AxpfnpxiqqXfnphq ¨Axpfnpxjqq| ą αtlpfnpxiqq.
The small cancellation property together with the observation above implies that i “ j and
fnphq “ fnpxiqrn for some rn P Z and any such n. Now, rn “ tlpfnphqqtlpfnphqq converges to r8 “
tlY pxjq
tlY pxiq , so it must be constantly equal to r8 P Z after a certain point, which implies that
h P xxiy.
Corollary 5.5.7. Suppose we are given a group L “ K ˚ H and a pgnqn a sequence of
homomorphisms from L to F such that gnæH “ fkn for some balanced small cancellation
sequence fn and
l1pgnpyiyjqq
kj
tends to 0 for some ﬁnite tuple y of generators of L and 1 ď i, j ď
|y|. Then lkern gn “ 1. and the limiting tree is a geometric realization of the tree dual to a
graph of groups decomposition with a single vertex group K and a one-edge trivially stabilized
loop for each of the given generators of H.
Proof. Let q : L Ñ Q be the limit quotient of the sequence pfnqn. Consider the action of
Q “ L{lkern h on any limiting tree Y for phnqn. The last property in the deﬁnition of small
cancellation sequences implies that qpKq ﬁxes a point in the minimal tree YH (3) . We know
that YH X g ¨ YH can only be non-degenerate for g P qpHq which then, if non-trivial, cannot
ﬁx any point of Y . It follows that the limit kernel of pgnqn is trivial and Y of the desired
form.
Corollary 5.5.8. Any π-tower without constants and a single node of type (FG) admits a
CSD family of π-test sequences.
Corollary 5.5.9. Suppose that the root r is as in case (FP) and that for each μ P Chprq a
congruency complete CSD family of π-test sequences of TAæμ exists. Then a familiy T S with
such properties exists for TA as well.
Proof. Let Chprq “ tμ1, μ2u and assume that μ1 carries the constants. Let T S0 be the family
of sequences of morphisms from T to F obtained by applying 5.5.2 to the families T Sμ1 and
T Sμ2 . Let Z be cyclic, with πpZq “ t1u and pgnqn a π-test sequence. Take L “ T ˚ Z, Let ι
be the embedding of T into L given by ιæTμ1 “ Id and T“μ2innt. Fix a tuple of generators x
of T . As T S we take the set of all sequences of the form pgn ˝ ιq Ă MorpLA,FAq, where:
• pgnæT qn P T S0
• gnæZ “ hkn for some π-test sequence phnqn of Z and kn P N is such that tlpgnpxixjqq ď kn
for any 1 ď i, j ď |x|.
It is easy to check that T S is CSD sequence of morphisms factoring through TA. The action
of T on any limiting tree for pfnqn P T S is simply the minimal tree of the pullback by ι of the
action of L on the limiting tree for pgnqn. The result we are looking for is immediate, given
what the we know about the latter from the previous lemma. It is also true, although not
needed for this, that lkern gn.
Approximating actions by twisting
Lemma 5.5.10. Suppose we are given a group G, F a ﬁnite subset of G, pZ0, Z, pteqePEZq
a presentation of an action of G without inversions on a simplicial tree S with abelian edge
stabilizers. Then there is a ﬁnite subset H Ă Ť
vPV S
Stabpvq such that given any f : G Ñ H and
any action λ of H by isometries on a real tree pX, dq, if the following properties are satisﬁed:
(3)The ratio between the distance between the axis of the small cancellation elements in F from the identity
and the rescaling factor tends to 0.
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i) λ is D acylindrical for some D ą 0
ii) H X ker f “ H
iii) fpStabpeqq acts hyperbolically on X for all e P S
iv) Given e, f incident at v P S, if Stabpeq X Stabpfqg ‰ t1u then either (4):
• e “ f
• e “ tf for some Bass-Serre element t commuting with Stabpeq
Then for each x P X, v0 P S and any geometric realization p|S|, d1q of S there is a sequence
pτnqn Ă A of products of Dehn twists over the edges of e such that the sequence 1n lλ˝f˝τnx pgq
converges to l
pρ,d1q
v0 pgq for any g P F , where ρ is the obvious action of G on |S|.
In particular, if we take H to be free and as λ the action of H on its Cayley graph we
deduce:
Corollary 5.5.11. Suppose we are given a ﬁnitely generated π-group G a simplicial G-tree
S with abelian edge stabilizers satisfying condition (iv) or of the lemma above and a sequence
pfnqn of morphisms from G to F such that for any v P S the sequence pfnæStabpvqqn has trivial
limit kernel. Then there is a sequence pτnqn Ă ModπpG, Sq such that pfn ˝ τnqn has trivial
limit kernel.
Example 5.5.12. The corollary is not true if one simply removes condition (iv). Consider
the amalgamated product of a free group Fpa, b, cq with the free abelian group with base tc, du
over their common subgroup xcy. Let F 1 “ Fpx, yq and let pfnqn be the sequence of maps
given by:
fnpaq “ y, fnpbq “ yx, fnpcq “ xn`3, fnpdq “ xn`2
It is easy to check that the restriction of fn to both vertex groups has trivial limit kernel, as the
triple pfnpaq, fnpbq, fnpcqq is Nielsen reduced. Now, any gn obtained form fn by precomposing
by a Dehn twist of the decomposition above is equal to fn up to post-composing by an
automorphism of F (some power of the one ﬁxing x and sending y to yx), so in particular
ker fn “ ker gn. But lkern fn ‰ t1u, as the element b´1acd´1 ‰ 1 is sent by the identity by
all the fn.
The hypothesis can be slightly weakened, though:
Corollary 5.5.13. Suppose we are given a ﬁnitely generated π-group G and S a a simplicial
G-tree with non-trivial abelian stabilzers such that V S “ V0 > V1 and
• Each vertex of V0 is adjacent only to vertices of V1
• There are no non-trivial elements ﬁxing two distinct edges adjacent to a vertex of V1.
• The stabilizer of any edge of S coincides with its centralizer in the stabilizer of any of
its endpoints.
(4) Equivalently, at the level of graph of groups:
• No two conjugates of the groups Δres and Δrfs intersect non-trivially for distinct and non mutually
inverse res, rf s originating at rvs.
• The two edge groups associated to a one-edge loop coincide and the corresponding Bass-Serre generator
commutes with them.
• Δres is malnormal in Δrvs for any edge res P GzS
If G is CSA the last bullet is equivalent to Δres being a maximal abelian subgroup of Δrvs.
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Assume we are also given a sequence pfnqn of homomorphisms from G to F such that its
restriction to the stabilizer of any vertex of S has trivial limit kernel. Then there is a sequence
pτnqn Ă ModπpG, Sq such that lkern fn ˝ τn is trivial.
Proof. First of all notice that the conditions listed above imply that S is 2-acylindrical and
Stabpeq is self-centralizerd in G for any edge e in S (5) . Our proof is by induction on the
number of edges of the associated decomposition Δ. Pick any edge e P S and let S˚ be the
tree resulting from the collapse of any edge outside the orbit of e. The induction hypothesis
implies the existence of a sequence pσnqn Ă A such that lkern fn ˝ σnæStabpuq “ t1u for any
vertex u P S˚.
The desired result will follow as soon as we manage to prove that S˚ satisﬁes condition
(iv). Since Stabpeq is self-centralized and Stabpuq is CSA, the only thing left to show is that
Stabpeq X Stabpfq “ t1u for e, f originating at u in distinct orbits, this is clear, since the lifts
e˜, f˜ in S of e and f respectively must span a segment of diameter at least 3.
Proof. (of lemma 5.5.10) Let f be any homomorphism from G to H. Chose a Bass-Serre
presentation pZ0, Z, pteqePEZq of the action of G on S for which v0 P Z0. For any edge e P Z
mapping onto a loop in GzS, chose a Bass-Serre element te commuting with Stabpeq, in
accordance to (iv). Assign to every edge e P S some ce P Stabpeq in such a way that:
• c´1e “ ce
• cg´1¨e “ cge
• ce is hyperbolical with respect to λf for each e P E; let tle be the translation length of
fpceq with respect to λ
For each e P S let αe be the length of the segment corresponding to e in p|S|, d1q and tle the
translation length of fpceq with respect to λ. For each n P N chose an integer expepnq closest
to
Y
nα
tle
]
, with the property that the Dehn twist over e by c
expepnq
e P A. Clearly there is a
constant C independent of e and n such that expepnq and nαtle diﬀerer at mostby C regardless
of n. As τn we take the composition of the Dehn twists τ
expepnq
e,ce , for e ranging among all edges
of Z pointing away from v0. Represent any g P G as a product of the form g0te0 ¨ ¨ ¨ tem´1gm,
associated to a sequence v0, e0, v1, e1 ¨ ¨ ¨ em´1, vm “ v0 Ă Z projecting to a closed path in
GzT , where αpeiq P V for each i. Let R be some constant bigger than:
i) Any of the tle.
ii) lλxpgiq for 0 ď i ď m
iii) The distance between x and Axpceq for any e P S.
iv) pC ` 1qp
ÿ
ePE
tlλpceqq
Then τnpgq can be written as g0s0te0g1s1te1g2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm´1gm where si “ c´expei,nei . We want
to estimate the distance between the points x and y “ λpτpgqq ¨ x. Let: I0 “ rx, g0 ¨ xs,
Jj “ g¯j ¨rx, sj ¨xs for 0 ď j ď m, Ij “ h¯j ¨rx, tej´1gj ¨xs for 1 ď j ď m, where g¯j “ g0s0te0 ¨ ¨ ¨ gj
and h¯j “ g0s0te0g1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sj´1 (the reader is reminded that although we have decided to leave
the subscripts out, all of this is dependent of n). Notice that for 0 ď j ď m ´ 1 the right
endpoint of the oriented segment Ij is the left endpoint of Jj , while the right endpoint of Jj
is the left endpoint of Ij`1 and the right endpoint of Im is y. Now, clearly |Ij |, |K| ď 2R for
0 ď j ď m. On the other hand |Jj ´ n| ď R and the subsegment J 1j Ă Jj consisting of those
(5)That elliptic elements commuting with Stabpeq are in Stabpeq is easy to check. The axis of an hyperbolic
element commuting with Stabpeq has to be ﬁxed by any non-trivial element of Stabpeq, against acylindricity.
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points at distance ě R from BJj is contained in h¯jAxpsjq “ h¯jAxpcej q, since x is at distance
ď R from Axpcej q. For each e P S, let lepgq be the number translates of e or e contained in
the path rv0, g ¨ v0s. We deduce that:
1
n
lλxpτnpgqq ď 1n p
ÿ
ePE
αe|t0 ď j ď m | rejs “ eu| ` p2m ` 1qRq “ lαpgq ` 2m ` 1
n
Assume for a moment that the subsegment J2j of Jj consisting of those points at
distance greater or equal than 3R ` D ` 1 from BJj intersects some Ik or Jl for j ‰ l.
Since |Ij |, |Ij`1| ď R, for n big enough some subsegment of Jj of length greater or equal
than 2R ` D ` 1 is contained in Jj´1 or Jj`1 with the opposite orientation, let us say Jj´1.
This implies J 1j´1 and J 1j share a subsegment of length ě R ` D ` 1 and hence the same
is true for ptej´1gjsjq´1 ¨ Axpcej´1q “ Axpc
tej´1gjsj
ej´1 q and Axpcej q (in the sense of λf ). Now,
c
tej´1gjsj
ej´1 “ pc´1tej´1 qgjsj q P Stabpvjq. The following fact is well known and can be easily proven
by inspection:
Fact 5.5.14. Given an action of a group G on a real tree, L ą 0 and two hyperbolical elements
h, g P G such that |Axpgq XAxphq| ě tlpgq ` tlphq ` L, the commutator rh, gs ﬁxes a segment
of length at least L of Axpgq X Axphq.
It follows from this, together with the D-acylindricity of Y , that fpprc´1tej´1 qgjsj , cej sq “ 1,
which implies that fprpc´1tej´1 qgj , cej sq “ 1. We claim that rpc´1tej´1 qgj , cej s is non-trivial in G.
Indeed, assumption iv together with the fact that the expression g0te0 ¨ ¨ ¨ tem´1gm is reduced
imply that the only way it can be trivial is if rgj , cej s “ 1 and ej´1 “ ej . This implies the
existence of two inversely oriented subsegments of Axpcjq both of which are oriented in the
same direction in which cej acts by translations, which is obviously an absurdity. We deduce
from this that there is a ﬁnite collection of non-trivial elements of G such that if f does not
kill any of them for each n big enough the segment rx, ys will contain the disjoint union of the
segments J2j , which in turn implies 1n l
Y
x pτnpgqq ě nlαpgq´mp6R`3D`Dqq{n. Both this and the
lower bound above tend to lα with n, giving us the desired result.
Let Σ be a big compact surface with boundary. We say that δ cuts the surface into small
pieces if and only if any Σ0 P rΣsδ is either a a sphere minus three discs (a.k.a. ’pair of pants’)
or a projective plane with two disks removed.
Remark 5.5.15. Observe that such a essential system of curves has the property that given any
homotopy class α of essential s.c.c. either α P δ or else any of the cyclic subgroups associated
with α are hyperbolic in Tδ.
We say that two essential systems of curves δ and  ﬁll Σ if for suitable representatives of
δ, , each connected component of ΣzpδY q is either simply connected or a boundary-parallel
annulus. In particular, for any α P γ there is some β P δ such that ipα, βq ‰ 0 and viceversa.
Remark 5.5.16. This is equivalent to the fact that any non-trivial element of π1pΣ, ˚q must
be hyperbolic in either Tγ or Tγ .
Given a essential system of curves γ on Σ let Δγ be a graph of groups decomposition corre-
sponding to the tree Tγ , as deﬁned in 2.4, whose vertex groups are the image in π1pΣ, ˚q of the
fundamental groups of the subsurfaces in rΣsδ (this image is well deﬁned up to conjugation).
Fact 5.5.17. Given a essential system of curves γ in a compact bounded surface Σ there is
another essential system of curves δ such that γ and δ ﬁll Σ.
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The curve graph of a big surface Σ, which we denote by C1pΣq is the graph whose vertices
are homotopy classes of essential simple closed curves in Σ, where an edge is added between
α and β in case ipα, βq is minimal. Clearly a essential system of curves is a subset C1pΣq of
diameter ď 1. On the other hand, any two curves at distance ě 3 in C1pΣq ﬁll Σ, as there
is no essential simple closed curve disjoint with both. The statement above follows therefore
from the very well-known fact that C1pΣq has inﬁnite diameter. A proof of the following can
be extracted from [Wil09, 4.17]
Lemma 5.5.18. Let S be the fundamental group of a big bounded compact surface Σ . Suppose
we are given a homomorphism f from S to some limit group G which injects the groups
corresponding to boundary components of S and has non-abelian image. Then there is a
essential system of curves δ on Σ cutting Σ into small pieces such that for each α P δ such
that the fundamental group of any Σ0 P rΣsδ is mapped injectively by f into G.
Surface type vertex groups
As a warm up, let us start by proving the following weaker and well-understood result:
Lemma 5.5.19. Suppose we are given a π-tower structure T pJ,rqA and λ P J of ﬂoor type,
where pΔT qλ contains a unique vertex of non-rigid type, which is of surface type, as well as a
sequence of morphisms pfnqn : ˚μăλASλ Ñ FA with trivial limit kernel. Let δ be a essential
system of curves on the corresponding surface Σ which cuts it into small pieces.
Proof. Let δ be the essential system of curves provided by lemma 5.5.18, applied to the unique
surface group of Δ “ pΔT qλ, isomorphic to π1pΣ, ˚q, and η :“ ηλR. Let S be the tree dual to
G :“ pΔT qλ and Sδ the one obtained by blowing up those vertices in the unique orbit G ¨ v0
of S to a copy of the action on Tδ. Let S
1
δ be the tree obtained from Sδ by folding togetherpe, g ¨ eq for any e originating at a rigid type vertex v and any g in the centralizer of Stabpeq in
Stabpvq. The resulting decomposition is identical to that associated to Sδ, except that at each
of the vertices where we saw H :“ π1pΣ0q for some Σ0 P rΣsδ we now see the amalgamated
product of H with the centralizers of groups corresponding to each of the one or two boundary
components of Σ0. It is clear now that the tree S
1
δ satisﬁes the list of conditions of corollary
5.5.13 (with the set of rigid vertices as V0).
We need to check that the restriction of pfnqn to the stabilizer of a vertex u of S1δ not
already in Sδ has trivial limit kernel. Observe that in that case Stabpuq “ A˚B, with A and
B are the centralizers of incident edges.
Claim 5.5.20. Let G “ A ˚ B for free abelian groups A and B and let pfnqn be a sequence
of homomorphisms from G to a free group such that pfnæAqn and pfnæBqn both have trivial
limit kernel and fnpGq is non-abelian for any n. Then pfnqn has trivial limit kernel.
Proof. This follows easily from the well-known fact that any pair of two non-commuting
elements of the free groups form a basis of the subgroup of the free group they generate; in
particular here fnpGq – fnpAq ˚ fnpBq for any n. For any g P G with normal form (let’s say)
a1b1a2b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bn, where ai, bi ‰ 1, for n big enough both fnpaiq and fnpbiq are non-trivial for
all i, which together with the fact above clearly implies fnpgq ‰ 1.
Lemma 5.5.21. Let G be a group admitting an action on a geometric abelian tree S, such
that GzS is bipartite, with edges joining a single vertex rv0s of surface type with (ﬁnitely many)
vertices of rigid type. Let Σ be the surface associated to v0, so that Q0 :“ Stabpv0q – π1pΣq.
Suppose we are given some ﬁnite index subgroup R ď ModpΔq Ă AutpGq. and essential
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system of curves δ on Σ cutting it into small pieces. Let W be the tree obtain by blowing up
v0 P S to the Stabpv0q-tree Tδ dual to the essential system of curves δ(6) and then collapsing
all edges inherited from S and let p|W |, d, ρq a geometric realization of it. Then there is a
sequence pθnqn P R and a diverging sequence pμnqn of positive constants such that if we let
W0 be the minimal tree of W the sequence p|W0|, 1μn d, ρ ˝ θnq converges in the equivariant
Gromov topology to some action on a real tree pY, dlim, ρlimq of G on a real tree which can be
decomposed as a tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq, where
• Yu is a point for u P G ¨ v0
• Yv0 is dual to an arational measured foliation on Σ and for any covering map q :
π1pΣ, ˚q Ñ π1pΣ1, ˚q the action of Stabpv0q on its minimal tree does not extend via
qv˚ to any action of π1pΣ1, ˚q on a real tree.
Proof. Let γ be a essential system of curves such that γ and δ ﬁll Σ. Take any collection
tφnunPN of non-trivial Deck transformations of Σ such that (up to an homeomorphism isotopic
to the identity) any proper covering map with domain Σ admits φn as a Deck transformation
for some n. Let us ﬁrst show how to reduce the lemma to the following claim:
Claim 5.5.22. There are sequences pθnqn Ă R restricting to an automorphisms of Q0 and
pμnqn Ă R` such that:
i) For any g P G which does not stabilize a rigid type vertex of W and n big enough
θnpgq is hyperbolic in W .
ii) |lnp tlpρ,dqpθnpgqq
tlpρ,dqpθphqq q| is convergent for h, g none of which stabilizes a rigid type vertex of
W .
iii) tlpρ,dqpgq diverges for some g0 P Q0
iv) For any two elements h, g P G which do not stabilize a rigid type vertex of W
limn|lnp tlpρ,dqpθnpgqqtlpρ,dqpθphqq q| ă 8
v) For any n there is some an P Q0 such that limm|lnp tlpρ,dqpθnpanqqtlpρ,dqpθpa1nqq q| ą 0, where a
1
n
stands for pφnq˚panq by a1n (7).
Indeed, this clearly implies some divergent (by iii) sequence pμnqn of positive constants
exists such that the sequence 1μn tl
pd,ρ˝θnqp´´q converges pointwise to tlpdlim,ρlimqp´´q for
some isometric action ρlim of G on real tree Ylim. As we know, this implies convergence in
the equivariant Gromov topology. Observe the following:
a) For any u of rigid type any g P Stabpuqzt1u is elliptic with respect to each of the actions
ρ ˝ θn and therefore the point it ﬁxes in the limit action is unique.
b) For such u the group Stabpuq itself is elliptic. let xu be the unique point it ﬁxes.
c) Observe that G is freely indecomposable with respect to the family of all its subgroups
which are elliptic in Y . (8)
(6)In this particular case there is a unique way of performing such a blow-up.
(7)Note that pφnq˚panq being deﬁned up to conjugacy is enough for the expression above to be well deﬁned.
(8)Consider the action of G on any tree U dual a free decomposition that would contradict this. Stabilizers
of rigid vertices of T must act elliptically on U , as their image is elliptic in Y and all stabilizers of vertices in T
inject in Q. Since surface groups are freely indecomposable relative to the family of their boundary subgroups,
this means that Stabpuq ﬁxes a unique vertex of U for any u P V T so that the action of G on U is trivial (free
factors are malnormal).
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d) The tree W is 2-acylindrical.
Let Z stand for either singleton containing the point ﬁxed by Stabpv0q (unique since the
group is not abelian) or else the minimal tree of Stabpv0q. For any segment v0, u, g ¨ v0
of length 2 the sets Z and g ¨ Z have to intersect in the unique point ﬁxed by Stabpuq. If
Z “ txu “ FixpStabpv0qq it follows easily by induction that Stabpv1q “ Stabpv0qg´1 ﬁxes x for
any v1 “ g ¨v0 of surface type, so that in fact every g P G does, contradicting the non-triviality
of the action. Therefore Stabpv0q is not elliptic in Y . In virtue of the results of section 3.1 we
know that the action of Y decomposes as a normalized tree of actions pS, Yp´q, pp´qq, where
each non-degenerate Yv is either of Seifert, axial or simplicial type.
Assume for a moment that the action of H :“ Stabpv0q on Y were not elliptic in S. Since
the peripheral subgroups of Stabpv0q are elliptic in Y , they are elliptic in the minimal tree
SStabpv0q and hence there is a non-empty essential system of curves δ and an equivariant map
from the tree Tδ dual to δ to SH . In particular the conjugacy class corresponding to any of
the curves in δ is mapped into an edge stabilizer of S and it must hence be elliptic in Y ,
contradicting hypothesis (iv) listed above, which implies tlpdlim,ρlimqpgq ‰ 0 for any g P G.
We conclude that Stabpv0q is contained in Stabpuq for some component Yw, which cannot be
other than of Seifert type, the other ones being either lines or segments.
Assume that Stabpwq – π1pΣ1q with subgroups of Stabpwq elliptic in S in correspondence
with peripheral subgroups of Σ1. Since boundary subgroups of Stabpwq are sent to peripheral
groups of Stabpwq, a result due to Scott [Sco78] that the inclusion of Stabpv0q into Stabpwq
is induced by a ﬁnite covering map q : Σ Ñ Σ1. That this is in fact a homeomorphism
can be proven directly(9), but it also follows from the last property in the statement of the
lemma, which is all is now left to show. If the action of Stabpv0q on its minimal tree is the
pullback of an action of π1pΣ1, ˚q on a real tree for any covering map q : Σ Ñ Σ1, pick a deck
transformation φn0 associated to the covering map q. The fact that for any loop α in Σ we
have q ˝ φn0 ˝α “ q ˝α implies that a and pφnq˚paq are conjugate in Stabpwq for any element
a P Stabpvq. In particular, this implies that tlpρ,dqpanq “ tlpρ,dqppφnq˚panqq, contradicting
property (v) listed above and the continuity of translation length with respect to the Gromov
topology.
Proof. (of the claim) For each α P δ chose wα P p0, 1q such that wα ‰ wβ for any distinct
αβ P δ and let dw be the distance on |Sδ| obtained by assigning length wα to each of the
edges in the orbit corresponding to α, p|Tγ |, d1q the standard geometric realization of Tδ and
 “ 2 min
α,βPγα‰β|ln
wα
wβ
|.
Given an automorphism σ of S we let tlλ
w
γ pgq stand for the translation length of σpgq with
respect to the action of g on pTδ, dwq. Denote by Ellpλq the set of elements which are elliptic
for an action λ and by Hyppλq the set of those which are hyperbolic. For each R let BR stand
for the ball of radius R around the identity in the Cayley graph of S with respect to some
ﬁxed ﬁnite tuple of generators. In the course of the construction, we generate a sequence
pAnqn of ﬁnite subsets of S, where Bn Ă An. Assume we have successfully constructed θn
with the property that An X Ellpλδ ˝ θnq “ t1u.
Let θ¯n be some homeomorphism of Σ (ﬁxing the basepoint ˚) which induces θn. Consider
the essential system of curves δ1 “ θ¯n´1. Since δ1 splits Σ into small pieces and φn is not
homotopic to the identity, it might behave in two diﬀerent ways with respect to the deck
transformation φn. The ﬁrst possibility is that ipφnpαq, δ1q ‰ 0 for some α P δ1. Given a
non-trivial element an in the conjugacy class associated to α, this is the same as to say that
an P Ellpλδ ˝ θnq but φnpanq P Hyppλδ ˝ θnq. The other one is that φnpδ1q “ δ1. In that
(9)As Stabpwq contains Stabpv0q as a subgroup of ﬁnite index, it must be elliptic in the tree S as well. Since
v0 is the unique vertex ﬁxed by Stabpv0q in fact Stabpv0q “ Stabpwq
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case some α P δ1 is sent by φ to some other β P δ1. Chose as an in this case an element with
translation length 2 in Tγ1 (the original simplicial tree) and whose axis consists entirely of
translates of eα of eα. Clearly the same property holds for φnpanq only with respect to eβ
instead of eα. In virtue of lemma 5.5.10 there is a power τ
δ
n P R of Dehn twists over edges of
Tδ satisfying the following inequalities for any h, g P pHyppλδ ˝ θnq X Bn`1q Y An:
|lnp ptl
λγ˝τδn˝θn,d1qpgqtlpλδ˝θn,dwqphq
tlpλδ˝θn,dwqpgqtlpλγ˝τδn˝θn,d1qphq q| ă

2n`3
tlλγ˝τ
δ
n˝θnpgq ą n
For ηn “ τ δn ˝ θn this implies in particular that Hyppλδ1q X An “ Hyppλδ ˝ θnq X An Ă
Hyppλγ ˝ ηnq. On the other hand if g P Ellpλδ ˝ θnq “ Ellpλδ ˝ ηnq then g P Hyppλγ ˝ ηnq,
since δ1 “ η¯n´1pδq and η¯n´1pγq ﬁll Σ. If φn is as in the ﬁrst of the two possibilities discussed
above, we can also take:
|lnp tl
pλγ˝ηn,d1qppφq˚panqq
tlpλγ˝ηn,d1qpanq q| ą 
If the second one is the case, we can assume that
|lnp tl
pλγ˝ηn,d1qpanq
tlpλγ˝ηn,d1qpφnq˚panqq q| ą 
for g P tan, pφnq˚panqu as well. Let An`1 “ An Y Bn Y tan, pφnq˚panqu. Another application
of lemma 5.5.10 yields the existence of a product τγn of Dehn twists over edges of Tγ such that
if we let θn`1 :“ τγn ˝ ηn then Ellpλδ ˝ θn`1q X An`1 “ t1u and:
|lnp tl
pλδ˝τγn˝ηn,dwqpgq
tlpλδ˝τγn˝ηn,dwqphq q| ă
1
2n`3
for any h, g P An`1. At this point we can let θn`1 “ τγn ˝ τ δn ˝ θn and iterate the process.
Given any h, g P Bn0 for n ě n0 obviously h, g P Hyppλδ ˝ θnq and:ÿ
něn0
|lnp tl
pλδ˝θn,dwqpgqtlpλδ˝θn`1,dwqphq
tlpλδ˝θn,dwqphqtlpλδ˝θn`1,dwqpgqq| ď
ÿ
něn0
ηn
2n`2
ď 
2
Using a standard diagonal argument, one can obtain a subsequence pθnkqk and any h, g not
contained in a boundary subgroup of S the sequence of values p|lnp tlpλδ˝θnk ,d
wqpgq
tl
pλδ˝θnk ,dwqphq q|qn con-
verges to some limit, which is greater than 	2 in case pg, hq “ pan, pφnq˚panqq. There is a small
catch: we claimed to be able to take as p|Sδ|, dwq any geometric realization of Sδ however this
restriction can be easily removed by postcomposing each θn with a suﬃciently big power of
Dehn twists over δ and a big powers of Dehn twists over γ.
This concludes the proof of 5.5.21.
Another useful lemma is the following:
Lemma 5.5.23. Suppose we are given a (restricted ) π-tower T pJ,rq, a test sequence pfnqn of
T , a limit group L and a convergent sequence pgnqn of homomorphisms from G :“ L ˚ T to
F such that:
• gnæT “ fn
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• lkern gn X G “ t1u
• Tλ grows faster than G under pfnqn for any λ P J
Then lkern gn “ t1u.
Proof. This follows from the arguments used in the proof of Merzlyakov’s theorem, so we
won’t exercise excesive rigor in the proof. Let N :“ L{lkern gn. Let Y be the limiting tree
for the sequence pgnqn and YT the minimal tree of T in Y . If no non-trivial element of G ﬁxes
a point of YT with non-trivial stabilizer in T , then it is easy to show that N is isomorphic
to the free product of G and T (see the proof of 6.1.9). Otherwise N is isomorphic to the
amalgamated product G and some group Bλ obtained from T by enlarging T
λ for some λ ă r.
By induction we can write Bλ as the free product of GXBλ and Tλ. This easily implies that
N is the free product of T and G.
Corollary 5.5.24. Suppose we are given a π-tower structure T pJ,rqA , where r is of ﬂoor type
and pΔT qr contains a unique vertex of non-rigid type, which is of surface and that for any
μ ă r we are given a family T Sμ of (relative) π-test sequences TAæμ, closed under taking
subsequences and diagonal subsequences and such that ASμ is elliptic in any limit tree of a
sequence extending both pf1nqn and pfμ2n æTν q for μ1 Ÿ μ2, pf jnqn P T Sμj and ν ď μ. Then,
given any tuple ppfμn qnqμ P ˆμărT Sμ there is a π-test sequence pfnqn of fn extending >fμnμ ă r
and such that the collection T S of all of them is closed under taking subsequences and diagonal
sequences. Given any ﬁxed increasing sequence pκnqn of positive constants we can require that
tlrpfnpgqq
κn
tends to inﬁnity with n for any pfnqn P T S and some g P G.
Proof. Let δ be the essential system of curves provided by lemma 5.5.18, applied to the unique
surface group of Δ “ pΔT qr, isomorphic to π1pΣq, and η :“ ηrR. Take γ a essential system of
curves on Σ which together with δ ﬁlls Σ. Let pθnqn Ă ModπpG, Sq and pYlim, dlim, ˚lim, ρlimq
as provided by the last lemma. Let T S′ be the family of sequences obtained by applying 5.5.2
to pT SμqμPChprq, in a way that makes Tμ grow faster than Tr in case μ ă r. In virtue of
5.5.23, we know that lkern gn for all pgnqn P T S0. Let UT S0 be the collection of all the
f P HompG,Fq appearing as fn for some pfnqn P T S0. For any f P UT S0 denote by Nf
the maximum value of n such that f “ innc ˝ fn for for some c P F and pfnqn P F . Let
A0 Ă A1 Ă A2 ¨ ¨ ¨An ¨ ¨ ¨ some exhaustion of G. For each n let Bn Ă Gzt1u be the set of S-
elliptic elements obtained by applying lemma 5.5.10 to σnpAnq and kn a positive integer such
that ker fm X Bn “ H for any m ě kn and pfnqn P F . Pick any basepoint ˚1 in the Cayley
graph of F. Given f P UT S0 let uf :“ max tn P N | kn ď Nfu, so that ker f X Buf “ H. In
virtue of lemma 5.5.10 we know that there is some τf P ModπpG, Sq and νf P R` such that
| 1
νfμuf
l
r˝f˝τf
˚1 pσuf pgqq ´
1
μuf
lρ˚pσuf pgqq| ď |lρlim˚limpgq ´
1
μuf
lρ˚pσuf pgqq|
for every g P Buf , where r is the action of F on its Cayley graph. We claim that the family
T S consisting of all the sequences of the form pgn ˝ τgnqn, where pgnqn P T S0 satisﬁes the
desired properties. First of all, the family clearly inherits being closed under subsequences
and taking diagonal sequences from T S0. Now, given some pfnqn P T S0 and g P Bm for any
n ě km we have
| 1
νfnμufn
l
r˝fn˝τfn˝σufn˚1 pgq ´ lρlim˚limpgq| ď 2|lρlim˚limpgq ´
1
μufn
lρlim˚ pσufn pgqq|
since ufn tends to inﬁnity with n, the right hand side tends to 0, which implies the sequence
pfn ˝ τfn ˝ σfnqn has trivial limit kernel and admits Ylim as a limiting tree, which implies it
satisﬁes the test sequence condition at r.
Note that in the theorem above, if each T Sμ is congruency complete, the same is true for
T S.
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5.5.2 The induction step: abelian vertex groups
Lemma 5.5.25. Let G be a group of the form L ˚M pM ‘ xtyq, where M is a non-trivial
free abelian group and suppose we are given a sequence pfnqn ‰ HompG,Fq with trivial limit
kernel. Let x be some ﬁnite set of generators of G. Suppose that for each n we are given an
extension gn : G Ñ F of fn such that tlpgnptqq ě n ¨ tlpgnpxixjqq for any 1 ď i ă j ď |x|.
Then then any limiting tree for the sequence pgnqn is isomorphic to a geometric realization of
the simplicial tree S dual to an HNN extension with vertex group L and Bass-Serre element
t.
Proof. This can be proven directly without any advanced technology using the same techniques
of the proof of 5.5.10. But it also follows straightforwardly from the fact that L is elliptic
and t (its image in the limit quotient of the sequence gn ) hyperbolic in any limiting tree Y ,
together with all what we know about the action on Y . In particular, the point-wise stabilizer
of Axptq coincides with the centralizer of t in G.
Corollary 5.5.26. Let T pJ,rqA a reﬁned π-tower where r falls in case (A). If there is a con-
gruency complete CSD family T Sλ of π-test sequences of TAæλ, where λ is the unique child
of r, then there is a congruency complete CSD family of π-test sequences of TA.
Proof. Let M ‘ xty be the abelian type vertex group of pΔRqr, where M ď Tλ “: L and x
some ﬁnite tuple of generators of L. As T S we take the family of sequences pgnqn of morphisms
factoring through TA such that gnæL P T S and tlpgnptqq ě n ¨ tlpfnpxixjqq for 1 ď i ă j ď |x|.
Any such sequence is a π-test sequence, by the previous lemma, and the resulting family is
clearly congruency complete.
5.6 Characterization of restricted π-limit groups
The most basic examples of limit groups, other than free groups, are ﬁnitely generated abelian
groups and closed surface groups. It turns out that the family of all π-structures on such
a group making it into π-limit groups admits a simple description. The following is a
consequence of observation 5.5.4 below.
Lemma 5.6.1. Let H,H1 be π-groups and suppose that H,H 1 are non-abelian free groups.
Then there is an injective morphism from H to H1. Let LA “ A ˚ H, where H is free. Then
LA is a restricted π-limit group.
Corollary 5.6.2. The notion of a π-limit group depends only on Q and not on the particular
epimorphism π : F Ñ Q.
Lemma 5.6.3. Let M a π-group whose underlying group M is free abelian. Then M is a
restricted π-group if and only if πpMq ď C for some cyclic C ď F.
Proof. The implication from left to right is clear. For the opposite direction, take x P M such
that πpxq generates πpMq in Q. We can assume Z “ xxy is root closed in M . Write M as
Z ‘ N and let y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ym a base for N . Pick K P N dividing the order of πpCq in Q. Fix
some tuple r¯ “ priqmi“1 P t0 ¨ ¨ ¨Ku of distinct integers such that πpyiq “ xri . For each n P N
consider the π-retraction fn of M onto Z sending yi to x
ei,n , where ei,n “ Kpn ` iq! ` ri. It
is easy to check that given 0 ď i1 ă i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ir ď m and non-zero integers k1, k2 ¨ ¨ ¨ kr the
last term of the sum k1ei1,n ` k2ei2,n ¨ ¨ ¨ kreir,n grows in absolute value faster with n than all
others and that therefore the total number is non-trivial for n big enough. This easily implies
taht the limit kernel of the fn is trivial. Since Z is itself a π-limit group we are done.
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Lemma 5.6.4. Let S be a π-group whose underlying group S is isomorphic the fundamental
group of a closed surface Σ of Euler characteristic ě ´2. Then S is a π-limit group if and
only if for some maximal essential system of curves δ in Σ each of the root closure of the
conjugacy classes in S in correspondence with the curves is killed by the homomorphism π.
Proof. For the ’only if’ all is needed is the fact that πS “ π ˝ h for some homomorphism
h from S to F. In virtue of 2.4.3, h can be written as h1 ˝ p, where p “ q ˝ pinchδ for an
essential system of curves δ in Σ and q kills the fundamental group of any projective plane in
PinchpΣ, δq.
Notice that the image of p is the fundamental group of an ﬁnite graph, hence free. For
the opposite direction notice that viceversa, the fact that some δ satisﬁes the property of the
statement implies πS factors through the quotient p above.
Now, by virtue of the discussion in 2.4.2 the image of p is a free group F and the assumption
that ξpΣq ď ´2 implies it is non-abelian. Push the π-structure on S forward onto F . The
result follows from 5.6.2 together with the existence of π-test sequences (the π-tower in this
case consists of a unique vertex group of surface type).
Lemma 5.6.5. Let GA be a restricted π-group, S a geometric abelian decomposition Δ of GA.
Then any morphism f from GA to a restricted π-limit group HA which is formally strict with
respect to S. is strict (in particular GA is also a restricted π-limit group ).
Proof. Let phnqn be a sequence of morphisms from HA to FA with trivial limit kernel. To
begin with, let G1 be the retract of G obtained by replacing any abelian type vertex group
of Δ by its extended peripheral subgroup. Corollary 5.5.13, together with the fact that f
is formally strict with respect to S implies the existence of a sequence of automorphisms
pτnqn Ą ModπpG, Sq such that the limit kernel of phn ˝ f ˝ τnq has trivial intersection with G1
(up to subsequence extraction we can assume that this sequence is convergent).
Now, up to the fact that the image of an abelian vertex group of Δ by hn might be larger
than that of its extended peripheral subgroup, the result is now a consequence of regarding
GA as a π-tower over G
1
A. A quick look at the proof of case (A) of the construction of π-test
suﬃces to check that this is not really an obstruction.
Corollary 5.6.6. A restricted π-group GA is am A-restricted π-limit group if and only if it
admits a strict closed weak restricted π-resolution .
The latter can be also seen as a direct consequence of proposition 5.5.1 together with the
embedding constructed in section 5.3.
Chapter 6
Merzlyakov-type theorems
6.1 π-towers and formal solutions
In this section we provide a generalization of the following theorem, originally due to Mer-
zlyakov:
Theorem 6.1.1. Let F be a free group and Σpx, y, aq “ 1 a ﬁnite system of equations in the
tuple x over a tuple a of constants from F. Assume that the group generated by a in F is a
free factor of F and suppose that:
F |ù @xDy Σpx, aq “ 1
Then there is a word wpx, aq such that the equality Σpx,wpx, aq, aq “ 1 holds in xxy ˚ xay.
We would like to remark that the result does not hold in case xay is not a free factor. For a
trivial example of how this can fail if A take F “ Fpα, βq, a “ pα, αβq, x and y single variables
and our system of equations simply: #
x “ 1
ay1 “ a2
The corresponding @D sentence is clearly true, but there is no way that some word wpx, aq as
above can exist (in this case really wpaq) since a1 and a2 are not conjugate in xa1, a2y. One
refers to the word w as a formal solution for the sentence above. Observe that the existence of
such a word is equivalent to that of a retraction from the group GΣ to the subgroup generated
by x and a.
Merzlyakov theorem can be generalized to ﬁnite disjunctions of systems of equations. If
one lets systems of inequations enter the hypothesis, though, the picture becomes much more
complex. Indeed, given a sentence with constants of the form:
@xDyΣpx, y, aq “ 1 ^ Πpx, y, aq ‰ 1
which is valid in F, in general there is no way of ﬁnding an algebraic expression wpx, aq
such that Σpx,wpx, aq, aq “ 1 ^ Πpx,wpx, aq, aq ‰ 1 holds for any possible value of x. In
case that Fpxq ˚ xay is non abelian one can guarantee however that Πpx0, wpx0, aq, aq ‰ 1
for at least some value x0 of x, in oder words, that the system Σpx, aq “ 1 does not imply
Πpx,wpx, aq, aq “ 1 in F and hence the set of those values of x for which the condition fails is
a proper variety of F|x|.
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The natural way to proceed is trying to construct an ad-hoc formal solution that works in
the subvariety of the points where ﬁrst formal solution fails, except for those points in a yet
smaller proper variety. Equational noetherianity would then imply that the process eventually
stops, yielding a piecewise algebraic function that witnesses the validity of the sentence.
The ﬁrst, but inessential, complication lies in the fact that in this case there is no single
formal solution that can cover all values of x in the speciﬁed variety. The main obstacle is
however, that these more specialized formal solutions cannot be found in terms of x and a
alone. They necessarily involve some new tuple t of variables, which are linked to x and
a by certain relationships. And in that case, knowing the failure of the formal solution of
a particular px0, t0q might fail to give any new information on x0 in isolation, breaking the
previous argument. Roughly speaking, the way out of this is to show that the relationships
linking x are t are tight enough for a certain notion of complexity to properly decrease from
one step to the next of the procedure, when adequately reﬁned.
Before being able to tackle such diﬃculties, a subject that unfortunately exceeds the scope
of this dissertation, one needs to adapt the generalization of Merzlyakov theorem from [Sel03]),
which handles @D formulas with algebraic conditions on universal variables to our particular
context.
The class of sentences dealt with in the next theorem are almost general @D sentences with
constants, as any @D sentence can be written as a ﬁnite conjunction of formulas of that type.
Theorem 6.1.2. Suppose that F satisﬁes the sentence with constants:
@x ppx P qqx ^ Δpx, aq “ 1q Ñ Dy P qy ^ p
rł
j“1
py P qypjq ^ Σpx, y, aq “ 1 ^ Πpx, y, aq ‰ 1qqq
Then there is a tuple of variables s, some m ě 1 and for any 1 ď l ď m:
i) A system of equations Λlpx, t, aq “ 1
ii) Some qsplq P Q|s|.
iii) A |y|-tuple wlpx, s, aq of words in x, s, a
iv) Some kl P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ru
so that the following list of conditions are satisﬁed:
i) The following holds in any group containing A:
@x@s pΔpx, aq “ 1 ^ Λlpx, s, aq “ 1q Ñ Σklpx,wlpx, s, aq, aq “ 1qq
ii) The following equality holds in Q for 1 ď l ď m:
wlpqx, qsplq, qaq “ qypklq
iii) The following holds in F:
@x Ds p
mł
i“1
s P qsplq ^ Λlpx, s, aq “ 1q
iv) For all 1 ď l ď s there is px0, s0q P F|s|`|x0|:
x0 P qx ^ s0 P qsplq ^ Δpx0, aq “ 1 ^ Λlpx0, s, aq “ 1 ^ Πpx0, wlpx0, s0q, aq ‰ 1
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If Δpx, aq “ 1 is empty and xπpaq, qxy “ Q, then all conditions except possibly the last one
can be attained in the case in which s the empty tuple. If in addition to this the free product
of Fpxq ˚ xay is non-abelian, then the last condition can be achieved for s “ H as well.
This result illustrates neatly what the obstruction to a full generalization of Merzlyakov’s
theorem for sentences with algebraically constrained universal variables is, but as it stands
it is not precise enough to be of use for the ultimate purpose of analyzing all @D sentences
with parameters. In order to achieve this goal one needs to keep track of a greater amount
on the information provided by the proof. This will be phrased in the language of π-groups
morphisms and resolutions introduced in chapter 4.
Let G “ GΔ. We know that there is a ﬁnite familyMRws of strict well-separated restricted
π-resolution and for each RA P MRws some surjective morphism qR from GA to its top group
LA, so that each f P MorpLA,FAq can be written as f¯ ˝ qR, for some RA P MRws, and
some f¯ which factors through RA. To each RpJ,rqA P MRws we can associate a completion
T pJ,rqA “ ComplpRq, as constructed in 5.3 and a morphism which embeds RrA into TrA.
Let H be a free π-group such that xπpGAq, πpHqy “ Q and t be a tuple of variables, such
that for each of the completions TA obtained above the group T ˚ H admits a generating
t-marking. We can assume that x Ă t.
We claim that the theorem above follows from the following proposition:
Proposition 6.1.3. Let TA be a closed restricted π-tower structure for a group TAptq, where
A is a free factor of F. Suppose that any solution t0 of TAptq satisﬁes:
Dy
sł
j“1
py P qpjq ^ Σjpt0, y, aq “ 1 ^ Πjpt0, y, aq ‰ 1q
for a system of equalities Σjpt, aq “ 1 and a system of inequalities Πjpx, aq “ 1 and tuples
qpjq P Q|y|. Assume moreover that for all 1 ď j ď s the tuple qpjq is contained in πpT q ď Q.
Then there is a covering system of closures CL of TA and for each SA P CL some retraction:
rS : SA ˚ Fpyq Ñ SA ˚ H
and some 1 ď jS ď s such that rSpyq “ qpjSq and ΣjS px, rSpyq, aq “ 1.
If in addition T is non-abelian then rj can be chosen to preserve the validity of the system
ΠjS px, y, aq ‰ 1.
Indeed, we can always take a free π-group H mapping onto Q and replace the completion
of each of the resolutions in MRws by its product with H, which can be given a π-tower
structure extending that of T in an obvious way. Apply the proposition to them and take a
tuple s of variables such that each of the resulting closures admits a (generating) s marking.
Any solution of GApxq extends to one which factors through at least one of the completions
above, and hence to one factoring through one of the closures (1), a property which translates
into property (iii) of the theorem; each Δl appearing in the statement corresponds to the
presentation of one of those closures and each qplq to the image in Q of the associated tuple of
generators by the corresponding π-map. If we let wlps, aq be the expression of rSpyq in terms
of s, a, items (i) and (ii) follow immediately.
For the last item, observe that since each of the closures SA are themselves restricted π-
limit groups, if the system of inequalities Πlpx,wpx, t, aq, aq ‰ 1 holds in SA, then necessarily
Πlpx0, wpx0, t0, aq, aq ‰ 1 for some particular solution px0, t0q of SA, since the latter is a
restricted π-limit group.
(1)It is important that it factors through the π-tower, not any morphism from the π-tower group TA to FA
extends to a closure.
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6.1.1 Formal Makanin-Razborov diagrams: proving propostion 6.1.3
For each 1 ď l ď r and q P pgqpT q let pKql qA be the quotient of TA ˚ Fpyq by the relation
given by the system Σlpt, y, aq “ 1, where πpyq “ qplq.
We can assume for any l this assignment induces an extension of the map πTˆ , since
otherwise there are not any tuples pt0, y0q in F satisfying both Σlpt0, y0, aq “ 1 and y P qplq,
and we can remove the corresponding term from the disjunction. Likewise, we can assume
that T injects in the quotient obtained this way.
By a pq,Σlq-formal π-group we intend a free factor containing Tˆ of a π-quotient of pKql qA
onto which T maps injectively and by.
Fix some family T S of test sequences of RA. By a formal sequence of morphisms from
LApzq a sequence pgnqn of morphisms from LA to F such that pgnæT qn P T S. We refer to it as
merely ’formal’ if when not wanting to specify the pair pq,Σlq.
Given a π-resolution RpJ,rq of a marked restricted π-group GApxq and a system of inequal-
ities Σpx, aq ‰ 1, with a Ă A, we say that R preserves the validity of Σpx, aq ‰ 1 if the map
from GA to ˚λPlvpJqR
λ induced by the quotient maps along the resolution does.
Lemma 6.1.4. For any π-limit group L there is some free subgroup H ď L such that
πpHq “ πpGq
Proof. We will use the following well-known fact:
Claim 6.1.5. Given an isometric action of a group G on a real tree Y and elements g0, g1, ¨ ¨ ¨ gm
of G acting hyperbolically on Y and such that Axpgiq X Axpgiq has bounded diameter for
0 ď i ă j ă m, there is a positive integers N such that for any choice of ki ě N for 0 ď i ď m
the set tgkii u0ďiďm generates a free group, of which it is a base.
Proof. (sketch) The boundary of Y , denoted by BY is a Hausdorﬀ space whose underlying set
is the family of all inﬁnite geodesic rays in Y , quotiented by the equivalence relationship that
identiﬁes two such rays with inﬁnite intersection. The action of G on BY induces an action of
G on δY . Any bi-inﬁnite geodesic α is associated with a pair of endpoints Bα Ă δY . Given
any hyperbolic element h of G the pair BAxphq is of the form te`, e´u, with the property that
given any neighbourhoods U` and U´ of e` and e´ respectively there is some positive N ą 0
such that hk ¨ pδY zU´q Ă U` for any k ě N and hk ¨ pδY zU`q Ă U´ for any k ď ´N .
Now, the fact that Axphiq X Axphjq is bounded for i ‰ j implies that the intersection of
BAxphiq and BAxphjq is empty.
For each 0 ď i ď m one can chose neighbourhoods U`i , U´i of the endpoints of Axphiq, as
above, in a way that tU˘i u0ďiďm are mutually disjoint. If we let Ai “ U`i Y U´i then there
is N ą 0 such that for any choice of kj ě N , and l P Zzt0u we have hkili ¨ Aj Ă Ai for any
j ‰ i, 0 ď j ď m. An application of the ping-pong lemma yields the desired conclusion.
Let Y be the limiting tree for some sequence of morphisms from L to F with trivial limit
kernel and let X be any ﬁnite set of generators of L. Perform the following two operations
until none of them is possible:
• Suppose x P X is elliptic and let h be hyperbolic. If xh is elliptic then Fixpxq must
intrsect the axis of h (indeed, consider the segment I “ rp, xhk ¨ ps for some p ﬁxed by
xh). Now, Fixpxq is linear; since our action is irreducible, this implies the existence of
some element h hyperbolic in Y such that FixpxqXAxpyq “ H, so that xh is hyperbolic.
Up to replacing h with a proper power we can assume πphq “ 1. Replace x by xh for
some such h.
• If two elements x, y P X commute, replace tx, yu by some z P ZLpxq such that πpzq
generates πpZLpxqq.
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We end up with some set X Ă L of hyperbolic elements such that xπpX qy “ πpLq and rx, ys ‰ 1
for any distinct x, y P X , which implies that AxpxqXAxpyq has bounded diameter (see 3.1.16).
On the other hand any element of L has arbitrarily big powers with the same image in Q, so
the sought for result follows from the fact above.
Proposition 6.1.6. Suppose that T S is congruency complete and closed under subsequences
and diagonal subsequences.
Then for each 1 ď j ď s and q P pgqpT q a set FMRql of ﬁnitely many closed graded
π-resolution of pKql qA with respect to the parameter group Tˆ exists such that for any formal
sequence pgnqn of morphisms from pKql qA to FA with the following property.
Given any formal sequence pgnqn, if tn “ gnptq and yn “ gnptq satisfy
yn P qplq ^ Σlptn, yn, aq “ 1 ^ Πlptn, yn, aq ‰ 1
for n big enough, then all the members of some inﬁnite subsequence of pgnqn factor through
some π-resolution in FMRql .
Moreover, for any T pJ,rq P FMRql , for any λ P J˜ either Rλ is free or a closure of T qA and
the morphism ψ : Kql A Ñ ˚λPlvpJqRλ induced by the projections along R preserves the validity
of Πlpt, y, aq ‰ 1.
Proof. (of 6.1.3 from proposition 6.1.6) Let RJ P FMRql and λ0 the leaf of J carrying Tˆ .
Since πpKql q “ πpT q and Rλ for is free for λ P lvpJqztλ0u, there must be some π-retraction
r¯ : S ˚ p˚λPlvpJqλ‰λ0Rλq Ñ S sending Rλ into T for λ P lvpJq into If in addiiton T is non-
abelian, then in virtue of lemma 6.1.4 there is some H ď Tˆ such that πpHq “ πpTˆ q; it
follows from lemma 5.6.1 that there is some π-retraction from Rλ0A ˚ p˚λPlvpJqλ‰λ0Rλq to Rλ0A
preserving the validity of Ψpt, ψpyq, aq ‰ 1 and sending ˚λPlvpJqztλ0uRλ to T.
Now, UA :“ Rλ0A has the structure of a closure of T qA , which is the result of adding a peg
to the original tower π-resolution TA. Given M P FHMpT q, contained in M˜ P FHMpSq, we
can write M˜ as M¯ ‘ Z 1M , where M¯ is the root closure of Z ‘ M .
Of courseM has ﬁnite index in M˜ , so using lemma 2.3.1 one can easily show that U admits
a star shaped graph of groups decomposition with a closure of SA in its center and for any
M P FHMpT q, a vertex group M˜ amalgamated to it over M¯ .
We know UA is a limit of a sequence of morphisms which eventually send pM to a primitive
element of F, so in particular πpM˜q “ πpMq “ xπppgM qy, so there is a a π-retraction from U
to S; existence of test sequences in case (A) implies we can assume that the latter preserves
the validity of the system Ψpt, ψpyq, aq ‰ 1.
Composing all the maps above we obtain a homorphism rR from TA ˚ xyy to S restricting
to the identity on T. The fact that it can be written as r1 ˝ h, where r1 is a morphism from
pKql qA to SA implies that πprRpyqq “ qplq, and Σlpx, rSpyq, aq “ 1.
The discussion above implies that the system Πlpt, rRpyq, aq ‰ 1 is also valid.
To conclude the proof, notice that the fact that the collection of all the closures SA
associated to the resolutions in
Ť
1ďlďs
qPpgqpT q
FMRql constitute a covering system follows from
the fact that T S is congruency complete and each pfnqn P T S contains an inﬁnite subsequence
factoring through R P FMRql for some 1 ď l ď s and q P pgqpT q which automatically implies
it extends to the closure associated with R.
6.1.2 Proof of proposition 6.1.6
Deﬁnition 6.1.6.1. Let LA be a formal restricted π-limit group, J
1 :“ nDFtpJ˚q and J0 Ă J 1.
Let J¯0 stand for J0 Y ŤλPJ0 Chpλq and let npJ0q stand for the uppermost node of J 1zJ0 with
respect to the linear order Ÿ.
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By a J0-tight structure for RA we intend a collection:
ppHλqλPJ0YtnpJ0qu, pSκqλPJ0 , pγλqλPJ¯0zJ0 , pvλqλPJ¯0ztruq
where Hλ ď L, γλ P L and Sλ is a simplicial Hλ-tree such that the following properties are
satisﬁed, where we extend the notation by letting γλ “ 1 for λ P J0 and Kλ :“ pTλqγλ for
λ P J¯0:
i) For any μ P J¯0, Kμ is contained in Hcpμq, where cpμq ď λ is the minimal node of J0 into
which Tμ can be conjugated.
ii) For λ P J¯0ztru the group Kλ stabilizes a vertex vλ of U cpλq of rigid type in case cpμq is of
ﬂoor type.
iii) Hr “ L and Hλ “ StabHppλqpvλq for λ P J0 Y tnpJ0quztru
iv) For distinct μ1, μ2 P J0 X Chpλq the vertices vμ1 and vμ2 are in distinct orbits by the
action of Hλ.
v) If λ P J0 falls in case (FP), the simplicial Hλ-tree Sλ has trivially stabilized edges.
The minimal tree Uλ of Kλ in S
λ is equivariantly isomorphic to the tree dual to the free
product decomposition Kλ “ pTμ1qγλ ˚pTμ2qγλ where tμ1, μ2u “ Chpλq and its translates
cover Sλ.
vi) For any λ P J0 is of ﬂoor type:
i) The tree dual to pΔT qλ, on whichKλ acts via conjugation by γ´1λ , is equivariantly
isomorphic to some subtree Uλ of Sλ and the translates of its image cover Sλ.
ii) The stabilizer in Hλ of the non-rigid type vertices of U
λ is contained in Kλ in
case (S). In case (A) given a vertex v P Uλ if we let P be the peripheral subgroup
of StabHλpvq then StabKλpvq ` P has ﬁnite index in StabHλpvq.
vii) If λ P J0 falls in case (FG), then Kλ “ Hλ
Observation 6.1.7. For λ P J¯0zJ0 the minimality of cpλq implies that vλ is never a translate
of vμ for any μ P Chpcpλqq X J0. In particular npJ0q Ÿ cpλq for any λ P J¯0zJ0, since otherwise
Chpcpλqq Ă J0. This implies that npJ0q ą cpnpJ0qq.
Observation 6.1.8. For a formal π-limit group LA admitting J’´tight structure means precisely
admitting the structure of a closure of T qA .
Proof. All that is left to prove is the existence of a suitable retraction in case (A). This follows
right away from lemma 5.4.4 will eventually send each peg of Tˆ to a primitive element.
Arguing in exactly the same way as it was done in the construction of Makanin-Razborov
diagrams, proposition 6.1.6 can be easily reduced to the following:
Lemma 6.1.9. Let LApzq a formal limit group admitting a J0-tight structure and Ψpz, aq ‰ 1
a system of inequalities true in LApxq, where A “ xay. Suppose that J0 ‰ J 1. Then there is
a ﬁnite collection FMRqλ,L of closed T -graded resolutions of LA such that from any formal
sequence pgnqn of LA preserving the validity of Ψpz, aq ‰ 1 one can extract a subsequence
factoring through one of RpI,rqA P FMRqλ0,L. Moreover, for any RJA P FMRqλ,L:
• For RJA P FMRλ,L, the π-limit group at a leaf of J carrying T admits a π-resolution
which is J0 Y tnpJ0qu-tight .
• R preserves the validity of the system Ψpz, aq ‰ 1
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Proof of 6.1.9: uncovering a node through shortening
Take a J0-tight structure ppHλqλ, pγμqμ, vμ, Sνqλ,μ,ν for LA. Notice that the way the lineaar
order Ÿ was deﬁned, npJ0q is either r or the the child of a node in J0. The result can be
proved by yet another application of Rips’ and Sela’s shortening argument.
Let FMA be the family of all conjugates in L of non-cyclic maximal abelian subgroups
of Tˆ and BR :“ tμ P J¯0 | vμ “ vnpJ0qu. Given any M P FMA, let M¯ “ ZLpMq.
Given λ P J¯0 denote by K¯λ be the subgroup generated by the union ofKλ and M¯XStabpvλq
for those M P FMA such that M XKλ ‰ t1u. The following lemma will be useful. It consists
essentially in an iterative application of lemma 2.3.1.
Lemma 6.1.10. Let W be a simplicial H-tree O a minimal invariant family of vertices of W
such that each member of the family A :“ tK¯npJ0qu Y tK¯μ | vμ “ vnpJ0qu ﬁxes a vertex of O.
Then W equivariantly embeds into a simplicial Hˆ-tree W 1 with the following properties:
a) The pegged tower group Tˆ ﬁxes a vertex vT in the image of O such that StabpvT q admits
a J0-tight structure.
b) The translates of the image of W in W 1 cover W .
c) For any edge e in W the stabilizer of e (in H) is the same as the stabilizer of φpeq in
Hλj .
d) If two edges e, e1 P W are in distinct orbits, then the same is true for φpeq, φpe1q.
e) Suppose we are given an equivariant family O of vertices of W such that each member
of A ﬁxes some u P O. Then for any vertex v P W zO we have:
StabHpvq “ StabHλj pφpvqq
f) Given any two vertices v, v1 R O in distinct orbits their images φpvq, φpv1q are also in
distinct and do not belong to the orbit of any vertex in O.
Proof. Let us say that npJ0q “ λ0 ă λ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨λm “ r. Let W be the tree dual to the
decompositon Δ. For 1 ď j ď m we construct a Hλj -simplicial tree Wj and an equivariant
embedding φj ofW intoWj . Let Oj the union of translates of φjpOq. Additionally, we require
the following properties to hold:
• Each subgroup in the family
Aj :“ tK¯λju Y tStabpwq |w P V Sλj zpHλj ¨ vλj´1q, u
ﬁxes some vertex in the orbit Oj .
• The triple pW,φj ,Wjq satisﬁes properties (c)-(f) of the statement of the lemma. .
We proceed by induction. Suppose that Wl has already been constructed for 0 ă l ă j. Our
goal is to construct Wj as an application of 2.3.1 to the trees S
λj and Wj´1 with K¯λj in the
role of G. Note that there are three possibilities for how some M P FMA which intersects
Kλj non-trivially and its centralizer M¯ can be placed with respect to S
λj .
• The ﬁrst one is that M¯ X Hλj is hyperbolic in Uλj . Acylindricity of the tree Uλj do
not allow any non-trivial element elliptic in Uλj to commute with another one which is
hyperbolic. This means the group M X Kλj is hyperbolic in Uλj as well and
M¯ X Hλj “ M X Kλj “ xpgM y
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• Secondly, it is possible for M¯ X Hλj to ﬁx a rigid type vertex of Uλj .
• Finally, it might be that λj is of type (A) and M X Kλj is the stabilizer of an abelian
type vertex of Uλj . Of course, this can be the case for at most one M .
Thus K¯λj is generated by Kλj together with the union E of M¯ X Hλj for all the M as in
the last two bullets. Let U¯λj be the tree spanned by the translates of Uλj by K¯λj (it clearly
contains the minimal tree of K¯λj in S
λj ).
A ﬁrst consequence of the property above is that the map q¯ : K¯λj zU¯λj Ñ Hλj zSλj is
injective on edges. The analogous quotient q : Kλj zUλj Ñ Hλj zSλj certainly is, so all we
need to show is that the quotient q1 : Kλj zUλj Ñ K¯λj zUλj is surjective. This follows from
lemma 2.2.3 as K¯λj is generated by Kλj and elements of Hλj ﬁxing vertices of U
λj . (Since q1
is injective on edges, we also know from 2.2.3 is q1 an isomorphism.)
Lemma 2.2.3 implies as well that for any v P Uλj the stabilizer of v in K¯λj is generated
by StabKλj pvq Y pE X StabHλj pvqq. Observe any M P FMA can intersect StabKλj pvq non-
trivially for at most one rigid type vertex v of Uλj . Also that if w is a vertex of abelian type of
Uλj and StabHλj pwq intersects StabHλj pvq non-trivially for some v P Uλj of rigid type, then
StabHλj pwq “ M¯ X Hλj for some M P FMA which intersects StabKλj pvq non-trivially. It
follows that StabK¯λj
pvλj´1q “ K¯λj´1 .
We claim that StabK¯λj
pvμq is conjugate into K¯μ in Hλj for any μ P ChpλjqzJ0 as well. .
Indeed, take ν ď λj , ν P J0 Y npJ0q such that cpμq “ ν. If that was not the case, then for
some ν ď κ ď λj there should be conjugate M,M 1 P FMA such that Kμ Ă M is non-trivial
and M 1 intersects the stabilizer of some abelian type vertex of Sκ non-trivially. However, this
cannot be the case, since it implies the existence of M0,M
1
0 P MApTˆ q such that pgM0 P Tμ
and pgM P Tλj . Now, μ Ÿ λj and μ and λj are not ď comparable, so for any n big enough
γn P F exists such that the images fnppgM0q and fnppgM 10qγn by some test sequence pfnqn
commute. Since for n big enough these two are primitive elements of diﬀerent length, this is
impossible.
Consider any translate v “ h ¨ vλj´1 P SλjK¯λj for h P Hλj . For any edge e P U¯
λj incident
at v clearly StabHλj peq ď K¯λj . On the other hand, as a consequence of the last discussion
StabK¯λj
pvqh is a conjugate in Hλj of either K¯λj´1 or K¯μ for some μ P ChpλlqzJ0, where
0 ă k ă j ´ 1. Now, we know K¯λj´1 to ﬁx a vertex of Oj´1, while any such K¯μ is ﬁxes one in
Ol for some 0 ď l ă j (by the initial assumption in case l “ 0 and by the induction hypothesis
otherwise), hence one in Oj´1 as well.
Trees Sλj and Wj´1 thus fall under the hypothesis of lemma 2.3.1, with K¯λj in the role of
G. The lemma produces a tree, that we take as our Wj , and an equivariant embedding ψj´1
of Wj´1 into Wj . We defne φj as ψj´1 ˝ φj´1.
The construction (in view of the previous paragraph) guarantees the ellipticity of the
family tK¯λju Y tStabpwq |w P V Sλj zpHλj ¨ vλj´1qu. Since translates of φj´1pW q cover Wj´1
and translates of ψj´1pWj´1q coverWj clearly translates of φjpW q coverWj . Likewise, lemma
2.3.1 guarantees that ψj´1pVWj´1zOj´1q Ă VWjzOj , and φj´1pVW zOq Ă VWj´1zOj´1 by
induction hypothesis, so clearly φjpVW zOq Ă VWjzOj . Transitivity can be easily checked
for the remaining properties in order to complete the proof.
Pick some vT0 P O ﬁxed by KnpJ0q. Let vTj :“ φjpvTj q and for 1 ď j ď m let Rλj the full
stabilizer of vTj and by Pλj the tree spanned by all translates of U
λ by elements of Rλ. We
claim that the stabilizer of vT “ vTj admits a J0-tight structure. Let us see how to extend
this data to a J0-tight structure
ppRλqλPJ0YtnpJ0qu, pPλqλPJ0 , pγ1λqλPJ¯0zJ0 , pv1λqλPJ¯0ztruq
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where v1λ “ vλ in case λ P J0. For 1 ď j ď m, consider the two graph maps induced by
inclusion: q1 : Kλj zUλj Ñ Rλj zPλj and q2 : Rλj zPλj Ñ Hλj zSλj .
Lemma 2.3.1 tells us that q2 is injective on edges and that the only vertex in its image
admitting several preimages is vλj´1 . npJ0q ď λj´1 ă λj . On the other hand q2˝q1 is bijective
on edges by deﬁnition. It follows that q1 must be surjective as well, so clearly the tree Pλ
satisﬁes the requirements of the deﬁnition.
Consider now any μ P Chpλjqztλj´1u. If μ P J0 there is no need to modify the given data
for ν ď μ, as Hμ Ă Rλ. Suppose now that μ R J0, let uμ be the vertex stabilized by Tμ and
c1pμq the minimum κ P J0 such that K 1μ :“ pTμqγ1λ Ă Rλj for some γ1λ P Rλj . If cpμq “ λj ,
then we can take v1μ “ uμ. One can show that γμpγ1μq´1 P Hκ (2), so that K 1μ must ﬁx a rigid
vertex w of Sμ. If w R Pμ, since K 1μ is contained in Rμ, it must ﬁx the vertex in Pμ closest to
w. All vertices in the boundary of Pμ in S
μ are rigid, so an adequate v1μ exists.
Corollary 6.1.11. With the notation of the lemma, if W is endowed with a geometric abelian
marking relative to tK¯npJ0qu Y tK¯μ | vμ “ vnpJ0qu, then the L-tree W 1 can be regarded as a
geometric abelian tree in such a way φ respects vertex type. Every σ P ModπKnpJ0qpW q extends
to some τ 1 P Modπ
Tˆ
pW 1q.
Proof. In this case we can take as O any minimal invariant family of rigid vertices such that
each member of A stabilizes one of them. Any vertex v P W not belonging to O1 :“ L ¨ O
in W 1 is a translate of φpwq for some vertex w P W zO, whose orbit is uniquely determined.
The action of Stabpwq on the star around v is isomorphic to the action of Stabpwq on the star
around w, so one can assign to v the type of w (obviously well-deﬁned).
Notice that O1 consists of a unique orbit, as any v P O has to become an attaching point
at some stage in the iterative construction. The properties of the embedding φ imply(3)
that a geometric abelian decomposition Δ1 of L associated to W can be obtained (in a way
compatible with the inclusion map) from a geometric abelian decomposition Δ of L by means
of:
i) Enlarging Δu for some rigid vertex u for which KnpJ0q ď Δu.
ii) Removing some of the other rigid vertices and attaching all edges incident to them to
u instead. This eequires adding Bass-Serre elements for some of those edges, which
have to drop from the maximal tree.
For any of the removed vertices w, the group Δu is contained in pΔ1uqsu , where su is one of
the newly introduced Bass-Serre elements. Given any τ P PModpΔq in the set of generators
given in section 2.5 which ﬁxing Δu (either a Dehn twist or an extension of a vertex group
automorphisim) one can easily extend τ to some τ 1 P ModπpW 1q ﬁxing Δ1u and sending any
of the su above to sucu, whenever τ restricts to conjugation to cu on Δu.
Corollary 6.1.12. Let LA be a J0-tight formal π-limit group. Suppose that there is a non-
trivial free decomposition of HλnpJ0q relative to tKnpJ0qu Y tKμ | vμ “ vnpJ0qu. Then there is
a free decomposition of L “ L0 ˚ L such that Tˆ ď L0 and L0 admits a J0-tight structure as
well.
Proof. Notice that any free splitting of HnpJ0q relative to tKnpJ0qu Y tKμucpμq“npJ0q is also
relative to tK¯npJ0qu Y tK¯μuvμ“vnpJ0q , (if an abelian group intersects a free factor non-trivially
then it is contained in it) so the previous lemma can be applied to the tree W dual to the
said decomposition.
(2)By repeatedly using the general fact that given λ P J0 an element h P Hλ conjugates some non-trivial
element in the stabilizer of a (rigid) vertex of Sλ to another one, then h itself must belong to the stabilizer.
(3)Take a vertex stabilized by Tˆ in φpOq. It is easy to ﬁnd a Bass-Serre presentation pZ0, Z, pteqePEZq of W 1
with w P Z0, Z Ă φpW q, by adding edges to the subtree in a greedy fashion until a transversal is found.
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Using the corollary one can reduce the theorem to the case in which H :“ HnpJ0q is freely
indecomposable relative to tKμ | vμ “ vnpJ0qu Y tKnpJ0qu. Suppose it is not; then we know
there is a free decomposition of L of the form L “ L0 ˚L1, where Tˆ ď L0. Chose a new tuple
of variables u “ pu0, u1q such that each Li is endowed with a surjective ui-marking.
By collecting the elements of each Li appearing in the normal form of the words in Θ
one can ﬁnd systems of inequations Θ0pu0, aq ‰ 1 and Θ1pu1q ‰ 1 such that given any
restricted homomorphism q0 with domain L0 and q1 with domain L1, if each qj preserves the
validity of Θj ‰ 1 then the homomorphism from L to p˚1j“0fjpLjqq induced by them preserves
Ψpz, aq ‰ 1. It is a routine task to derive the following result given 3.2.6 and the argument
following result, just as in 4.2.2.
Lemma 6.1.13. Given a π-limit group Lpzq and a system of inequalities Ψpz, aq ‰ 1 there is
a ﬁnite family of closed resolutions MRΨ preserving the validity of the system such that any
morphism from L to F preserving the validity of Ψpz, aq ‰ 1 factors through at least one of
R P MRΨ
Let MR1 be the set of π-resolutions which results from applying lemma 6.1.13 to the
pair pL1pu1q,Θ1pu1q ‰ 1q. And MR0 that obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to
pL0,Θ0pu0, aq ‰ 1q. Let MRnd be the result of combining each resolution in the ﬁrst set with
each one in the second in the obvious way into a resolution of L. Each R P MRnd preserves
the validity of Ψpz, aq ‰ 1. And each formal sequence whose members eventually preserve the
validity of Θ0pu0, aq ‰ 1 and Θ1pu1q ‰ 1 contains an inﬁnite subsequence factoring through
one of them. Now, take any element v P Θ0 Y Θ1 and consider the family FSv of all formal
sequences of L which kill v and preserve Ψpz, aq ‰ 1. If FSv “ H, then just ignore v. If not,
since this family is clearly closed under diagonal subsequences, every pgnqn P FSv eventually
factors (in a strict sense) through one of a collection in a ﬁnite collection Qv of maximal
limit quotients of sequences in FSv. For each QA P Qv let MRQ the ﬁnite collection of π-
resolutions given by applying the induction hypothesis to the pair pQA,Ψpz, aq ‰ 1q. We can
complete each one of them into a π-resolution of LA in an obvious way, by adding the quotient
form LA onto QA on top. Let MRd be the collection of all the resolutions so obtained, by
letting v range in Θ0 Y Θ1. The family MRnd YMRd satisﬁes all the required conditions.
Let ΔJSJ be a JSJ decomposition of HnpJ0q relative to the family tK¯μuvμ“vnpJ0q YtK¯npJ0qu
and let M be the group consisting of all the extensions τ˜ ﬁxing Tˆ , where τ ranges among all
elements of ModπKnpJ0q
pΔJSJq. Fix w a tuple of generators for H. Consider the action of F
on CaylpFq. Given a morphism f : LApzq Ñ FA and λ P J , let ˚fæHB P CaylpFq the basepoint
chosen as described in 3.1.7.1. We say that f is short among those preserving the validity of
Ψpz, aq ‰ 1 if for any σ P M for which f ˝σ preserves the validity of Ψpz, aq ‰ 1 the inequality
sl˚fæH
B
pwq ď sl˚fæH
B
pσpwqq holds. By a short formal sequence pgnqn for L we intend a formal
sequence such that gn satisﬁes this condition for any n.
Lemma 6.1.14. Let L be a formal π-limit group which is freely indecomposable relative to
K “ tKμuvμ“vnpJ0q YtKnpJ0qu and admits a J0-tight structure and let pgnqn be a short formal
sequence consisting entirely of short morphisms in the sense above from LA to FA. Then one
of the following takes place:
a) lkern gn ‰ t1u
b) There is a decomposition of HnpJ0q of the form HnpJ0q “ H 1npJ0q ˚NXH1npJ0q N , where
KnpJ0q ď H 1, N “ ZHnpJ0qpMq for some M P FMA and N “ N XH 1 ‘E for some E.
c) LA admits a J0 Y npJ0q-tight structure.
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Proof. Let J1 “ J0 Y tnpJ0qu. Suppose that lkern gn “ 1. Let ρ be the action of H on the
limiting tree for the sequence pgnæHqn. The sequence of points ˚gnB necessarily converges to
a point ˚ ﬁxed by B or in the minimal tree of B in the limiting tree Y associated to the
restriction of the sequence pgnqn to HnpJ0q.
Suppose ﬁrst that KnpJ0q acts elliptically on Y .
Lemma 3.2.6 implies that some K¯μ P A is not elliptic in Y . In case μ ‰ npJ0q the
properties of test sequences however imply that Kμ does ﬁx some xμ P Y . We conclude there
is some M P FMA intersecting Kμ non-trivially such that N :“ ZM pHnpJ0qq does not ﬁx
xμ. This implies it does not ﬁx a point y ‰ xμ either. If not, then notice that in this case
M must also ﬁx y, so for some g P N either the union rxμ, ys Y g ¨ rxμ, ys Y g2 ¨ rxμ, ys is a
non-degenerate non-trivially stabilized tripod or g acts as a symmetry on a non-degenerate
segment rxμ, ys Y g ¨ rxμ, ys ﬁxed, both of which cannot occur.
So N acts hyperbolically on Y , while M and KnpJ0q act elliptically, and by 3.1.16 there is
a decomposition of HnpJ0q as an amalgamated product of the required form.
We are left with the case in which KnpJ0q does not act elliptically on Y . If the node λ
carries the constants then Tλ “ A, so this is impossible. In all other cases corollary 5.4.3
implies some HnpJ0q-tree SnpJ0q exists with the desired properties.
All is left is to check the existence of appropriate v1λ and γ1λ for λ P J¯1zJ1. For λ P J1 we
don’t eﬀect any change. Consider ﬁrst some λ P J¯0ztnpJ0qu such that cpλq is the parent of
npJ0q. By assumption either vλ is a translate of vnpJ0q or vλ and vnpJ0q are not in the same
orbit. In the latter case the parent μ of npJ0q is remains the lowest node of J1 into which Tλ
can be conjugated. In the former one we can replace γλ by γ
1
λ in such a way that the resulting
K 1λ is contained in StabpvnpJ0qq. Now, K 1λ is elliptic in the real tree Y , so 5.4.3 implies that it
stabilizes a vertex (of rigid type when it applies) of Sλ which we can take as our new v1λ. The
choice of vλ for λ P J¯0zJ¯1 “ ChpnpJ0qq is clear. All we need to prove in order to verify (iv)
is that vnpJ0q is not a translate of vν for any ν P Chpμq X J0, which follows from observation
6.1.7.
Equipped with this result, let us ﬁnish the proof of 6.1.6. Assume ﬁrst that HnpJ0q admits
a decomposition as in b of the previous lemma.
Claim 6.1.15. Such a decomposition H 1 ˚NXH1 N inducess one of the form L “ L1 ˚M¯XL1 M¯ ,
where H 1 ď M , M¯ “ ZLpMq and L1 admits a J0-tight structure.
Proof. The proof is a small variation from that of 6.1.10. We start with the given decomposi-
tion, Δ0, and for 1 ď j ď m we construct one Δj of the form Hλj “ H 1λj ˚M¯XH1λj pM¯ XHλj q.
These are the diﬀerent possibilities for 0 ď j ď m:
• λj falls in case (A) so that there is a decomposition
Hλj “ Hλj´1 ˚M¯XHλj´1 ppM¯ X Hλlq ‘ F q
this means we can write Hλj as an amalgamated product Hλj´1 ˚Hλj´1XM¯ ppHλj´1 X
M¯q ‘ E ‘ F q and we can take H 1λj :“ H 1λj´1 ‘ F . Clearly the action of H 1λj on the
corresponding subtree of
• If λ falls in any other case, we can use lemma 2.3.1 to lift the amalgamated product
from Hλj´1 to H
1
λj
.
At this point one can check that H 1λj appear in place of Hλj in some J0-tight structure for
L1 “ H 1λm in an entirely analogous way as in the proof of 6.1.10.
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In this case the usual argument provides some π-retraction r : L Ñ L1 preserving the
validity of the sytem Ψpz, aq ‰ 1. For any formal sequence pgnqn of L, in virtue of 5.4.4
eventually gnpNq “ gnpN X L1q, and gn can be written in the form g1n ˝ r ˝ σ, where σ is
a π-modular automorphism of the decomposition L1 ˚NXL1 N (taking N as an abelian type
vertex group) ﬁxing L1. We are done by extending each member of the family of π-resolutions
provided by the induction hypothesis for the pair to pL1,Ψpz, aq ‰ 1q in the obvious way.
In the other case, observe that since the family of short formal sequences of L is closed
under taking diagonal sequences, the collection of limit quotients by short formal sequences
contains ﬁnitely many maximal elements MFQ.
By 6.1.14 we might as well assume that they are proper. Given any formal sequence
pgnqn preserving the validity of Ψpz, aq ‰ 1, there if for all n we take τn P M such that
g1n “ gn ˝ τn is short then the members of any convergent subsequence of pg1nqn must factor
through φ P MFQ after a certain point.
The sought family of resolutions are obtained in the usual way by combining the quotient
p : L Ñ L1 P MFQ with any resolution resulting from applying the induction hypothesis to
pQ,Ψpz, aq ‰ 1q.
6.2 The positive theory
As before, we add constants for the members of some ﬁnite tuple a ď F generating some free
factor A of F. If we let pTπgpqA stand for the theory of all A-restricted π-groups, it is clear how
any positive LQA-sentence is pTπgpqA-equivalent to one of the following form:
@x1 Dy1 ¨ ¨ ¨ @xm Dym
kł
i“1
ppx P ppiq ^ y P qpiq ^ Σipx, y, aq “ 1q
Here ppiq P Q|x| and qpiq P Q|y|, x “ px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨xmq and y “ py1, y2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ymq.
As a matter of fact, it is more convenient to work with a diﬀerent class of formulas, which
we will refer to as simple constrained positive (SCP) formulas, namely those of the form:
@x1 P p1 Dy1 P q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ @xm P pm Dym P qm Σpx, y, aq “ 1
For some system Σpx, y, aq “ 1 of equations with parameters in a. Here the following abbre-
viations have been used, for a tuple x of variables and q P Q|x|:
p@x P q φq ” @x px P q Ñ φq
pDx P q φq ” Dx px P q ^ φq
Given an SCP sentence φ as above, by a formal solution of φ we intend a tuple pw1, w2 ¨ ¨ ¨wmq
with the following properties:
• wj is a |yj |-tuple of words in x1, ¨ ¨ ¨xj , a for 1 ď j ď m
• wjl pp1, p2, ¨ ¨ ¨ pj , πpaqq “ qjl for 1 ď j ď m and 1 ď l ď |y|
• For any word upx, y, aq in the system Σpx, y, aq “ 1 the term:
upx,w1px1, aq, w2px1, x2, aq, ¨ ¨ ¨wmpx1, x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xm, aq, aq
represents the trivial element in the free group A ˚ Fpxq.
Clearly, if an SCP formula admits a formal solution, then it is valid in any A-restricted π-
group. So, in particular it is valid in FA. Later we will prove a strong converse of this result
with implications for general positive formulas, under the assumption that A is a free factor.
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In order to start, we need to go back to the language of π-groups. Associated with any SCP
formula as above there is a restricted π-group GφA, whose underlying group is the quotient
of A˚ Fpx, yq by the normal subgroup generated by the words in Σpx, y, aq “ 1 and π “ πGφ
maps each tuple xj (which we now see as elements of Gφ) to the tuple p
j and yj to qj . For any
1 ď j ď m we let Gjφ be the subgroup of Gφ generated by the tuple pa, x1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨xjq and Hjφ
be the one generated by pa, x1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨xj , yjq. We say that a φ is free on the on the universal
variables if for any 0 ď l ď m ´ 1 the subgroup xGlφ, xl`1, ¨ ¨ ¨xmy is isomorphic to the free
product of Glφ and Fpxl`1, ¨ ¨ ¨xmq. In particular, xA, xy – A˚Fpxq. Viceversa, of course, any
ﬁnitely presented restricted π-group GA endowed with a surjective px, yq-marking can be seen
as a Gφ, by taking as Σpx, y, aq “ 1 the collection of relators in some presentation, expressed
in terms of x and y.
Observation 6.2.1. A SCP φ free on the universal variables admits a formal solution if and
only if there is a π-retraction f : Gφ Ñ A˚ Fpxq such that fpHjφq Ă A˚ Fpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨xjq for any
1 ď j ď m.
Corollary 6.2.2. Suppose that we are given SCP formulas:
φ ” @x1 P p1 Dy1 P q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ @xm P pm Dym P qmΣpx, y, aq “ 1
ψ ” @u1 P r1 Dv1 P s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ @um P rm Dvm P smΠpu, v, aq “ 1
which are free in the universal variables and that some surjective restricted morphism f from
GφA to GψA exists such that fpHjφq Ă Hjψ for all 1 ď j ď m. Then the existence of a formal
solution for ψ implies that of one for φ.
Deﬁnition 6.2.2.1. Given an SCP formula:
φ ” @x1 P p1 Dy1 P q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ @xm P pm Dym P qmΣpx, y, aq “ 1
by a φ-formal sequence we intend a metrically convergent sequence of morphisms
pfnqn : GφA Ñ FA
such that:
i) The restriction of pfnqn to xxjy is a π-test sequence for the trivial π-tower with
pxxjy, πGφæxxjyq at its single node (i.e. a small cancellation sequence).
ii) The group xxjy grows faster than H lψ for 1 ď l ă j ď m.
Proposition 6.2.3. Suppose we are given an SCP formula
φ ” @x1 P p1 Dy1 P q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ @xm P pm Dym P qm Σpx, y, aq “ 1
where A is a free factor of F and xA, p1, p2, ¨ ¨ ¨ pmy “ Q. Then φ admits a formal solution if
and only if some φ-formal sequence exists.
Proof. The only if direction is clear. We prove the opposite direction by induction on the pair
pm,Gφq with respect to the partial order ď ˆ ďrk ˆ ďZ . Case m “ 1 is a particular case of
the main result of the previous subsection.
To begin with, let us discard the case in which the φ-formal sequence pfnqn has non-trivial
limit kernel. In this situation let HA be its limit quotient. Since H is ﬁnitely presented HA
equals Gφ1A for some other SCP formula φ
1 and some subsequence of pfnqn pushes forward to
a φ1-formal sequence. By induction φ1 admits a formal solutions and therefore so does φ.
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We can also assume that Gφ is freely indecomposable relative to G
m
φ . Indeed, otherwise
we can write Gφ “ L1 ˚ L2, where L2 ‰ t1u and Gmφ ď L1. Take any morphism h from L to
F and let ι be some morphism from F to xA, x1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨xmy. This exists due to the fact that
the latter group maps onto Q. The map ι ˝ h extends to a π-retraction from Gφ onto L1.
So assume now that pfnqn has trivial limit kernel and Gφ is freely indecomposable relative
to Gjφ. And consider the limiting tree Y for the sequence pfnqn.
Let λ be the action of F on its Cayley graph. For any homomorphism f : Gφ Ñ F not
killing xa, x1y (there is no harm in assuming none of the fn does), let ˚λfGm
φ
be the basepoint
associated to Gmφ in the minimal tree of Gφ in X with respect to the action λf , chosen as
in section 3.1.2 and μpfq “ pslλfbpf pymqqmj“1. We can assume that μpfnq ď μpf 1q for any
f 1 : Gφ Ñ F which coincides with fn on Gmφ (the condition for being a φ-formal sequence
depends only on fnæGm
φ
).
We claim that this implies xxmy is not elliptic in Y . Indeed, if it was, then Gmφ would ﬁx
the limit of the sequence p˚λfGm
φ
qn and there would thus be an automorphism σ P ModπGj
φ
pGq
such that for n large enough μpfn ˝ σq ď μpfnq, contradicting the choice of pfnqn.
By 5.4.2 we know then that the minimal tree Y0 of xxmy in Y is fundamental, while Hm´1φ
ﬁxes some point z in Y . The free indecomposibility hypothesis implies that z can be chosen
inside Y0. Just as in the proof of Merzlyakov theorem, using observation 3.1.14 one can see
that then any intersection of Y0 and one of its translates must belong to the orbit of z and
Gφ “ G1 ˚ xxmy, where G1 “ Stabpzq. Let u be a ﬁnite tuple of variables marking elements
of G1 such that G1 is generated by px1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ym´1, uq. We can see G1A as Gψ for some SCP
formula:
ψ ” @x1 P p1 Dy1 P q1 ¨ ¨ ¨xm´1 Dym´1 P qm´1Du P r Πpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨xm´1, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ym´1, u, aq “ 1
with the variables in ψ in agreement with the marking of Gφ. Now, clearly pfnæG1qn is a
ψ-formal test sequence, so by the induction hypothesis φ1 admits a formal solution. ψ admits
a formal solution. This implies φ does, by 6.2.2 (after adding innermost universally quantiﬁed
variables to ψ).
Let us now go back to our general positive formula:
φ ” @x1 Dy1 ¨ ¨ ¨ @xm Dym
kł
i“1
px P ppiq ^ y P qpiq ^ Σipx, y, aq “ 1q
For any p “ pp1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pmq P Q|x| denote by Dp the collection of all the SCP formulas with free
universal variables of the form:
@x1 P p1 Dy1 P q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ @xm P pm Dym P qm Σipx, y, aq “ 1
for some 1 ď i ď k such that ppiq “ p.
Lemma 6.2.4. Suppose that FA |ù φ. Then for each p P Q|x| there is some sentence ψ P Dp
admitting a formal ψ-sequence (in particular, Dp is not empty).
Proof. Indeed, given any such p, the construction of test sequences implies the existence of a
φ-formal sequence pfnqn such that πpfnpxqq “ p for all n P N. The sought result follows from
the validity of φ, together with a straightforward application of the pidgeon hole principle.
Now, let φsurj the axiom stating that each of the predicates Pq is non-empty. Modulo
the theory Tπgp Y φsurj , any SCP sentence φ is equivalent to the one obtained adding any
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dummy constrained quantiﬁer expression @x1 P p1 just before the atomic part of ψ, where the
variables of x1 are disjoint from those appearing in ψ. In particular, we can always assume
that the condition xπpx, aqy “ Q is satisﬁed. Using the previous lemma, the last observation
and proposition 6.2.3 we can deduce:
Corollary 6.2.5. If in the situation above FA |ù φ, then there is some ﬁnite collection pψiqri“1
of SCP formulas, each of which admits a formal solutions, such that Tπgp $ p
rŹ
i“1
ψi Ñ φq.
From this we one can readily deduce:
Theorem 6.2.6. Let A be a free factor of non-abelian free groups F1 and F2 and for i “ 1, 2
let πi be a homomorphism from Fi to the ﬁnite group Q. Then
Th`ApF1, π1q “ Th`ApF2, π2q
Proof. Take any positive A-sentence φ such that pFi, πiq |ù φ. By the previous corollary, φ is
implied in Tπgp by some conjunction
rŹ
i“1
ψi of SCP formulas admitting a formal solution. This
implies the validity of each ψi, and therefore that of φ, in pF3´i, π3´iq.
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